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Abstract 

For several years now, the Canadian Federal govemment's Aboriginal Fisheries 

Strategy has provided a means for substantial co-management of fishenes resources by 

F h t  Nations. Unfortunately, there is a widespread lack of understanding of the 

Abonginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS) by ail interested parties. This study examines the 

AFS agreement of the Tahltan First Nation of Northwestem British Columbia and other 

fisheries co-management agreements in place in B.C. It does so by cumpaniig them with 

the provisions and process of development of comprehensive c l a h  bgsed co- 

management agreements elsewhere in Canada It also offers an assessment of aboriginal 

fishenes w-management arrangements and provides insight into sustainable aspects of 

the regimes. 

Evaluation criteria were denved from a 1994 study by McDaniels, Heaiey & 

Paisley that outlined objectives important in guiding the design of fisheries co- 

management initiatives invoiving First Nations in B.C. The most successful agreements 

and clairns analyzed included the following achievements: Aboriginal ri@ were 

respecteci, fishenes CO-management regimes were community-based, the cummunity's 

economic weU-behg had improved, trust and mperation had been b d t  between parties, 

technical expertise had been developed, participation o c c d  at both a local and regional 

level, and adaptive leaming was taking place. 

This assessment also suggests that succesSf.uI fisheries co-management regimes do 

not require ratification in treaties. The Tahltan Abmiginai Fisheries Strategy is a good 



example, dthough it could still be fimher improved. Recommendations for improvement 

inchdeci: the development of a strategic plan; block fiinding or a trust fund; irnproved 

training programs; recognition of a more traditional leadership system; active 

participation at the wafer~hed level; and irnproving and supporthg local commercial 

fishey activities. 
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1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Two dominant models of fishdes management operate throughout the world, 

wmmunity-bared systems and state systcms. Community-based systems have ümited 

application while the state-based systems have never worked well (Osherdcol988aBtb). 

Where they exist, community-based or local systems are based on self-regdation. These 

systems are decentralid and involve local knowledge of resources, custornary practice, 

and cultural traditions. State systems are carried out through a central authority (e-g. 

senior govemment) and are based on scientfic models and data Enforcement in this 

system is conducted through federal andlor provincial goverment laws and regdations 

(Berkes, George & Preston 199 1). Co-management involves a combination of these two 

"pure" management alternatives. 

One major flaw in the scientific management approach used by the state is that it 

only considers the naîurai system and not the human system. A second flaw concerns 

who is responsible for making the regdatory decisions, in this case non-fishers (Larkin 

1988; Pringle 1985). Human factors need to be taken into accoimt in fishenes mource 

management because good science is of little use if management plans and regdations are 

not accepteci by the fishers. A lack of understanding has followed h m  ciSering 

perspectives on the nature of the fishery. M.E. Smith (1995) pointed out that the people 

who manage the fishery are using a Mirent mode of thinking than those worlcing within 



the fishery. These two different views play a role in each step and every aspect of the 

management proces and need to be taken into consideration when trying to manage the 

resource. Ifmanagement plans are to be successful, mutuai understanding needs to be 

developed between these parties. Co-management quires that senior govemments 

devote more t h e  and effort to understanding those people who utilize the resource and to 

d i z e  that the contribution of local knowledge is critical to mamïging resourws. 

The fisheries are a part of the public trust and f e d d  and provincial govemments 

have the responsibility to maintain them for futine generations. These governments need 

local involvement - to develop and carry out management plans, and local people need 

senior govemment involvement - to give legitimacy to their organizations and the power 

to cany out the management schemes developed (Berkes 1989a). Co-management, a 

combination of state and wmmunity-based management, promises the best integration of 

conservation and the maximiration of community benefits (Salwasser, Schonewald-Cox 

& Baker 1993; Weber 1995). 

There is no worldwide definition of CO-management and no one grand 

institutional design (Berkes, et al. 1991; Hawkes 1996; Lim, Matsuda & Shigerni 1995). 

Co-management is basically a form of power sharing. There are however a variety of 

approaches which have differing balances among parties, and the specific details of the 

impiementhg structures can Vary a gmit deal. The Royal Commission on Abonginal 

Peoples (1 996) defines co-management as a blending of the two systems of management 

in such a way that optimizes the advantages of both and avoids the domination of one 

over the other. From a First Nations point of view, CO-management maka it possible to 

articulate commmity concems, protect the traditional economy, and safeguard rights 



against k t s  to the fishery resource base (Betkes 1994). However, aimost di CO- 

management arrangements existing today reprrsent a compromise between the Aboriginai 

objective of self determinah . . 
on and government's' objective of retaining management 

authority (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peopies [RCAP] 1996). For this reason, 

aboriginal people regard co-management as an evolving institution. 

This thesis examines the varying de- tbat fisheries management activities are 

afForded to aboriginal groups in Cmadian fiskies co-management agreements. The 

general focus is on four agreements involving the Federal govemment's Aboriginal 

Fisheries Strategy (AFS) and three comprehensive claim agreements. Specifically, 

opportunities are sought to improve the Tahltan First Nation's AFS agreement in relation 

to prospective treaty negotiations in B.C. The rationale for this study involves foin 

themes: the changing face of fisheries management on the Pacific Coast; the prospect of 

Abonginal treaty settlements in British Columbia; the lack of understanding existing 

around the Fedeial government's Abonginal Fisheries Straîegy (AFS); and the lack of 

academic research on fisheries management in Northem British Columbia These themes 

are discussed more below. The main areas of literature are drawn h m  common property, 

fishenes CO-management, and aboriginal daim-based CO-management. The thesis is 

written h m  a resource management perspective based on personal experience with the 

Tahltan AFS, literaîure review, and wdtations. 

-- 

' in this thesis the term govemment refers to senior leveis of government @ e d d  & Provincial). Other 
levels of government, community or 1d and First Nations, are not included m my use of "goveniment". 



13 Thesis Focus and Objectiva 

The Canadian Federal govemment's Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS) provides 

an excellent example of an evolving fisheries c o - m e m e n t  regime. The AFS has for 

several years now provided a means for subsbntial CO-management of fisheries murces 

by First Nations. The AFS consists of negotiated agreements between the Federal 

government and First Nations, in either river-wide or specific First Nation agreements, 

that cover a spectnim of fishenes management activities including harvest levels, fish 

habitat improvement and enhancement, research, fisheries-related economic development 

and training. Its aim is to increase economic opportunities in Caoadian fisherics for 

aboriginal people while achieving predictability, stability and enhanced pmfitabiiity for 

all participants (Department of Fisheries and ûceans [DFO] 1992). The AFS was 

scheduled to end in 1999. After an interna1 program review in 1996, the AFS was 

extended as an interim agreement until cornprehensive claims or treaties are settied with 

First Nations (Burdek, Per. Comm.). How the transition h m  these interim agreememts to 

claim-based agreements will occur is far nom clear. 

This study examines the AFS agreement of the Tahltan Fkst Nation and other 

fisheries co-management agreements in place in B.C., in cornparison with the provisions 

and process of development of comprehensive claim-based CO-management agreements 

elsewhere in Canada This will be achieved through four objecti&: 

to iden te  the components necessary for successfiil CO-management; 

to review the Abonginal Fisheries Strategy - successes and fdures; 



to assess the Tahitan situation in relation to other Meries CO-management 

developments in British Columbia and with those implemented mder Aboriginal 

daims; 

to assess options and directions for Tahitan fisheries CO-management in relation to 

prospective trieaty negotiations. 

The Tahltan First Nation was chosen as the main case study for two reasons: 1) 

the Tahltan people still rely on fish as a major food source and use traditional harvest 

methods, and 2) there is dissension among groups (Tahltan & Iskut) and the d t i n g  

political instability is cornmon among First Nation groups in the North. Group naEnne 

and breakdown is a systemic problem with the daims process. The instability involveci 

and the difficdty maintainiag a consistent approach on the AFS o E m  a really good 

window on the CO-management process. It demonstrates how groups can work together to 

reach an end. 

With respect to the Tahltan fishery itself, it is representative of west coast 

aboriginal people, and commmities sti l l  dependent on the utilization of fishery resources. 

The very m e  "Tahltan" is generaliy thought to be taken b r n  the k t  settlement of 

these people at the mouth of the Tahltan River -'where the fish (salmon) jump up the Little 

water' (Tahltan River), or 'when the fish leave the m e r  for the land', refening to the 

stranding of Salmon as they work their way over the shallows in the smaller river 

(Emmons 1 91 1 : 13). Over generations, Tahitan people have maintained specific areas on 

the river where they put in their nets. Each family has a certain location where they fish 

and permission must be asked and given before anyone else fishes thm. 



1.3 Rotionale 

As mentioned earlier, the rationale for this study involves four themes: the 

changing face of fisheries management on the Pacifîc wast; the prospect of Abonginai 

treaty senlements in British Columbia; the lack of understanding existing amund the 

FederaI government's Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS); and the lack of academic 

rrseanih on fisheries management in Northem British Columbia Research in the anxi of 

fishenes CO-management is timely because many raearchers and stakeholders of Pacific 

fisheries have expressed concem over inmashg environmental mcerfainty, declining 

sahonid diversity and decreasing institutional capacity facing the resource (Gailaugher 

1997, Glavin 1996, Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995, Walters 1995). Healey (1 997:2 1) 

expressed his views at a Pacific Fisheries Think Tank Workshop, stating that there is no 

doubt that 1) many stocks of salmon have either been dnven to extinction or are 

threatened by human activity, 2) cuts in funding and personnel have weakened the ability 

of federal agencies to administer and enforce their pattern of management, and 3) both of 

these are compounded by an emerghg redization of uncertainty in sabon production 

professes. There is an urgent need for senior govemment and local people to corne 

together to share information and responsibility for the fishery as the Federal govemwnt 

downskes the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO). Research analyzing ciiffirent 

Canadian fisheries' CO-management arrangements will allow new amngements to leam 

h m  and build on what has gone before them. 

The prospect of Abonginai treaty settlements in British Columbia end how they 

wiil affect the management of the fishery resowce is an important question. FEst Nations 

in B.C. have been backed by favourable court decisions which have confirmed Abonginal 



fishing rights (MacLeod 1989~264). First Nations have used these court decisions as a 

lever to mate the opportunity for both themselves and other user p u p s  to becorne CO- 

managers. The Aboriginal interest goes beyond a "use righi" as defineci in the past. Their 

interest is general, proprietary and deep. It includes but is not limited to 1) prionty above 

al1 other users for food, social and ceremonid fish as per the Jack John & John decision 

in 1996,2) a rîght to sale as per the test in the GZdtone decision in 1996, and 3) a nght 

to management as per the DeIgam Wukw decision in 1997 (joint management is the terni 

used in that decision; Duiven, Per. Comm.). Chapter Two bnefly describes the B.C. treaty 

process and its potential for accommodating the full Aboriginal interen This research 

examines three comprehensive c lah settkrnents in Canada to detemine aboriginal 

involvement in fisheries management activities within these settlernmts. The clah 

agreements are compared to four B.C. fisheries CO-management arrangements, ofTering an 

assessrnent of First Nations' involvement in fisheries management activities. 

At present, many Fitst Nations in B.C. are involved in the Abonginal Fisheries 

Strategy as means to participate in fisheries management activities. Unfortunately, 

interested parties have demonstrated a w i d e s p d  lack of understanding of the 

Aboriginal Fishenes Strategy. This includes abonginal groups, non-aboriginal fishers, 

commercial fishers, the media, and generai public. Most parties either have an incomplete 

or erroneous understanding of the purpose and context of the AFS including such 

important aspects as: Aboriginal and treaty fishing rights, the negotiation of AFS 

agreements and how they reiaîe to Aboriginal and treaty rights, and CO-management 

arrangements (DFO 1997). This work chrifies how the AFS operates and the various. 

d e s  it plays in B.C. fisherks management arrangements. 



The Stikine river, dong with and other northern B.C. rivers and their fisheries, has 

been v W l y  ignored by academic researchers in the field of fisheries menagement. in an 

extensive litemtw seairh of fisheries management, only one article was foimd (Twitchell 

1989 - Irnplementing the U.S.Canada Pacific Saùnon Treaty: The Stniggle to Move h m  

"Fish Wars" to Cooperative Fishery Management) in 137 citations, that mentioned the 

Stikine as a tmnsboundary river. In literature on B.C. fisheries, the emphasis has been on 

the maintenance of hi& profile sockeye -on stocks in the Skeem end Fraser rivers. 

The Iack of attention to northern transboundary rivers is iliustrated in Terry Glavin's 

(1 996) publication Deed Reckoning: Confionting the Crisis in Paczjic Fisheries. This 

author does not discuss or even label rivers north of the Skeena on the map on page xii of 

his book. DFO is doing its part in the northern systems with the help of First Nations but 

academic interest has focused on the coastal communities, and middie and southern B.C. 

rivers. This thesis intends to eniighten people on &on management in the Tahltan First 

Nation's traditional temtory, the Stikine watershed. 

Overall, this work provides a comparative understanding of fisheries co- 

management agreements that wiil allow parties of these agreements to leam h m  and 

build on wIiat has gone before them. It also clarifies how the AFS operates and the 

various d e s  it plays in northern B.C. fisheries management arrangements. This research 

is unique in nature. Previous fisheries CO-management research has looked at 

intemationai examples (Pinkerton 1994) or a mix of international and Canadian examples 

(Pinkerton 1989; Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995) to guide appmaches in B.C. 0th- have 

focused specifically on aboriginai claims-based cemanagement structures to iden* 



1-4 Relation to Literature 

The examination of the evolution of fisheries CO-numagement for the T d h n  First 

Nation in relation to prospective treaty negotiatiom draws on a diversity of sources. From 

this focus, the literahire cari be divided into three major arra~:  amm mon property ~ ~ 0 u . n ~  

management; fishenes CO-management; and claim-based co-manapement Detailed 

dimission of these areas wiii occur in Chapter Two. 

Cornmon property, describing the physical situation of the fish, is used to 

distinguish a category of n a d  resources such as fis4 wildlife, water, forests, etc. which 

are difficult to manage under a simple management arrangement such as private PfOFrty 

(Berkes & Feeny 1990; Berkes, et ai. 199 1 ; Ostrom 1990). Management is &fE~u.it due to 

the mobility, scale, or oppominities for secret use of the resource (Paefion & Winstein 

1995). Fishenes resources may be managed under a number of different systems of rights 

or regimes including open access, state management, private management or commhty 

management. Eariy theorists used the tenn "wlll~~loa propertyn incorrecdy, defining it as 

the absence of property rights (open access). Most problems (e-g. compliand 

enforcement, and ignoring human capital) attnbuted to fisheries are not a hc t ion  of their 

cornmon nature but of the management @es they are under, mostly open access or 

state management (Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995). Therefore, we should be concemeci 

with the ''tmgedy of mismamgai state property" instead of the "tragedy of the cummons" 

(Mmhak 1987a). 



The role of the state encompasses legislation pertaùiing to access ngb ,  habitat 

conservation, and licensing. It also involves capital, markets, the regulation of labour, 

unions, and the relationship between capital and labour (Marchak 1987a). This 

contradiction in mandates - to conserve the resource on one hand and the cornmitment to 

a process of private accumulation rights on the other hand - is the source of the 

govemment's inconsistent cittempts to manage the fishery resoufce. Governmemt 

regdations have fded miserably when trying to treat the symptoms of faiihg fisheries, 

let done the cause (Crean & Symes 1996; McGoodwin 1990; Rogers 1995). The 

regulatory fhmework ne& to do more than just regulate the fishers. It needs to regdate 

the forces that are driving the fishers to overfish. 

The concept of fisheries CO-management cannot be defined very precisely because 

of the wide variety of partnemhip arrangements and the degrees of responsibility sharing 

that are possible in management situations. Some see CO-management arrangements on a 

vertical continuum such as that developed by Berkes, et al. (1991) and Berkes (1994), 

where CO-management can be depicted on different levels, correspondhg to the degree 

that local citizens &are power in govemment decision making (Table 1). ûthers view co- 

management dong a horizontal continuum (Pacifie Fisheries Think Tank 1997), where 

co-mauagement is depicted somewhm in between community and govemment as sole 

managers of the resource (Figure 2). Its position on this continuum is determined by the 

degree of public input into policy m g .  Advisory statu and consultation (the lower 

rungs; the right side) are no longer adequaîe. Fishers strive for involvement in the 

decision making process and the authority to make and implement regulatory decisions 



on their own Roseland & Gunton 1996). First Nations are looking ta pmceed to 

the top levels or the centre of the continuum. 

Table 1 Levels of Co-management 

1 7 1 Partnership/Community Control 1 Partnership of equals; joint decision-making 1 

6 

5 

4 

Management Boards 

Advisory Cornmittees 

3 

institutionalizad; power delegated to comrnunity where 
feasi ble 
Community is piven opportunity to participate in 
developing and implementing manapetnent plans 
Partnership in decision-making starts; joint action on 

Cornmirnication 

2 

I l  I I 
Adapted h m  Berkes, et al. 199 1 

common objectives 
Start of two-way information exchange; local concems 

Co-operation 

1 

Figure 2 Co-management Continuum 

begin to enter management plans 
Commuoity starts to have input into management, e.g. 

Consultation 

Community Agency 
Arrangement 

use of local knowledge, research assistants 
Start of face-to-face contact; mmxnunity input heard 

Idomiing 

Cooperative 
Management 

but not necessarily heeded 
Commuoity is infomed about decisions already made 

Goverment 
Management 

Adapted h m  Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995 

Claim-based comanagernent regimes are seea as the preferable solution to First 

Nations as they provide long-ter- legally recognizod stability to resource management 

(RCAP 1996; Campbeii 1996). They also provide a guarantee that traditionai knowledge 

wil l  be included in local considerations for proposed projects, forcing the scient& 



col~unmity into using traclitional and cuitUral laiowledge in projest planning (Arctic 

Institute of North America & Joint S e W a t  1995: 1 16). Unfortmately, the claim-biised 

CO-management litemture is not a coherent body of knowledge and does not build on 

concepts of earlier çtudies (Berkes, Fast & Berkes 1996). 

Berkes, et al. (1996) found tbat the litemture on co-management and land claims 

was characterized by a lack of synthesis, systematic analysis, and theory. The exceptions 

to this d e  include: the search for common elements by Osherenko 1988a&b, Pinkerion 

1989, Pinkerton 1994, and Pinkerton & Weiastein 1995; the degree of management 

power sharing by Berkes, et al. 199 1, and Berkes 1994; theones of social leaming by 

Dale 1989; and adaptive management by McDanieIs Healey & Paisley 1994. Very few 

papen have tried to make sense of CO-management in land claims (Berkes 1989b; Clarke 

1993; MacLachlan 1 994; W h  199 1 ), and even fewer, the transition nom non-clah to 

claim-based CO-management (Campbell 1996; Doubleday 1989). Having identified these 

areas as information gaps, this study compares fisherks CO-management provisions in 

Abonginai claim agmments to fisheries co-management agreements in B.C. using 

criteria developed by McDaniels, et al. (1994). 

1.5 Approach and Methods 

Mitchell (1997) noted how the field of resource management has evolved fiom its 

linkages with traditional geographic investigation and resource analysis into new 

innovative ways to deal with environmental and resource management issues. He 

identified the key to managing rrsources as the ability to tecognize the importance of 

change, oomplexîty, uncertahty and conflict and to determine how ta fiinction in their 



presence. In many cases, CO-management is king used as a process to function in these 

situations. Co-management increases local participation, reduces wnflia and creates 

equity among parties, seeks an acceptable balance of tradeoffs7 recognizes system 

linkages, and works to reduce uncertainty. 

Co-management regimes between government agencies and indigenou users 

employ varying organkt iod structures and processes, but the successfùl CO- 

management regimes always give the indigenous user a seme of owwrship in the system 

(Osherenko l988a). To achieve this sense of ownership, a vision must be developed, a 

process createci, a product generated, and implementation and monitoring ensured within 

the co-management regime (Mitchell 1997). Admittedly, every CO-management structure 

operates d e r  a distinct set of conditions and circum~fances, but there is no need for ail 

past failures and problerns to repeat themselves. Osherenko (1 988a:M) put it aptly when 

she stated that the real question for the fii- ". . . is not whether co-management regimes 

will increase in number and scope but whether the organhtions created to irnplement 

them wiil work effectively". 

A literature review is the main method of data collection. Personal expaience 

within the Abonginal Fishenes Strategy is also brought to bear through the main case 

study of the Tahitan First Nation. Unstructured personal interviews were also held when 

relevant - mostly fact-finding exercises. As an academic researcher on fisheries CO- 

management, applied operational experience offered an essential opportwiity to make 

practical evaluations of these regimes and suggestions for their improvement. 

A comp8~18tive analysis is used to determine the degrees of success of various 

claim-based co-management arrangements within Canada and fisheries co-management 



regimes within B.C. Criteria for evaluation are taken h m  McDaniels, Healey & Paisley 

(1994) who provide a hieiarchy of fiindamental objectives for fisheries cooperative 

management. This approach was chosen because it cornes h m  the same premise as this 

thesis - the AFS and factors important to the design of s u d  fisherks CO- 

management initiatives involving First Nations in British Columbia Seven agreements 

are exmineci in two ways: 1) to determine the nature of aboriginal participation in 

fisheries management hct ions  - policy making and evaluation; ensuring the productive 

capacity of the resource; cornpliance with des; regulating fishery &est; tegdating 

fishery access; mounw use coordination; rehirning optimum value to fishers (Pinkerton 

& Weinstein 1995), and 2) to ascertain the degree the agreements meet the miteria of - 

improving habitai, improving stock health, improving community economic well-being, 

improving equity, improving trust and cooperation, impmving cornmunity involvement, 

improving opportunities for leaming (McDaniels, et ai. 1994). From this approach we 

leam where strengths and weaknesses lie in each agreement and general lessons for those 

involved in fisheries co-management arrangements. 

This study tries to provide "appropriate" research by choosing three cases h m  

the Canadian claims context and four cases involving the Aborigllial Fisheries Strategy in 

B.C. The assumption is that treaties in British Columbia will be similar to claims already 

settled in Canada but the fisheries provisions may Vary due to the involvement of the 

province in treaty negotiations. Therefore, the examination of fisheries agreements that 

are already in place within B.C. WU provide added insight into the province's influence 

on fisheries CO-management arrangements. All of these cases are then evaluated by the 



criteria developed for suceessfdly mamghg the B.C. salm011 fishery with First Nation 

involvement (McDaniels, Healey & Paisley 1994). 

Within B.C., emphasis will be on the Gitxsan - fishery management approach 

(Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995), the Nisga'a Agreement-ininPrinciple (Govenunent of 

Canada, the Province of British Columbia & the Nisga'a Tribai Council misga'a AIP] 

1996)' and the Tahltan AFS @FOY the Tahitan First Nation & the Islcut First Nation 

1995). An examination of the Skeena Watershed Cornmittee will offer insight into a 

broder levei of multiparty co-management @inkerton & Weinstein 1995; Pinkerton 

1994). These case -dies cover a diversity of agreements within the province of British 

Columbia (Figure 2). 

In the northern claim-based literature* attention WU be given to the Inuvialuit 

Finai Agreement (Department of Indian & Northem Mairs [IFA] 1984), the Umbrella 

Final Agreement in Yukon (Govemment of Canada, the Comcil for Yukon Indians & the 

Govemment of Yukon [UFA] 1993), and the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement (Inuit of 

the Nunavut Settlement Area & Her Majesty The Queen in Right of Canada W C A ]  

1993) to show the fisheries management hctions that were received and the CO- 

management systems that were set-up as a result of claim Settlements. These Aboriginal 

daim settlements were chosen because they tepresent the major modem compreheasive 

claim agreements with extensive resource provisions (Figure 3). 







1.6 Organhtion of Tbesis 

This thesis includes s u  more chapters. Chapter Two delves into Iiterature 

conceming cornmon property resources, fisheries CO-management, and daim-based co- 

management This sets the stage for discussing fisheries co-rnanagement arrangements in 

relation to comprehensive claùns. The Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy is reviewed in detail 

in Chapter Three to provide the reader with information on this poorly under~food 

program. Chapter Four reviews previous research evduating co-management regimes and 

presents this shidy's evaluative fhmework derived from a 1994 study by McDaniels, 

Healey & Paisley. 

Descriptions of  the seven case studies and rnalyses of each case's fishenes 

management fuoctions and in relation to the McDanieis et al. critena appear in Chapter 

Five, while Chapter Six contains a summary of the agreements' strengths and 

weaknesses. Chapter Six also identifies general lessons for First Nations in fisheries CO- 

management arrangements. Chapter Seven has mmmendations for the Tahltan First 

Nation and other First Nations to improve their participation in fisheries co-management 

before the senlement of Aboriginal claims. 



Fisheries: The Resource, Their Management, 

and Aboriginal Claims 

2.1 Overview 

An examination of the evolution of fisheries co-management for the Tahltan First 

Nation in relation to prospective treaty negotiations draws on a diversity of fiterature. It 

encompasses literature on the fishery resource itself, its "cornmon" nature, and the 

different ways in which this resource can be managed. This is important becaw the 

fishery's property status determines who has the right to manage or control i t  Fisheries 

management in Canada is carried out by the state. Literaîure in this area describes the 

state's dependence on a scientific management approach that bas mateci many problems 

for the fishery resource, ranging h m  overcapitalization to overfishing. This literature 

provides a basis for the argument of local user involvement in decision-making and calls 

for a new approach to fisheries management - co-management. 

A review of CO-management literature hes been included as necessary background 

information for discussing fisheries co-management. It outlines CO- nageme ment's 

evolution and three naxssary components for a successfid regime. Fisheries CO- 

management literaîure illusûaks an altemative to the state's destructive fisheries policies 

and describes ways to involve local people to maintain a sustainable fishery resource. 

Literature on Abonginal ctaims provides background information on the process, bath 

w i t b  Canada and B.C., what claim settlements have offered abonginai people and the 



resorim CO-management institutions they create. The last ana of liteniture this study 

draws h m  is claim-based «>-management.. Abonginal groups across Canada look to the 

legal right for aboriginal participation in rrsource management activities in claims to 

increase their participation in co-management arrangements. 

23 Fish: A Common Property Resonrce 

Ocean resources, including fish, are ofken called the 'common heritage of 

mankind', a global property m u r c e  ÇBerkes 1986). This 'common property condition', 

which assumes that wrç cannot or will not erect institutions to preseTve the resource, has 

k e n  blamed for a host of social ills (e.g. pollution, misallocation of labour and capital, 

and resource depletion). The resource management models that have been used to snidy 

this phenornenon are: the tragedy of the commons - d t i n g  in a 'k-for-all' which 

degrades the resource and benefits no one; the prisoners' dilemma - in which individuals 

act to only benefit thenselves leaving everyone else with nothing; and the logic of 

collective action - a theory in which individuals with cornmon interests will act in a self- 

interested way unless there is some device to make them voluntarily act in the cornmon 

interest (Ostrom 1990). Policy prescriptions arising h m  these models cal1 for various 

kinds of regdation through an extemal agent or authority to pmtect nanwl res~iaces and 

ensure long-tem economic viability. 

The property miais of fish and fishers is a central issue in fisheries management, 

Who has the right to fisb, the right to manage the fishery, the right to exclude othm, the 

right to profit h m  the sale of fish (Marchak 1987a:3)? Early theorists believed the fact 

fish are not pnvaîely owned und caught sustains the argument that cornpethg  usa^ will 



ultimately destroy the common resource because no one is charged with its conservation. 

Their interpmtations of the 'common property' concept that 'everybody's right is 

nobody's rîght' (Hardin 1968; Gordon 1954), have been challenged (Cinacy-Wantrup & 

Bishop 1975; Marchak 1987a; Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995). 

The term property refm to a b d e  of rights in the use and tramfer of nahual 

resources and their associated institutional relatiomhips. The "exclusion of al1 who are 

not either owners themselves or have some arrangement with owners to w the murce  

in question" is a fundamental feature of the property concept (Ciriacy-Wantrup & Bishop 

1 975:7 1 5). Taking this into consideration, 'un-owned rrsources' (under conditions where 

no institutional amuigements exist) cannot be referred to as wmmon property. Common 

property represents a welldefined set of institutional airangements conceming who rnay 

use the resource, who may not make use of the resource, and the d e s  goveming how the 

accepted users shall conduct themselves (Berkes 1986:224). Property held in common by 

a particular group (e.g. First Nation), also tenned communai pperty, does not imply the 

inevitability of resource depletion. These groups have exclusive rights to an a m  and the 

internai organization necessary to manage the resource and e n m  that dl members enjoy 

the benefits (Marchak 1987a). In the case of the fishery resoufce, these groups usually 

lack management rights normally associated with propexty. 

The rights to manage or controi a resource (fi-) have four possible fomis: 

open access, private property, state, and community. Management rights and duties may 

inciude one or several fimctions of management. Divided into seven major categories, 

these hctions inchde: 1) decision making -4th respect to the resoiuce @olicy-making 

and evaluation), 2) cuntrol of habitat and waterways (prcxiuctive capacity of the mm), 



3) allocation of licences (Rguiating access), 4) limitation on capture capacities 

(regulating harvest), 5) coordination of rrsource users to avoid conflict, 6) enforcing or 

implementing d e s ,  and 7) maximizing benefits to fishers (Mmhak 1987a; Pinkerton & 

Weinsteïn 1995). The management system sel& detemines the distribution of 

benefits, access ri@, and obligations within the fishing industry. 

Open access is an absence of rights. Open access management of fishery resources 

do not work once the fishing capacity of the fîeet approaches or exceeds the ability of the 

stock to sustain it (Berkes 1989a). In this situation, the nsource is over-exploited because 

there was no control or management exercised. Private ownership rights have been seen 

as the alternative to this lack of control. It is said that private owwrs have a greater 

incentive to act as responsible stewards because they directly benefit h m  the 

preservation and maintenance of a resource (Gordon 1986). This assu~flption does not 

bold true when market mectianisms are added to the equation. The catching of fish 'for 

food pinposes' changes to the catching of fish 'for sale'. Fish becorne just another 

commodity which the market is suppose to be able to redistribute to the most efficient 

user. As the following example will demonstrate and Waugh (1984:xix) states "the 

market mechanism cannot be relied upon to achieve efficient ailocation". 

Attempts to allow private harvest management (e.g. individual transferable 

quotas) have put the accumulation of wealth above community and socioeconomic 

considerations such as employment stability and equitable catch distribution (Charles 

1994). Individual transfdle quotas pexmit wmpanies and individuals to buy and seIl 

fishing nghts allowing them to maximize their own net benefits without full 

consideration of the ecunomic wsts they impose on others. For example, incentives may 



be created to overexploit small or low-valued fish so as to maximk the value of eadi 

quota allocation. The problem is that d e  other resou~ces in which harvesting rights for 

a prticular region cm be f o d l y  acquireâ, then used as a means of gummteeing access 

to the resource, such private property rights have littie point in the fisheries where the fish 

can be easily captured outside the boundaries of a designatexi ana (Warriner l987:33 1). 

For the most part, fish have been treated as crown property or that which is held in 

the 'public trust'. The state has assumed the nght to rniilatrraly alter the access and 

harvesting practices of citizens in what is still d e d  a 'wmmon property nsource' 

(Marchak 1987a). Such a management body is quirad to balance resource ecology, 

economics and social impacts (Fricke 1985). The state approach to managing nahwl 

resources has been a combination of access rights, leasing systems, and economic 

incentives. It has attempted to place limits on input factors (e.g. vessels, fishers, gear, and 

timing), unaware that limitation of one factor creates incentives to compensate etsewhere 

(Bigford 1986; Waugh 1984). An example of this type of state management is the 

Canadian Federal govemment's Davis Plan for the salmon fishery. It was introduced in 

1968 with the intention of wnserving the stocks by eliminsting overcapitaiidon and 

excess labour usage. It consisted of four phases: 1) to fkz the fleet by licensing only 

those who could demonstrate a dependence on the salmon fishey, 2) to d u c e  the fleet 

by buying out and returning excess vessels, 3) to improve vesse1 standards and product 

quaiity, and 4) to introduce 'economidy optimum regdations' to improve fishing effort 

for the reduced fleet - never implemented (Marchak 1987b). The number of fishers was 

supposed to decline with the decreasbg availability of the licences. The fundamental 

error was in their basic assumption that vesse1 numbers controllad the intensity of fishing. 

23 



The liceasing of vessefs rather than individuais and the saleability of the licences lead to 

overcapitalization as the owners responded to federal government incentives of subsidies 

and loans to upgrade and enlarge their property. By the end of the program, the total fleet 

capacity was infinitely greater than when it began in 1968. 

Gordon (1986) rriticaliy assessed the U.S. govermnent's Magmrson Fishery 

Consenation and Magement  Act of 1976. He was concemed with the extent to which 

the Act's concepts and processes were king accepted into the social and emnomic 

system. He admitteci that the current fisheries management system was too complex to 

work well, that fisheries management works better in theory than practice, and that 

fisheries management has not 0th met d needs. His criticism was directeci at the 

realization that not everyone wants fisheries management to work well and therefore, 

blames the system. He pointed to lack of lmowledge of the resource and user group 

conflict as hindering any positive effects that regulations could make. He concluded that 

the resistance to the Act by al1 parties has prevented its integration into the social and 

economic systems and recommends a change in attitude. 

Most other researchers focus on the failure of state management and support 

Marchak's (1987a) theory of the "tragedy of mismanaged state property" (Crean & 

Symes 1996; McGoodwin 1990; Rogers 1995). This theory puts the full blame for 

fisheries problems on senior government since fishers cannot control iicensing and they 

are not diowed to manage cornmon (communal) property. These mearchers think 

attention should be focused on the management of licensing access to fi&, rather than on 

the licensed fishers. The state ndministeis the system of property rights and the system of 

accumulation (Marchack 1987a). Most problems attributed to fisheries (e.g. compümd 



enforcement, ignoring human capital, and too many big and powemil bats) are not a 

fùnction of their common nature but of the management regimes they are under, mostly 

open afcess or state management (Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995). 

The last fom of fisheries management rights is h u g h  a community. 

Communities usually exercise rights to manage their local fisheries idonnally. They may 

not have the state's authority to do so but they make their own d e s  to solve problans 

that arise. Local level mechanisms provide a feesible set of institutional arrangements that 

work best when 1) the resource is king used by a relatively small and homogeneous 

group harvesting specific species, 2) the fishers agree that there is a problem that needs 

solvbg, 3) there is a way for them to d e  the rules and monitor activities (observe 

fisher's behaviour), and 4) a system of threats or punishments is in place (Berkes 1986; 

Berkes 198%; Kuperan & Abdullah 1994; Ostrom 1990). Large scde and offshore 

fisheries, where fishers have the ability to deplete one area and move on to another, are 

less likely to be conducive to local-level management. The larger the fishery, the more 

heterogeneous the fishers and their objectives, and the more serious the challenge to local 

decision rnakers. 

Once again, determining the property status of the resource - who has the right to 

fish, the right to manage the fishery, the right to exclude 0th- and the nght to profit 

h m  the sale of fish - is central in fisheries management. There are potentially fow ways 

to manage a fishery (open access, private, state, and wmrnunity), of which the state 

appmach is the most widely used in Canada The next section describes the state's 

dependence on a scientific management approach which has created many problems for 
. 

the fishery resource, ranghg h m  o v e r c a p i ~ o n  to ovdshing. 



23 Fisberies Management 

Renewable marine resources in Canada are under Federai government 

jurisdiction, as they 'belong' to the people of Canada, not any individuai group, including 

commercial fishers. This governent chose to manage the fisheries usïng a techno-centric 

model to follow in which harvest rates by species, area, season, gear type, etc., are 

controlled through the Department of Fisheries and Oceans under the Fisheries Act. The 

objectives of fisheries management have chauged over space and time but they have 

always been economic andfor crisis orientated, with biological principles dominating the 

basic concepts of fisheries management. The scientific models (e-g. maximum sustainable 

yield, maximum economic yield) used to estimate fish population numbers are not only 

riddled with uncertainty, they completely ignore the human system with wtiich these fish 

populations interact (Ringle 1985). The optimum nistainable yield model attcmpted to 

include biological, economic, legal, mial,  and political considerations. Its hope was to 

modiQ economic efficiency by local considerations. Unfominately this model was not 

based on a coherent body of scientific knowledge, and was too vague to work when put 

into operation (Waugh 1 984). 

The challenge for management is to provide an institutional and regdatory 

hmework within which the desired level of fishing effort can be achieved. "Some of the 

biggest problems in fisheries management stem from the fact that our management 

agencies have k e n  trained to manage fi& populations but not people. Yet the main way 

fisheries are managed is by regulating the activities of the human harvestersn (Purkerton 

& Weinstein 19%: 1). Harvesting strategies generaily depend heavily on estimates of the 

size of the stock and its proàuctivity. This information is never perfect (incornpiete, 



inconsistent and contradictory) and disagreements occur over the Federal government's 

conwrvative response to these uncertainties. Différent types of regdations have been 

employed to optimize the level of fishiag effort: closed seasons and aggregate quotas; 

wntrol of areas to be fished; restrictions on fishing gear and technology; limitation of 

enûy by taxation; limitation of entry by licences; and limitation of entry - transferable 

quotas (Waugh 1984). Regdations bas4 on these scientific nrmibers alone are of little 

consequeme when fishers have their own ideas on how many fi& are "in the sean. Pearse 

& Walters (1 992: 17 1) go as  far as to Say that "biologists, whom the fishers must depend 

on to predict the effects of harvesting stocks, have no business deciding how much risk 

should be taken, or how the various benefits and costs of resource management decisions 

should be balanced". 

The lack of understanding between people that manage the fishery and people 

working within the fishery follows from their different perspectives on the nature of the 

fishery. On one hand, managers tend to view the system in a linear way: ordered, 

balanced, and in dynamic equilibnum. The study of nich a system depending on a local 

perspective of various species, year classes, sub-regions of the area in question, and catch 

statistics (ME. Smith 1995). On the other hand, fishers see nature in a non-linear way: 

random, disordered, non-causal in their linkages, and chaotic. This system's natud 

processes are complicated and dynamic; sequential patterns, if they do exist, can stretch 

over so long a p e n d  that they appear aperiodic (Wilson, Acheson, Metcalfe & Kieban 

1994). It has been recommended that the fishers' non-linear view be accepted and 

incorporated into senior govemment management plans (Pringle 1985; M.E. Smith 1995; 

Wilson, et al. 1994). The state's ability to manage this coastal murce has been 



overestimated M e  the expenence and capacities of local management systems have not 

b e n  M y  considered. Managers need to realize and accept that fisheries management is a 

political issue which wuires the involvement of local fishers to correct the biophysid 

and institutional problems (McGoodwin 1990; Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995; Rogm 

1995; Walters 1995). 

British Columbia's fishery is not an exception to the ''tragedy of mismanaged 

state property". Walters (19955) bluntly summarized his thoughts on fisheries 

management in British Columbia: 

The management approach has produced an institutional quagmirr with grossly 
overcapitalized and bitterly cornpetitive f i s h g  fleets, an allocation system among 
fishennen that is dominated more by the threat of civil disobedience than by 
reasoned analysis of where nghts and privileges ought to lie, and a publicly wdy 
burdensome apparatus for both biologicai management and economic support of 
fishennen". 

Walters (1 995:SO), one among many, tecommends a change fkom the centralued 

authority and public management of fisheries toward management where as many of the 

functions of management as possible are put in the han& of the people who live by the 

resource (Marchak, Guppy & McMulian 1987; Pinkerton 1994; Pinkerton & Weinstein 

1995). Authority, responsibility and accountability should be vested in the stakeholders 

who gain and lose h m  fishing. Everyone has a g e n d  right to use a cornmon property 

resource, but this right is usually undercut by actions of interest groups that diminish the 

value of the resource for others in society (Regier & Grima 1985). The potential abuse of 

. .  . 
an ecological system is uummmd by making certain that local groups are allocated 

management rights. The combination of government and fishem w o r b g  together to 

develop new economic strategies mates more effective development prognuns because it 



forces both parties to speii out principles and des  and commit themselves to king 

accountable to objective criteria in implementing them (Pinkerton BtWeinstein 1995). 

The literature presented on fisheries management forms a m n g  argument for the 

involvement of local users in decision-making, cding for a new approach to fisheries 

management. This new approach would involve government and i ~ ~ d  people working 

together to sustainably develop the fishery resource. The texm used for this approach is 

CO-management. 

2.4 The Evolution of Co-management 

How is CO-management disthguished h m  other resource management systems, 

such as govemment regdation or community-initiated regdation? Co-management takes 

a rniddle course between government regdations and community initiateci reguiations. It 

is a "meeting point between overall government concems for efficient mource utilbation 

and protection, and local concems for equal opportunities, self determination and self 

control" (Jentoft 1989: 144). Co-management is short for cwperative management and is 

wd interchangeably in the liteniture with joint management and coilaborative 

management (Berkes, et al. 1996). 

Co-management involves the combination of two 'pure' management alternatives, 

the state-level and the local-level (Berkes 198 1 ; Berkes, et ai. 199 1 ; Feit 1988% Usher 

1986). State-level management is canried out by a centdized authority, is based on 

scientific data, and enforcement is under government laws and regdations. Local-level 

management is decentrakd, consensus-based, derives its knowledge h m  local people, 

is sesregdatecl aad edorced through social sanctions. There has always becn tension 



and confiict between these two types of management; goverament managers do not 

always respect local systems as they are based on custornary practice and not formal 

science; local people do not always beîieve biologists and their scientific models @ d e s  

1994; Osherenko 1988a). Co-management agreements offer a mechanism to resolve 

disputes and provide a fhmework for managllig futurr confiict in a fair, effective and 

efficient manner (Hawkes 1996). Co-tuanagement can be a means and an end with 

fairness building understanding and tnist; ef f~veness7  providing opportunities for joint 

work and the incorporation of value clifferences; and efficiency, in the sense that it is able 

to provide a sense of ownership to the resource user. 

Osherenko (1 988a: 1 3) envisioned a CO-management regime as an institutional 

arrangement in which government agencies with jurisdiction over rrsources and user 

groups enter into an agreement covering a specific geographic region and spelling out: 1) 

a system of rights and obligations, 2) a collection of d e s ,  and 3) procedures for making 

collective decisioos. While this basic view is not denied, CO-management does not have 

one worldwide definition or consist of one grand institutiod design (Berkes, a al. 1991; 

Hawkes 1996; Lim, et al. 1995). The term broadly refers to various levels of integration 

between local and state systems within which the arrangements and organkdonal set- 

ups V a r y  gready * 

The Royal Commission on Aboriginal People (1996) p u p s  co-management 

arrangements into three categories: crisis-based CO-management, in response to non- 

sustainable resource exploitation as a short term meesure in advance of more parnanent 

co-management systems (some to be codified in comprehensive land claims); 

commuzilty-based resource management, in response to demands to incorporate local 



wncems in resource exploitation andlor devolution by senior govemments of raource 

management fesponsibility for fiscal reasons; and claims-based co-management, 

estabfished under comprehensive claims agreements. These distinctions are subjective 

and there is much overlap among them. For example, comprehensive claims negotiations 

- such as those leading to the J m e s  Bay Agreement - were themselves a response to 

crisis, w i l e  the Beverly Kaminuriak Board which began in crisis set some important 

p d e n t s  and lends its model to claim-bard regirnes. By focusing on the evolution of a 

CO-management arrangement, however, these distinctions serve as usefid categones with 

which to organize literature in this area. Each category will be investigated tbrough an 

example: the Beverly Kaminuriak Caribou Management board, one of the oldest and 

most widely known CO-management arrangements - a crisis situation; the Lofoten fishery 

in Norway, a well documented international case which might be the earliest continuous 

CO-management arrangement - commUI]ity encourageci regdation; and the Jmes Bay and 

N ~ h e m  Quebec Agreement as the nrst settled Canadian Abonginai claim. Further 

details on fishenes CO-management arrangements, Aboriginal claims, and claim-bas& CO- 

management follow. 

The Beverly and Kamùiuriak barren ground caribou herds range o v a  a vast area 

covering parts of northern Manitoba and Saskatchewan, as well as the southem Keewatin 

and southeasteni Slave regions of the Northwest Texritories in the late 1970s biologists 

and govemment managers believed that both herds had diminished to W o n s  of their 

previous populations, and were still declining (Thomas & Schaefer 1991). The user 

groups felt that govemment estimations of herd siza were inaccurate and r e fkd  to 

accept this population data in light of tbeir own expeiences (Scotter 1991). Instead of 



increasiflg enforcement, whïch wodd have brought no end to the arguments h m  

aboriginal users, the govermnent b u g h t  the haniesters into the decision making process. 

The negotiations ciilminrrted in a ten year management agreement estab1ishing the 

Beverly-Kaminuriak Management Board (The Board) in 1982. It was signed jointly by 

federal, provincial, and territorial govemments as they were the parties responsible for the 

fiinding. The Board is composed of thirteen members - five govemment and eight user 

members representing aboriginal peoples andor their associations. It should be noted that 

the Board was created under a favorable political climate and has not had to deal with the 

'crisis of scarcity' - it becirme apparent that both herds were in fact numemus (Freeman 

l989:gg). 

The Board has often been regarded as a model for cooperative management and 

its operation has been studied in detail (Cizek 1990; Osherenko 1988ab; Thomas & 

Schaefer 1991). In the strictest sense, the Board is only advisory but in practice a large 

portion of its recommendations have been accepted by governments. Decisions of the 

Board are most often based on consensus which is the best evidence that it is a usefiil, 

working partnership (Scotter 1991). It has mmaged to combine science with the 

knowledge and practiices of the userç and has succeeded because of the people involved 

(long terms of chairman and members). It has set precedents and a model for the claims- 

based regimes in the north and ad hoc arrangements elsewhere in Canada 

The Lofoten cod fishery is an example of fisherie~ co-management that has been 

in existence for more than ninety years. Lofoten is the name of a Nomepian island 

district just no& of the Arctic Circle. The c m  of their problem was the hi& number of 

fishers in this fishery which caused enormous crowding problems on the fishing pmds 



and gear codicts. During the 1 P  centuxy, many diffefeflt regdatory approaches were 

used to solve this problem, but it was not untit the 189ûs, when co-management 

principles were introduced, that a change occurred (Jentoft & Kristoffersen 1989). 

The Norwegian governent enacteci two laws to manage the fishery in this 

region. The first, the Law of Order (1 8 16), pnvatized access to fishing grounds to solve 

the problems of scarcity of space and gear confiicts. The consequence of this system was 

tbat f i shg  rights developed into traBsfefable rights where fishers had to purchase access 

to the Lofoten fishery, excluding newcomers and poorer fishers. The second law, labeled 

the Free Lmu (1857), maintaineci fke access to the Lofoten waters and had few 

restrictions on the fishery itself. The problem that arose h m  this law was that the fishing 

grounds were dominated by the biggest and most powemil bats, neglecting the rights of 

small-scale fishers. The fishers demandeci an entirely new law for the Lofoten fishery. 

The Lofoten Lav (1 897) established the existing d e s  of CO-management by 

prescribing certain principles for a democratic organhtion of fishers, thereby putting 

them into decision-making positions. Co-management was chosen because 1 ) an arena 

was needed for different gear groups to meet and settle différences, 2) the fishers felt that 

ody experienced people were the best suited to make the regdations, 3) fishing grounds 

varied h m  district to district makiug decisions impossible if you were not on the fishing 

grounds and 4) it created a more flexible and reactive regdatory system (Jentoft & 

KristoRersen 1989). Extensive regdations w m  chosen instead of limiting the number of 

bats because the fisilers support the idea that wery participant bas a right to make a 

living. 



The Jàmes Buy midNorthern Quebec Agreement (1975) came about because of 

the Cree protests of the province's plans for large-de hydro-electric development. The 

Agreement provided for the Abonginal right to hunt, fish, and trap al1 species of fauna, at 

aii tirnes, over ai l  categories of land in the entire territory utilized by aboriginal groups 

subject to the p ~ c i p l e  of conservation (Feit 1988b). It established the legal right of Fifit 

Nations to participate Ui resource management decisions and the legal recognition of the 

Cree system of renewable resource management with its key institutions (hunting 

territoies). The key CO-management institution was the Hunting, Fishing and Trapping 

Coordinating Cornmittee. The Cornmittee has sixteen members made up of 

representatives h m  the Cree, Naskapi and Inuit parties; the Quebec govefnment; and the 

Federd govemment with development corporations attending as obsefvers (Dmlet, Reed, 

Breton & Berkes 1987). It functions in a seictly advisory capacity, making 

recommendations to the appropriate federal or provincial ministem. 

This Cornmittee has served as a forum h m  which s e v d  cooperative endeavors 

were initiated (on eiders, beluga whales, and caribou). However, due to the imprecise 

wording of clauses and member friction, there are still disagreements on certain basic 

philosophy and objectives. Overall, it does offer the combination of traditional and 

scientific knowiedge and the discussion and development of joint management and action 

plans. 

Berkes (1989b) examiaed this Coumittee and found a major pmblem - it forces 

aboriginal peuple into a govenunent-type institutional seaing. Usher (1982) suggested 

that the govenunent-institutiod set-up be rnodified by a deeper understanding and 

respect for Aboriginal customary laws and traditions to d o w  the Cornmittee to jointly 



develop effectve ways to manage at the local level. Later claims CO-management 

processes have eied to, and continue to, leam h m  and adapt this model. 

The examples exarnined above ciiffer in scale, form, and delegation of 

responsibility. They demonstrate various ways resource users crm be involveci in 

management activities to b f i t  not only the stakeholders, but the resource as weU. 

lntegrating local knowledge, joint harvest planning, and local understanding of 

enforcement regulations are a few of the strrngths these agreements hold. Of these three 

cases, weakness o c c d  when co-management was not based on or did not continue 

down to the commuliity level. Crisis management is not a good platform as issues seem 

too cntical and the timeline too short to M y  consider I d  concems (Pike, Richard & 

Goodman 199 1). Within the Beverly-Kaminuriak Board, abon@ comrn~ties had 

members to ~present them on the Board but they were not an actuai party to the 

agreement. Co-management can be difficult to implement if structures corne &om 

governrnent and not the people. With both the Beverly-Kaminuriak Board and the James 

Bay & Northern Quebec's Hunting, Fishing and Trapping Coordinathg Cornmittee, there 

is a need to move away fiom government-type institutional set-ups and hcrease their 

practid ünkages forward to Ministers and back to the user groups. These examples 

demonstrate that w-management c m  be viable, but that it must be flexible and tailor- 

made for each particular setting (McGoodwin 1990; Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995; 

Walters 1995). 

An important pmperty of CO-management is that it is a process, rather than a tool, 

of menagement. The CO-management process defines stakeholders and incorporaies them 

through their representation Uito various levels of resource management decisions (Hanna 



1994). The primary goal of C O - m e m e n t  is appropriate, efficient and equitable 

management through reduced costs and community development. The key ingr#üents for 

successful co-management regirnes are: 

1) a stmng link to and support h m  cornmuni@ and govefnment institutions, directly or 

through a co-management body; 

2) effective participation of users in decision-making proasses and in the design of a 

strategic plan; and 

3) capacity building (e.g. adequate fûnding, training, and the removal of culturai and 

linguistic barriers) 

(Adapted h m  Osherenko 1988aBtb; National Roundtable Table 

on the Environment & Economy WTEE] 1998). 

The fm ingrdient is necessary for long-terni stewardship, for a cemanagement 

system is only as good as the institution charged with its implementation. The second 

component allows for sound decision-making that will be supported by the public. The 

third component, seeks to develop the capacity within people, communities, govemments 

and other organhtions to recognize, document and -Ive their own problems (NRTEE 

1998:xv). The role of creative and devoted individuals to the comanagement process 

should be stressed. To acquire these ingredients, the govenunent and the user must be 

'speaking the same language' and utilking ail the howledge (both scientific and 

traditiod indigenous) available in their management decisions. Co-management as 

defined by Scotter (1 991 : 309) involves "government devoting more time and effort to 

understanding those people who utilize a resource and rraliPng that their contribution of 

local howledge is critical to managing rrsources". - 



The Arctic Institute (1995: 1 14) defines traditional knowledge as an accumulated 

body of knowledge that is mted in the spiritual health, culture, and lmguage of the 

people handed down h m  generation to generation. It is based on intimate knowledge of 

the land, water, snow, ice, weather, wildlife, and hunting. It is practicai cornmon sense, 

good reasoning, and logic built on experience. Projects designed to obtain this 

information are vital to co-management decision making, but only become valuable if the 

govemment is willing to acknowledge these efforts and the decisions that come out of 

them. This local knowledge must be treated equally with scientific knowledge if'we 

aspire to truly have effective and efficient management. 

This review of co-management literatufe discussed the combination of local-level 

and state-level management systems, stresshg that co-management is a process, rather 

than a tooi of management. The process of CO-management defines stakeholdm and 

incorporates them, through their representation, into various levels of resource 

management decisions. The three forces driving CO-management arrangements are a 

crisis, a push h m  the community, and the settlement of Aboriginal claims. Examples of 

these three forces demonstrated that: 1) aisis management is not a good platform for CO- 

management as timehes are too short to fully consider local concerns, and 2) CO- 

management uui be difficult to implement if the structures are based on govemment-type 

institutions. T '  keys to mccessfùl CO-management were identified as: a strong luik to 

and support h m  community and goverment institutions, d i r d y  or through a co- 

management body; effective participation of wrs in decision-making processes and in 

the design of a strategic plan; and capacity building (e.g. adequate fimding, w g ,  and 

the removal of cultural and linguistic barriers). Having presented information on the CO- 



management process, the forces that drive it, and the key inments  for success, we can 

w w  examine CO-management knowledgeably in tenns of the fisheries murce.  

2.5 Fisherk Co-management 

Fishaies co-management has been defhed in at least seven ways: 1) a mutual 

adaptation between the govemment and the local cornmUIIlty in resource management 

(Acheson 1989); 2) power-sharing and responsibility-sharing through delegation of a 

portion of the planning process to groups of fishers (Rettig, Berkes & Pinkerton 1989); 3) 

sharing of management power and responsibility by the state and fishine community 

(Feeny, et al. 1990); 4 )  devolution of management responsibilities to the local level, 

giving importance to the participation of fishers in management and environmental 

monitoring activities, and goveniment support endorsing the formaton of any co~lllllunity 

organi7rrtion (Lim, et al. 1995); 5) a dynamic relationship between the nationai 

govemment and the community sharing authority for fisheries xnanagewnt (Pomeroy 

1991); 6) a process in which the fishers or their organhtion are empowered to cast 

important votes in determinhg the fisheries management scheme end the day-to-day 

regdation of the fishery (McGoodwin 1990); and 7) what is found at the center of the two 

extrema of government management and self management, including the actual division 

of responsibility between govemment and the fishers (Jentoft 1989). 

Some co-management arrangements may merely involve consultation, without the 

sharing of decision-making power; in other cases, co-management may entail the 

delegation of full management authority to the local level. Even though no one definition 



is set in Stone, all the definitions of CO-management have the same principles. They are 

nonconfiontational, inclusionary~ and consensus-based. 

Once a regime is established, the advantages of fisheries co-management versus a 

cenealized, topdown approach include lower management and enforcement costs; 

improved data quality and reliability; a higher degree of acceptability and wmpliance 

"th management systems; greater participation of fishers; and improved social cohesion 

and community development (Pomeroy & Wiiams 1994). This does not mean that CO- 

management is an easy, problem-fke solution for fisheries management. There are soine 

basic obstacles associateci with CO-management: intemal conflicts arnong members of a 

group or baween groups arise which may be difficult to deal with, CO-management 

regimes are custly to establish, the effort required to keep these structures operational is 

long-te- and there is a limited guarantee of success (Pomeroy & Williams 1994). Reed 

(1 994) snidied co-management through a conceptual h e w o r k  for locally responsive 

environmental planning in a northern Ontario community. She found that co- 

management, in this case study, did not significantly alter the broad power structure or 

policy objectives of the provincial govemment. There was a lack of public participation, 

lack of general public access to information, and a lack of direct involvement by senior 

govemment. Co-management riemained at a cornmittee level with d e s  and timing of 

participation and feed back to the public that precluded broad community involvement. 

Much work was going to be required to devolve planning f'unctions and to irnplement co- 

management d o m  to the wmmuni~ level. 

Lindblom (1 959 & 1979) recommends that those who try new management 

methods do not give up if at fùst they do not succeed - "rnuddling through is the most 



appropriate strategy for difficult management problems that have not responded to 

attempts to solve them by other means''. Scientists and managers shouid not fear CO- 

management approaches merely because they are awkward to implement, or because their 

futrne consequences are difficult to assess (McGoodwin 1990). With ail it has to offer, 

-management should be given due chance as most other fishenes management atternpts 

have failed. 

There are few examples of Canadian fisheries co-management, none of them 

long-standing and none of them particularly successful (Berkes, a al. 1996). The classic 

examples corne h m  Japan or the already noted Norwegian Lofoten fishery. The 

prevalent maritime tradition in Japan has never included the idea that the sea is open 

access (Ruddle 1989). Co-management is the prhciple foilowed in Japanese coastal water 

fisheries codified into with their 1949 Fisheries Lmu and dernonstrated by the 5,000 

Fisheries Cooperative Associations scattered around its Coast (Lim, et al. 1995). These 

Cooperatives are organized into federations and umbrella organhtions at the local, 

regionai and national level. Their peak effectiveness occm prllnanly in the inshore 

fisheries where the cooperatives receive their power based on fishing rights. 

The co-management success stories in Canada are related to abonginai peuples 

and their daim agreements, not because First Nations and govemnents work particularly 

well in CO-management, but because Aboiginal claim agreements provide legaily defhed 

management rights for local resource users (Berkes, et al. 1996). The literature on 

common property theory (quiring the 'right' to manage) and intemational CO- 

management experience (Norway and Japan) suggest that successfid CO-managammt 

needs to have a legal basis. If fishery CO-management is to be taken seriously, the level of 



fishers' participation needs to be more than consultative; legd rights to management will 

have to be established (Berkes, a al. 1996). 

2.6 Aboriginal Ciaïms in Canada - Pmviding a legd right to participate in the 
management of resources 

This section reviews the origins of treaties and Abonginai claims in Canada 

providing background information on the process, describing what c l a b  Settlements have 

oEered aboriginal people and the resource CO-management institutions they have created. 

Between 1860 and 1923, sixty-six major M e s  were signed in Canada From 1923 to 

1973, no new treaties were signed largely because legislation passed in the 1920s 

prohibited Fïrst Nations fiom discussing or spending money on Aboriginal claims @dian 

and Northern AffaVs Canada F A C ]  1996~). Since 1973, the Federal govemment has 

operated under a policy that acknowledges Aboriginal intetests in certain land areas 

claimed (based on traditional use and occupancy) and that ailows for the negotiation of 

settiements, comprehensive claims, where these interests can be show not to have been 

previously rrsolved (Department of Indian Anairs and Northern Developrnent [DIAND] 

1981). If a First Nation feels that the ternis of its existing treaty have not been Mly 

dischargecl, under the indian Act, they can make a specific claim. The thnist of the 1973 

govemment policy was to exchange unde- Aboriginal land rights for concrete rights 

and benefits. Settlement legislation wouid guarantee these rights and benefits. This is 

more than a question of access to land and resources for aborigiuai people; they want land 

management powers in order to ensure social and economic health, resource 

conservation, and seKgovemment in their commmities (Berkes 1994). 



From 19734985. the Federai govemment and aboriginal groups spent more than 

$ IO0 million on negotiations that produced only t k  agreements, while twenty-one 

claims were under or awaited negotiation. Many comprehensive claims remained 

unresolved because the 1973 federal policy was mworkable, in desperate need of a new 

development fbmework (Coolican 1985). In 1985, a Task Force was set up to review the 

claim policy and develop a realistic and reasonable new f e d d  policy. One of the major 

problems was the exclusion of political development issues h m  the negotiations. The 

Federal govemment revised its comprehensive claims policy in DeCernber 1986. The 

policy now contains provisions for new approaches to the cession and sumnder of title, 

self-government, wildlife and environmental management, the inclusion of offshore areas 

in negotiations, resource revenue-sharing and negotiating procedures. 

Comprehensive claim agreements are the products of negotiation between 

aboriginal peoples and the Governent of Cam& (and in certain instances, a province). 

In exchange for financial compensation, fee simple title to certain tracts of land (with 

ownership of subsurfâce nghts for a small portion of the land) and participation in 

wildlife and environmental management boards, the aboriginal people extiaguish their 

Aboriginal title to the land covered by the claim (though not other Abonginal rights, 

Cameron & White 199527). The process involves several milestones. After the claim has 

been accepted, the Federal govemment and the aboriginal group enter into, and conclude, 

preliminary negotiations; a h e w o r k  agreement; an agreement-in-principle; a final 

agreement, and an accompanying implementation plan - to aisurr cornmon understanding 

of al1 aspects. For each agreement, there must be formai approvai by the First Nation, 

provincial or temtorial govemment and the federal govemment. 'Znm nnsl settlement 



legislation must be agreed upon by Pariiament- This can be a long process but a necessary 

one because, once confbmed, the claims achieve wnstitutional status under section 35 of 

the Constitution Act (1982), and may not be altered without the consent of the claimant 

p u p  (Cameron & White 1995; Shannon 1993). 

The money paid by Ottawa in mual installments over a decade or more, goes to 

designated aboriginal organi7ations for economic development projects, social prognuns, 

and the like and should not be seen as a buy out of abonginal lands or as  cumpeasation 

for pst damage (Bayly 1988). The comprehensive claim policy encourages aboriginal 

communities not only to become economicdy self-SUfficient but also to establish 

political and social institutions tbat will allow hem to become self-govrming. A 

h e w o r k  that promotes Abonginal rights and encourages economic development mut  

evolve together because political power is meaningless without the backing of financial 

resources (Coolican 1985:iii). To break their dependency, aboriginal people need not only 

land but the power to manage what happens on it (e.g. not just the right to fish but a say 

in management of fish stocks). 

Comprehensive claims cover a broad range of land and resource matters, 

including power sharing and c~pera t ion  conceming fish and wildlife harvesting, the 

management of parks and conservation area, environmental screening and review 

procedtu-es, land use planning and water. The Iegal protection of Aboriginal rights is 

important b u s e  the traditional economy based on land and animais is sti l i  at the cure of 

the social and economic health of many of their communhies (Berkes 1994; Feit 1988a; 

Usher 1982). Some abonginal people disagne with wmprebensive claim 

procedures/treaty negotiations; they see it as giving up rights and giving in. The majonty 



of others believe that it will make their nghts stronger as they wil1 be Wfftten down for all  

to see a d  their traditional iife is behg recognized and respected by the people of Canada 

within these claims (Berkes 1989b). 

The senlement of contemporary Aboriginal claims dues not merely establish 

preferential or exclusive harvesting rights, but as a d e  puts in place a new resource 

management regime, in which abonginai people fom an actively participating party 

(Notzke 1994). The Jmes  Bay d Northem Quebec AgreemeM (1 973, subsequent 

comprehensive claim agreements in the northern tenitones, and the S p m w  decision of 

1990 (details in chapter three) have forced both First Nations and govenunent agencies to 

consider alternative arrangements to share power and responsibility for resource use - 

local and state systems can no longer operate in isolation (RCAP 1996). 

2.6.1 Aboripjnal Claims in British Columbia 

Treaty making was never undertaken in British Columbia on a large scale. In the 

l85Os, James Douglas, Govemor of the early colony, entered into fourteen agreements 

with Indian tnbes on Vancouver Island. For m n d e r  of their lands, rnoney payments 

were made almg with promises that village sites and enclosed fields would be surveyed 

and kept for use of the signatory triks d o s e  people wouid be at "liberty to hunt over the 

unoccupied lands and to carry on our fishenes as fomerly" (DFO 1995a5). The only 

other treaty area in British Columbia is a part of the province lying east of the Rocky 

Mormtain divide. This fàils within the boundary of Treaty No.8, one of the treaties agned 

by the Govemment of Canada aiter Codederation. The rest of the province is devoid of 

treaties. Instead, a policy of creating ' m e '  land for abonginal people (Le. village sites, 



@cultural land, fishing sites) was pursued by James Douglas. These remes 

"established a direction in white-native relations in this Province which is distinct h m  

early govemment policy in the rest of Canada" (M.H. Smith 1995:76). In total, 1,634 

niserves have been created in B.C. and aithough they are many in number, they are smail 

in cornparison to other provinces. 

Neither the Federal government nor First Nations considered the establishment of 

reserves to be a substitute for negotiating the question of aboriginal title (Cassidy & Dale 

1988; M.H. Smith 1995). Obviously, the province did. B.C. had a longstanding resistance 

to king drawn into claim negotiations. This was made quite clear in 1978 when Premier 

Bennett stated: 

"The provincial govenunent does not recognize the existence of an 
unextinguished aboriginal title to lands in the province, nor does it recognize the 
claims relating to abonginal titie which give rise to other interests in lands based 
on the traàitional use and occupancy of the land. The position of this province is 
that if any aboriginal title or interest may once have existed, that title or interest 
was exthguished prior to the union of British Columbia with Canada in 1871" 
(M.H. Smith 199582). 

B.C. F h  Nations continueci to lobby to enter into claim negotiations with the Federal 

governrnent. The Nisga'a began their formal claim for the Nass Valley in 191 3 but it was 

not until 1976, afler the 1973 Supreme Court of Canada's decision in the Calder case, 

that the Federal government opened talks with this First Nation. 

In the Calder case, the Nisga'a plaintiffis sued the Attorney G e n d  of British 

Columbia for a declaration that the Abonginal title to their ancient tribal territory had 

never been lawfully extinguished. Although dismissed, the case held that Aboriginal title 

was part of the common law of Canada and that its existence did not depend upon treaty, 

executive order, or legislative enactment. It was important b u s e  the court was asked to 



fhd whether or not Abonginal title had been extinguished during the colonial @od 

(pnor to the union of B.C. and Canada in 1871; DFO 1995a). 

The formation of the Nisga'a Tribal Council in 1955 sigaaled the appearance of 

several new brody-based tribal groups concemeci with a wide range of issues (e.g. land 

daims and special status of aboriginal people). These tribai councils helped to bring 

status and non-status aboriginal people together, emphasizing more traditional tribal 

groupings rather than the distinctions maintaineci by govemment reguietion (Cassidy & 

Dale 1988). Band Councils were also becorning active at this time as administrators of 

the &y-to-day life on the m e s .  Fmding for Band Councils cornes b m  Indian and 

Northem AEâirs Canada. 

The Delgam Uukw case is the leading case on the issue of Aboriginal land rights 

in British Columbia It concerns the Gitxsan-Wet'suwet'en - land and goveniance claim. In 

1984 the claimants (3 5 Gitxsan - & 13 Wet'suwet'en hereditary chiefs) asserted ownership 

of a land area of 57,200 square kilometres comprishg most of the Skeena and Bulldey 

river systems, and juridiction or self-government over both the claimed land and the 

aboriginal communities of these two gmups. The tnal lasted thtee years with the claims 

rejected by the trial judge in 199 1. Colonial legislation was taken to have exthguished 

Aboriginal rights as they existed in the wlony at the &te of sovereignty except for Indian 

reserves. The trial judgment was appeaîed to the British Columbia Court of Appeal 

which, on June 25, 1993, held that there was no blanket extinguishment of Aboriginal 

rights, reversing the trial cour& decision. The court held thaî these unextinguished nghts 

are not dl-encompassing rights of ownership and that there are no rights to sovereignty or 

jurisdiction. The emerging theme of the judgment was clear, eegotiated resolutions of 



con£licthg-use claims are preferat,le to resolutions under the adversarial process of 

litigation (DFO 1995a.37) 

ui 1990, afler a century of denial, the Govemment of British Columbia decided to 

acknowledge the validity of comprehensive Aboriginal daims in the province (Notzke 

1994). The province agreed to assis the Govemment of Canada in its responsibilities to 

negotiate and settie outstanding claims in the province trying to rernain ai arms length in 

the process. By March 199 1, the province was signing the Nisga'a fhmework agreement 

as a full partner. 

M e r  this histonc step, the B.C. Treaty Commission was established to manage 

the treaty-making process. The Commission is a tripartite o r g b t i o n  composed of 

rnembers appointed by the First Nations, the Provincial and the Federal govemments. Its 

mandate is to receive statements of the intent to negotiate fiom First Nations; to fuad 

First Nations to enable them to take part in negotiations; to assess the readiness of various 

parties to commence negotiations; to encourage and assist the parties to establish a timely 

negotiation process; to assist in the provision of dispute remlution services; and to submit 

an annual report on the progress of negotiations (Cassidy 1994:ll). 

The creation of the Treaty Commission marks the beginning of a new relationship 

which recognizes and respects First Nations as selfdetermining and distinct nations. 

Treaty making must move h m  a position wbich pushes for an end to the 'Aboriginal 

issue' to a process that establishes a new more positive retationship between particular 

aboiginai peoples and the Crown (Cassidy 1994). Unfortunately, this new relatiomhip 

maintained the nimnder aud extinguishment of  bong gin al rights as the B.C. 



govcmment's appmach does not recugnize Aboriginal title and insists on a iand seiection 

mode1 as the only soIution to treaty negotiation (Gitxsm - Treaty Office 1997). 

As of Mar& 1996, fortycight First Nation groups, consisting of 129 bands which 

represent over swenty percent of B.C. First Nations,were involved in the British 

Columbia Treaty Commission process. Nineteen First Nations were engaged in 

framework negotiations and framework agreements had been signed with eight First 

Nations. The Nisga'a First Nation was the only group that hrsd completed its agreement- 

in-principle. It is worth noting that the Nisga'a agreement is part of the old 

comprehensive c lah  systern and not the new B.C. Treaty process (INAC 1996~). 

In June 1997, the Supreme Court of Canada heard the appeal of the Delgm Uukw 

land title action. Seven judges addresseci the bigger question of Aboriginal rights and title 

rather than site-specific nghts. On December 1 1, 1997 the Supreme Court of Caoada 

confinneci that aboriginai people still have titie to their land if they have not surrendered 

it in treaties, and t&at they have the right to exclusive use and occupation of the land. This 

greatly strengthens the hand of First Nations in their m t y  negotiations with govemments 

in Aboriginal clallns (Supreme Court of Canada 1997; Vancouver Sun 1998). 

The Delgam Uukw decision has deeply shaken the B.C. treaty pmcess in which 

fïfly-one First Nations are cumntly involved. Al1 parties need to amve at some common 

p u n d  on the decision's meaning if d e s  in British Columbia are to stay on tra~k 

ÇVancouver Sun 1998). The B.C. govemment will have to adjust and adapt the treaty 

process to becorne consistent with the meaning of the decision. Their "Action Plan" 

entails two phases. The first deals with the development of new codtat ion practiw and 

policies which may be required as a resuit of Delgm UuAw, including consideration of 



the implications of the Court's statements sumunding compensation. The approach 

includes: 1) analysis by the Ministry of Attorney Generai regarding the DeZgam Uukw 

decision, 2)  the appointment of a cross-government wmmittee to develop a report to 

Cabinet, and 3) the development of a broad-based communications strakgy with respect 

to government's response to Delgwn Uukw (Govemment of B.C. 1998). 

Phase two identifies changes required to the treaty negotiation process following 

the Delgam UuAw decision. The approach here hcludes: 1) analysis by the Ministry of 

Attorney General regarding the DeZgam Uukw decision, 2) the preparation of a report to 

Cabinet on the implications of the Delgam Uukw decision, 3) discussions with the 

Federal govemment, 4) negotiations to change the treaty process, including interim 

measures, with the Faderal govenunent and the First Nations Siunmit, and 5) the 

development of a tripartite strategy for implementation of the recommended changes to 

the treaty negotiation process (with the assistance of the B.C. Treaty Commission; 

Govemment of B.C. 1998). 

The Delgam Uukw decision has legally guamnteed the Aboriginal right to manage 

resources with government and specifidy uses the tcrm CO-management @uiven, Per. 

Comm.). Before this decision, aboriginal people had to depend on signed clah 

agreements to gain legal recognition to participate in the management of murces in 

their traditional territones. Let us now examine how claim agreements ensrrrad 

mesuiingfid participation for abonginal people in the management of ~sources. 



2.7 Claim-bued Co-management 

ûnly twenty years ago, Canririian governments considemi their authority in 

respect of lands and resources unlimited, except by signed indian treaties, and then oniy 

in the most minimal way (RCAP 1996). Since 1975, govemments at al1 levels have been 

forced to deai with Aboriginal claims and the mitigation of adverse effects of resource 

development. Through northern claixm, governments and aboriginal entities have entered 

into formal agreements specifjhg their rrspeftive rights, powers and obligations with 

reference to the management and allocation of resources (RCAP l!W6:666). 

This relationship between the Federal govemment and northem abonginal people 

ciiffers conceptually and fiuldamentally fiorn the relationship that this level of 

govemment has with other land-owners or with aboriginal peoples with whom treaties 

have been signed. Through comprehensive claim agreements, most of the land 

traditionally useù and occupied by the aôorigiaal claimant group are formaily identifiai 

as  a settlement region, area, or territory Within this tdtory, title to specific parcels of 

land is confirmecl and the p u p  has the right to share equally in the management of 

resources situated not ody witbin its own designated lands and waters but over the lands 

and waters throughout the entire settlement area (MacLachlan l994:X). This is a 

signifïcant departure h m  the govemment's traditionai approach to rrs~urce management 

practices elsewhere in Canada. While governments ntain ultimate jiaisdiction over the 

land and resoufces7 co-management regimes have been included in al1 the clah 

agreements. Regdations and management stratepies and a l l  mamer of decisions now 

mut be made with aboriginal peoples as equal partaers and with the understanding that 



their right to harvest fish and wildlife within their settiement region is protected by the 

C d a n  constitution (MacLacMan 1994; Haugh 1994). 

Recent claim-based co-management agreements generaiiy adopt an ecosystem 

approach to land and resoiirçe management, whatever the geographic size of their 

mandate and have multiple boards for dinerent mandates. Co-management regimes 

created through daims have the certaiaty and staying power that ad hoc and crisis-based 

regimes lack but this approach is not perfect. Some single species, activity, and 

designated area agreements offer more appropriate models of land and resource 

management. For example, the Beverly-Kaminuriak agreement mentioned earfier in this 

chapter has corne much closer to true CO-juridiction than existing comprehensive daims 

agreements (RCAP 1996). 

The basic mode1 to manage renewable resources under these agreements consists 

of a single management board or committee for the entire settlement region and a number 

of local authorities. The regional board is made up of an equal number of abonginal and 

govemment representatives whose responsibility is to oversee and w-ordinate research, 

assess needs, and develop and enforce an docation regime. The role of regionai boards 

established by co-management regimes under the agreements range fiom advisory only to 

the prime instrument of govemment for that resource in the settiement region 

(MacLachlan 1994). Local authorities are usuaily made up of harvesters who gathez 

information and cany out the bard's management plan within their own comm~ty. 

This thesis is specifically wncemed with the fisheries sections of these agreements, the 

institutions that have bem mted,  policies deweloped, and practices adopted. In many 

instances, the fbheries tesource is included andor wmbined 4th wildlife resources in 



comprehensive claims. Every effort wii l  be made to distinguish between the two and to 

concentrate analysis of the agreements on fisheries. 

One fundamental issue relates to the fm that daim-based CO-management 

agreements are two-party, involving aboriginal parties and govenrment parties. However, 

many of the Pacific coast fishery management cases involve more than two groups of 

players and will require a multi-stakeholder approach. There is a great need to include the 

stakeholders that are lefi out of this CO-management mechanisrn (e.g. the non-aboriginal 

residents, sport fishing groups, and naturalists or conservation groups). Multi-party co- 

management arrangements (e.g. Skeena Watershed C o d t t e e )  can offer insights on how 

to deal with this issue. 

Overall, co-management arrangements established withui comprehensive claim 

settlements in the Territones appear to be working. Claim agreements have clarified who 

has rights and access to land and resources surroundhg aboriginal communities and have 

given F M  Nations a legally defined place at the negotiating table to develop, implement, 

and institutionalize CO-management. The political and legal cIrcumSfaflces of the 

territories have allowed CO-management to get its successful start. In the provinces, the 

prairies in particular, these circumstances do not exist as rights to off-reserve land and 

resources are not clearly dehed (Campbell 1996; Wagner 1991). As of December 1 1, 

1997 the Delgam Uukw decision offers clearly defined rights in British Columbia 

Cassidy and Dale (1988) studied the implications of comprehensive cl* 

settlements for the nahiral resources in B.C. They used three d o s  to look beyond the 

impasse of claixn negotiaiions at how resolution of the issues might affect the economic, 

political and environmental dimensions of naturai resource-centered activities. The 



d o s  m: partners in development - where the role of goverment is reduced and 

commercial interaction arnong parties incrrased; allies and adversaries - whexe 

bufeaucracies and intergovef~l~~lental coordinating cornmittees would ~gulate, mediate 

and coordinate through co-management approaches; and homeland and hinterland - 
territory in which aboriginal people can retain their view of the land with no outside 

interfe~nce with the rest of the land remaining under provincial control. Regardless of 

the scenario, thek study resulted in identification of three implications of comprehensive 

claims. The first implication is that claims muid be build on the cooperative efforts 

already in place with B.C. First Nations and govemment andor industry. The second 

implication is that a mixture of stratepies shouid be expeaed depending on the resource, 

region in question, and FVst Nations' goals. The third implication is îhat the character of 

resource development and management would alter significantly, depending on the 

region and resource. 

Campbell (1996) points out that the co-management agreements that have been 

offered within a provincial context do not offer the same set of circumstances. She 

examhed various agreements in the provinces between both First Nations and 

govemment and First Nations and industry, that have been described as CO-management. 

She found that even though 'equal' partnerships were implied, they differed substantially 

fiom the CO-management practiced in settIed claims. The provincial agreements examined 

did not include either the transfèr of substantial decision-making power or a share of 

royalties for resources that are harvested. Formalized claims were p r e f d  because they 

deal with treaty rights and ~e~govemment, fiinchimental questions regarding the 

rdatiooship of First Nations and the test of Canada 



2.8 Summay 

This chapter has summarized relevant information regarding cornmon property 

m u r c e  management and fisheries management, and co-management and fisheries co- 

management in order to buiid an argument supporting the process of fisheries CO- 

management. Abriguial claims end claim-based co-management have been included in 

the literature review to focus our attention on the stniggle abonginal people have had to 

get their rights recognized and their subsequent involvement in CO-management regimes 

as a nsult of claim settlements. Common property is property held in common by a 

particdar group (e-g. First Nation) and does not imply the inevitability of resource 

depletion. Common property represents a well-defïned set of institutional arrangements 

conceming who may use the murce and the d e s  goveming its development (Berkes 

1986). Fishenes are treated as cmwn property with the govemment assuming 

management responsibilities. The govemment uses scientific models to manipulate 

biological data and estimate allowable harvest levels, ignoring the human factor. Their 

regdations are then placed on fishers who tend to disregard and/or challenge the state's 

management system. Co-management bas been introduced as a way to involve fishers in 

management activities to resolve disputes and provide a faK, effective and efficient 

management fnimework. In Canada, CO-management success stories are nlated to 

Aboriginal claims as they provide a legal basis for local m u r c e  users' management 

rights. 

In the next chapter, the AFS is exBIIUlned extensively through questions such as: 

How is the AFS co-management? What can be lemeci by its successes and faims? 

What does the AFS offa as an interim fisheries agreement? ui lata chapters, both c l a h  



agreements and abonginal fisheries co-management agreements in B.C. will be 

investigated through their fisheries management functions and in relation to criteria 

developed by McDaniels, Healey & Paisley. 



Background, Creation, and Implementation of the 

Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy 

The Abonginal Fisheria Strategy (AFS) is outlined in four Secfions: 1) aboriginal 

involvement in fisheries management before the AFS; 2)  the mation of the AFS; 3) the 

AFS as a fom of CO-management; and 4) the implementation of the AFS. The £kt years 

of this innovative fisheriw management program are examined specmg its successes in 

monitoring and enforcement programs, selective fisi@, and reduced First Nation 

protests. There are at least six areas of concern that require fiirther attention in the AFS. 

They range fiom a lack of support for CO-management endeavors, to the continued 

controversy over speciai aboriginal commercial fisheries. Lastly, the program's bction 

as an interim fishenes cci-management agreement is explored in relation to potential 

treaty settlements in British Columbia 

3.1 Before the Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy (AFS) 

Aboriginal participation in both commercial and food fisheries is a hi& profile 

issue in British Columbia With 72,000 staîus Indians in 196 Bands on 1,662 reserves on 

or adjacent to important salmon nvers, attention has been focused on their nghts to fish 

and on the terms and conditions under which mch fishing may be conducteci (Parsons 

1993a). Over the yaus (1 920-1 WO), aboriginal involvement in the commercial fishery 

declined drasticaliy. The decline d t e d  h m  the 1888 Federal Fisheries Act excluding 



aboriginal people from the commacial fishery. Glavin (1996), describes the story of a 

Federal Fisheries Officer who was sent up the Skeena river to put an end to traditional 

fisheries and to force aboriginal people down to the canneries to work. "The canna 

estimated that the number of cameries at the Skeena mouth would double if the upriver 

fisherïes were shut down and the prohibition against abonginai people selhg their fish 

was enforcedm (Glavin 1996:28). Under pressure from the cannena traditional aboriginal 

methods, a system of traps and weirs, were outiawed by DFO. This creafed serious 

confîict in the upper Skeena involving arrests, no& and fistfights in Babine, Gitxsan, - and 

Wet'suwet'en communities (Glavin 1996). The contlict did not just occm on the Skeena 

Many other First Nations on the Fraser and in coastd areas were engaged in %sh wars" 

with DFO @uiven, Per. Comm.). 

The displacement from the commercial fisheries generated serious economic and 

social distress in aboriginal communities a s  many were relatively immobile and did not 

offer aiternative employment (Parsons 1993b). A number of government prognnns were 

created to bring dispiaced aboriginal fishm back into the industry with limiteci success 

(e.g. Indian Fishermen's Assistance Program and the acquisition of the B.C. Packers 

noahern f l e t  by the Northern Native Fishing Corporation). Much of the debate 

concerning aboriginai people and the fishery has centreci on the possible l e g h t i o n  of 

sale within the food fishery resulting in confrontation and violence as fishery officea try 

to enforce teguiaiions which abonginal people see as infiinging on their Aboriginal or 

treaty rights (Parsons 1993a). 

The U.S. District Court's Bol& decision of 1974 is signifïcant because it re- 

established Aborigiaal fishing rights in Washington State, and creaîed a long-tenn 



p e s s  o f  rrxilving allocation conflicts h u g h  a Fishdes Advisory Board. Judge Boldt 

afkned the treaty right for off-reservation fishing, allowing aboriginal people to be 

abject to ody the law of  conservation. He also specined that the trïbes were entitled to 

"nfty percent of the harvestable fish destin4 for their usual and accustomed fishing 

places" (Cohen l989:4 1). This established guidelines for a new management system, 

moving the tribes h m  users to joint managers. The Boldt decision set a prrcedent for 

management of the salmon resource not only in the U.S. Pacific Northwest but also in 

British Columbia (Cohen 1989; Dale 1989). With respect to Abonginal claims, Marchak 

(1987b) pointed out that it is within the Canadian Federal government's jurïsdiction to 

fundamentally alter the status of stakeholders in the fishery as the U.S. District Court of 

Western Washington did in the Bol& case. 

Various court cases within Canada have contributed to the evolving shape and 

meaning of Aboriginal presence on the land and access to the fishery resource. In the 

1973 Cal& case, involving the Nisga'a First Nation claim to the Nass Valley, the 

Supreme Court o f  Canada decided that "Abonguial titIey' was part of the common law of 

Canada and that its existence did not depend on treaty, executive order, or legislative 

enactment. It did not say whether this right amounteû to an interest in land but it did 

determine that aboriginal people have a right to üve on their lands as theù forefathers 

have lived and that this nght has never been lawfully extinguished (DFO 1995a). Other 

court cases such as Baker Laike (1980) confinned Abonginal titk and set out 

requirements of proof. Guerin (1984) stated that the Crown's fiduciary obligations to its 

Abonginal subjects are legal and not merely politid. Delgmn Uukw (began in 1984) bas 

becorne the leading B.C. case enforcingÂboriginal rights @FO 199%; Parsons 1993a). 



In 1982, Aboriginal titie received constitutional affirmation. This affirmation of 

Abonginal and treaty nghts did not mate rights, but "requires the Federai govemment to 

ensure that legislators pay spccial attention to the impact of govenunent on the interests 

of aboriginal people" (DFO 1995a:g). Within the fisheries sector, a push came the 

Pearse Commission (1982) wbich recommended a much greater role for abonginal people 

in the Pacific fisheries because of their historical use of and stmng cultural attachrnent to 

fish and the location of their comrnunities. Pearse (1 982) concluded that First Nations 

wishing to participate more actively in fisheries management and enhancernent should 

have the opportunity to do so through muiti-year Indian Fishery Agreements with the 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans. Herein, the foundation for the AFS was laid with 

the concept of communal licences, permits issued by the First Nations, and 

encouragement for First Nations to undertake management and enhancement 

responsibilities. This Royal Commission was the first to reaiize that a major cooperative 

effort is required both by First Nations and Federal govemment to make fisheries 

management work. Unfortumtely, Pearse's vision of a national policy to include First 

Nations in fisheries management duties and respomibilities was put on hold. 

32 Creation of the AFS 

The first court case that dealt directly with the Aboriginal right to fish was 

Spmrow v. the Queen (1986), where the accused claimed the right to fi& for food on the 

First Nation's traditional fishing grounds with a drift net longer than the First Nation's 

food fish permit aiiowed The B.C. Court of Appe.  accepted the contention thaî the 

accuseci was exercising an Aboriginal nght to fish for fuod but did not agree that section 



35(1) protected hùn h m  the net restnaion. Both the Crown and Sparr0w7 for différent 

m n s ,  were appealed to the S u p m e  Court of Canada (Kulchyski 1994). 

On May 3 1,1990 the Supreme Court of Canada d e d  that aboriginal cornrnunities 

have a nght, under Section 35 of the Constitution of Canada, to fi& for food, social, and 

cmmoniai purposes. The Court rejected the argument that the Fisheries Act and its 

detailed regdations had demonstrated a sufficiently "clear and plain" intention to 

extinguish the Aboriginal right to fish (Bartlett 1990; Usher 199 1). Using a flexible 

interpretation of 35(1), the net restriction was found to be invalid. Over the years, DFO 

had been laying numemus charges against Aboriginal people for violahg fishery 

regulations. Most cases had either unsuccessful convictions or were held up in the courts 

for years. Either way, enforcement tactics on the nvers were becoming futile and DFO 

could not afTord to continue wasting t h e  and money enforcing the nvers this way if the 

charges were not resulting in convictions. 

As a resdt of the Spcarow decision, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans: 1) 

acquired a constitutional responsibility to ensure that First Nations are allowed to exercise 

first claim on the resource, d e r  conservation needs are met but before the claims of other 

users; and 2) had to rede£ine their relationship with aborigiaai people on fishing and 

fisheries management issues (Notzke 1995; Parsons 1993a; Usher 199 1). A fiindamental 

change was required in the way fisheries were manageci with respect to aboriginal people. 

3 3  How the AFS h Co-management 

The desirability and constitutional responsibility of involving First Nations in 

fisheries management had to be recognized by the F e d d  govemment, but what form did 



it take? The AFS is guided by the principle that abriginai fihing csn be managed most 

effectively through CO-management between the aboriginal groups and the Department of 

Fisheries and Oceans. The Federal govemwnt envisions c o - m e r n e n t  requiring 

agreement on management measures that lead to the development of workable 

arrangements which may later be included in treaties and self-government agreements 

@FO 1997). The Minister of Fisheries and Oceans retains ultimate authonty for 

conservation of di fisheries. Increased management authority would proceed as 

comprehensive claim and ~e~government initiatives are reahâ. 

Participants of the AFS are working on achieving the three key ingredients 

outlined in Chapter Two. They are fostering strong links between cummunities and 

govemment institutions, developing effective participation mechanisms for users in the 

decision-making process, and conducting training prognims for capacity building. The 

main drawback of the AFS is that it is not driven by consensus-based decisions. For this 

reason and others outlined later in this chapter, the F e d d  govemment's approach to the 

AFS still needs to evolve into a system that avoids the domination of the state approach 

over local approaches to fishenes management. 

3.4 Implementation of the AFS 

The Aboriginal Fisheries Shategy (AFS) was annound on June 29,1992 as a 

long term national strategy to enhance abmiginai participation in fisheries and increase 

economic opportunities thtough negotiaîed agreements. Fnunework agreements and 

working agreements are negotiated with individual First Nations, with input b n ~  



watershed groups and provincial associations. The fishenes agreements wver a spectrum 

of fisheries management activities, including: 

fixeci, numerical harvest levels; 

enhanced self-management of abonginal &hing; 

demonstration projects to test the sale of fish caught by aborigiaal people; 

fish habitat improvement and fishery enhancemenc 

research; and 

fisheries-related economic development and training. 

@FO 1992; Parsons 1993a) 

An important elernent of the stnitegy was the Licence retirement program. In order 

to facilitate reallocation of commercial licences to aboriginal groups, money was made 

available to buy licences nom commercial fishers on a voluntary basis and at a fair 

market price. The second phase of this program works with aboriginal groups to design 

long-term econornic opportunities for their communities. As noted in the list above, the 

AFS addressed the controversial question of sale of fish by aboriginal people. 

Demonstration projects were camed out in 1992 by three Fim Nations on the lower 

Fraser (Sto:lo, Musqueam, and Tsawwassen), to test rneasures for the commercial sale of 

harvested fish under their communal licences. The results of these sales will be discussed 

later in this chapter. 

The AFS and its approach were designed to move away h m  wstly, disruptive 

litigation to mutuslly beneficial agreements through negotiation. The b d i n g  secured 

over the initial seven years (1 992- 1999) was $140 million (70% to be spent in B.C.), with 

a total of $7 million dollars king made available for the retirement of wmmercid 

licences, primarily in the Pacinc salmon fishery. In 1994, a new Pacific licence retirement 



program began with additional fiinding for $35 million available over six years. In 1992, 

more than eighty agreements involving fXy-seven Bands or Tribal groupings were 

wncluded in British Columbia This tirne Pearse's vision was going "full steam aheadn 

with the Federal government stating that the ratiomiization of the fishery has great 

economic significance beyond aboriginal communities. They rrcognized that many other 

Canadian commhties also have relied on this resource for economic opportunity over 

many generations, and tned to assure Canadiaas that the AFS is designed to provide a 

stable, predictable, and profitable fishery for the benefit of dl Canadians (DFO 1992). 

3.4.1 Non-aboripjnal Stakeholders 

While developing a much closer and more complex relationship with First 

Nations, DFO had to ensure that other users are closely collsulted and that their views 

play an important role in decision making. To this end, DFO provides fiinding for the 

B.C. Fisheries Commission, an umbreUa group of B.C. commaciai and recreational 

fishing orgarhtions, to ensure that the commercial and recreational sectors are infomied 

and consulted and their interests protected. These non-aboriginal stakeholdm are king 

asked to advise DFO on ways to develop and implement the Aboriginal Fisheries 

Strategy (e.g. pilot sales and licence retirement). Regional boards have also been set up to 

advise the Federal govemment on local AFS program implementation (DFO 1995a). 

To some cornmerciai and recfeational users, a few of the agreements are tnily 

fiightenhg. Their concems include: the guardian pro- - aboriginal seIf-enforcement 

and a believed increase in poaching; that the money spent (millions of dollars) is not 

gohg directly into fisheries programs; pilot commercial sales of fish caught under the 



communal licence; and reduced DFO officers and technicians in the field. They do not 

see how inmaseci access of First Nations to management activities and the resource itself 

will improve the present situation. They feel that the statu quo rnust prevail and DFO 

needs to continue to exercise its constitutiod authority over fisheries (M.H. Smith 

1995). Yet others perceive that they too w i U  benefit in the long run if management is 

more accuuntable, effective, and participatory (Healey 1993). The AFS challenges DFO 

managers as well as stakeholders (aboriginal, recreational and commercial) to co-operate 

much more closely in harvesting, maintsiining, and conserving the murce. 

Support for the AFS varies for non-users nich as environmental groups and the 

residents of British Columbia Many are satisfied that First Nations are becoming 

involved with the management of their traditional food supply, while 0 t h  think that the 

fisheries are too intensely managed already. 

3.5 The AFS in its First Ymrs, 1992-1995: Successes and Faiiures 

The fht year, 1992, was an incredibly difficult one for the AFS and fisheries 

management in generai on the Pacific Coast. Intematiody, the US. and Canada could 

not agree on a joint harvest plan or on their fisheries management models and there were 

500,000 sockeye unacwunted for in Fraser River spawning areas. This made au unstable 

situation even tenser and more difficult (McDaniels, et al. 1994; Oulton 1996). 

The AFS was introduced "ininseason" cfeating serious enforcement problems on 

the Fraser River. The Abonginal G d a n  Program had not finished its training and was 

encomtering problems not ody in the way the program had been stnichned - the narrow 

scope of responsibïlities with little "rd" enforcement power - but also in coordination of 



enfolcement duties and respousibilities with DFO. Pilot sales spIaked major controversy 

as commercial fishm are opposai to special abonginal commercial fishaies. Pearce & 

Larkin (1 992) stated that the pilot des experiment invited a b w ,  but all around intensive 

fishing was the main factor leading to the low number of spawners in the Fraser River- 

The blame was not placed on the AFS completely, but changes did need to be d e .  

The 1993 season was an impmvement on 1992 due mostly to record size salmon 

nms. DFO had signed more agreements with First Nations? tensions were lessened as 

each user received their portion of fish and escapement nurnbers were reached- 

Enforcement problems were not yet solved but progress was king made with the signhg 

of the Fraser River Watershed Agreement. The 1994 season saw many of the sarne 

problems as in 1992. 

In 1995, most Abonginal fishery agreements were comprehensive, multi-year and 

si@ before the season began, including enforcement and monitoring provisions. One 

hundred and twenty AFS agreements were signed in 1995, the sixty-one in B.C. 

representing agreements with 80% of B.C. First Nations (DFO 1 997). On the 

international h n t ,  there were d l  problems between the U.S. and Canada 

The AFS has offered more stability to d fisheries, demonstratecl through 

monitoring and enforcement programs within aboriginal fisheries, selective fishing, and a 

reduction in First Nation protests. The success of co-management is what has been 

accomplished within the agreements. AFS agreements have achieved the following 

fisheries management goals: 

numerical harvest levels have been establishbd for food. social and ceremonid 

purposes harvested under commimel licences, 



fisheries related economic development and training has occrmed, stressing long- 

term benefits for the rrsource and the abonginal comunity, 

establishment of the Guârdian program to increase seIf-management of aboriginal 

fishing and cooperative management processesT and 

fish habitat Unprovernent and resource enhancement which has led to overail 

impvekents in resource protection and abundance (DFO 1997). 

The AFS has built a cornfort level where people within the Federal govemment 

and aboriginal co~~llllunities can promote, deal with, and understand the issues that are 

involved in fisheries management (Zealand, Per. Comm.). 'The attitude of govemment 

managers regarding the ability of groups of fishermen [sic] (and hunters) to manage 

themseives will a f k t  the viability of  any co-management arrangemats which may be 

set-up" (Berkes 1989: 198). The AFS has provided First Nations with the opportunity to 

achieve effective organbtion and to demonstrate their cornmitment to the resource 

(Zealand, Per. Comm.). Fisheries activities proposed by aboriginal groups have been 

sound, fiom both a scientific and an economic perspective, and are contributhg to 

improved management of the resource. It has been a two-way process for both aboriginal 

fishers and govemment agencies in building muhial trust. The AFS ha9 helped improve 

relations between aboriginal wmmunities and others in& in conservation of natural 

resources, delivered important economic benefits to o h  remote aboriginal comrnunities, 

and stimulated capacity-building to continue the improvement of management efforts in 

abonginal wmmunities (DFO 1997). 



3.6 The Lessons Learned and ChaUenges to Face 

The AFS represents a fiindamentai reform of the Federal govemment's approach 

to the aboriginal fisheries issue but it is still a government institution run by government 

d e s .  DFO has made gieat sirides in building a productive relationship with aborigiaal 

peoples but the process is far h m  complete. There were six main concems identified 

through the Department of Fisheries and Ocean's AFS review: 1) progress on building a 

relationship with aboriginal peoples, 2) support for cooperative management, 3) support 

for the Aboriginal Guardian Program, 4) wntinued controversy over special aboriginal 

commercial fisheries, 5) concem over lack of codtat ion on policy giiiding AFS 

negotiations, and 6) the need for increasing integration of the management of fisheries 

(DFO 1997). 

Aboriginal people still do not feel that they are equal partners in the relationship. 

They are demanding continueci progress towards objectives for CO-management (e-g. use 

of other forms of management than the communal licence, increased involvement in other 

fishenes) and commercial fishenes development. They feel there is a lack of DFO 

support for management training, field training, and communication of technical advice. 

To c h g e  this situation, DFO is looking to facilitate better sharllig of decision-making 

and equity in the responsibilities of those involved. Greater involvernent of al1 areas of 

DFO with AFS activities, training partnerships with other agencies, mechanisms to 

include traditional knowledge, and increased accountabiiity for d t s  by both parties are 

al1 fuhue directions DFO is worktig on O F 0  1997). 

On one hand, there is widesprrad recognition within DFO of the value aboriginal 

people bring to fishaies management. On the other hand, the increased complexity of 



management under different agreements, the belief that co-management undemines the 

authority of the Minister, and concerns over the quality of data, have made it impossible 

to resolve confiicts between user groups (M.H. Smith 1995). DFO is attempting to alter 

negative perceptions of co-management by ensuring better communication and more 

rigorous assessrnent of results, and improving intenial coordination and recognition of the 

value of the AFS OF0 1997). 

Aboriginal Fisheries Guardians are providing conservation and monitoring of the 

resource dong with DFO Enforcernent Officers. This program has encountered problems 

with inconsistent selection standards, personnel turnover related to the seasonal nature of 

the work, Guardians ninning Uito problems working within their own communities, and 

an inability to meet the training demand required to adequately monitor fisheries @FO 

1997; M.H. Smith 1995). The lack of authority designated to these officers is the biggest 

concern for aboriginal groups. The program is in the process of being revised with 

increased authority and training support fiom DFO. 

The problems associated with special aboriginal commercial fisheries have been 

previously mentioned in this chapter. DFO hopes to d u c e  contlict in this area by 

involving other commercial f i s h g  interests in discussions aimed at meeting the valid 

interests of aboriginal groups for econornic benefi& through fisheries. Fuhae discussions 

will include the topics of flexible licencing, pilot sales based on a share of the total 

allowable catch and not a k e d  number, changes in the way pilot sales are manage4 and 

pilot sales paying for their own management wsts @FO 1997). 

There is a concern by di parties that decisions on the policy guiding the 

negotiation of AFS agreements have been taken without consultation and adequate 



consideration of their i n t e r e ~ ~ .  They feel th- is a need for more national and regional 

organhtions to coordinate and support aboriginal participation in policy development; 

that more consultation should happen through existing boards; and tbai a regional 

participatory consultative process involving stakeholders to enhance the quaiity of the 

debate and to increase communication shouid be encouraged @FO 1997). 

Each fishery, k it commercial, rrcreationai or aboriginal, has an effect on the 

conduct of the other fisheries. The simultaneous management of these fisheries can strain 

the capability of DFO. The suggestion follows that there needs to be improved 

consultation and integration within DFO on their fishery sector management plans. The 

tools could include multi-user consensus processes as a vehicle for developing policy 

(Skeena Watershed process) a d o r  coordination of watershed-baseci aboriginal groups 

(Fraser Watershed Agreement). 

Dealing with these six wncems is quite a challenge. In addition to these concems, 

new court decisions that have been passed that will present challenges and push the 

m e r  development of the AFS. The Spmrow decision defined the food fishing 

wmponent of Abonginal nghts but the cases involving Vùn der Peet/GZadstone/NC 

Smokehouse in 1993 focused on the Aboriginal nght to trade, barter or sel1 fish. In 1996, 

the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) set out "the test" in V m  der Peet/Glucistoone/NTC 

Smokehotcse. It was decided that if First Nations can prove thaî tmEckiag of fish was a 

way of life before contact, they can retain the right to sell; if they carmot prove its 

existence before contact, they cannot sell fish (hiiven, Per. Comm.). This decision 

affkcts commercial fishing regdations in a major way. Once this "test" has been met by a 



Fkst Nation, they will be allowed to sel1 the fish they have caught mder their communal 

Iicence, 

On December 1 1,1997 the SSC made a decision in the LkgaZm Uukw case that 

frmdamentally changes the way resource management is d e d  out. It d e h  Abonginal 

interest beyond a "use rightn as definecl in the past. It States that it is a general interest, 

proprietary and deep. Regardhg fisheries, the Aboriginal interest includes, but is not 

limited to, Aboriginal priority above al1 other users for fimi, social and ceremonid fish, a 

right to sale, and a right to manage ('joint management is discussed in that decision; 

Duiven, Per. Comm.). This a f5 .m~  that the Abonginal Fisheries Strategy is headed in the 

right direction and makes DFO's development of this pro- in 1992 look visionary. 

Even so, it is necessary to continue efforts to hprove the Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy 

and to use the lessons Ieamed within treaty negotiations. 

3.7 The AFS as an Interim Agreement 

AFS agreements have been extended until treaty negotiations are settied but there 

is still open hostility to aboriginal fisheries in British Columbia, mainly h m  the other 

user groups (commercial and sport fishers). There is a widespread Iack of understanding 

of the AFS in relation to Aboriginal and eeaty fishing rights, how the negotiation of AFS 

agreements relates to Aboriginal and treaty rights, and how these CO-management 

arrangements work @FO 1997). It should be stressed that AFS agreements "provide for 

aboriginal participation in the management of fishenes but do not limit or define 

Abonginal or treaty rights. Nor are they agreements or treaties within the meanhg of 

Section 35 of the Comtihrtion Act, 1982" @FO 1995~4). The AFS agreements have had 



an evolving nature as treaty climates change but they dl operate strictly within the 

Fisheries Act. This prtnership does not d m  h m  the MUiister of Fisheries and 

Oceaos' dtimate authority for mansging and cooserving the resource. To combat the lack 

of understanding nnrounding the AFS, DFO intends to prornote the development of a 

comprehensive communication plan and the 0rgani;ration of ongoing consuitations with 

ail interested parties @FO 1997). 

"Until the uncertainty surrounding Abonginal and historic treaty fishing rights 

can be resolved, preferably through the modem treaty and self-government negotiating 

processes, the best approach is to negotiate the-limited agreements" (DFO 1997). It wîll 

take time to conclude treaty negotiations witbin B.C. and the fishery is an m u a l  

resource. interim CO-management agreements are extremely important as daims are 

extremely slow to reach negotiation, settlement, and implementation (Campbell 1996). 

The AFS can enable aboriginal people to benefit to some degree during this p e n d  and to 

decrease or elimùiate their current confiict over resources. hcreased aboriginal 

participation in fisheries can provide economic development and employrnent 

opportunities to irnprove the economies of aboriginal cumrnUIUlties. Projects h d e d  

thorough the AFS cm assist First Nations in achieving a greater rneasure of 

independence, which is necessary as they will assume the cost of nmning their own 

fisheries prognims once their claims have been settled. Moreover, it is in the interests of 

al1 parties, prior to concluding nnal agreements, to evaluate the resuits of short tem 

eltperimental arrangements for fishaies that aliow and monitor change. 

AFS agreements are unique opportunities to test fisheries management 

arrangements and have given both the Federal goverrunent and First Nations a better 



understanding of the raquirements for workable CO-management arrangements. At the 

treaty table, fisheries issues can now be knowledgeably discussed by both sides and 

proposais put forward. First Nations are looking at the big picture and not just their 

interests in the system (Zeaiand, Per. Comm.). This increased understanding has played a 

large role in the Nisga'a treaty negotiations conceming the fishery Rsource, but the proof 

will be in the irnplementation of the clairn (Zpaland, Per. Comm.). What this thesis is 

looking to cl*, and the Department of Fisheries and Oceans wishes to how,  is how 

the AFS will continue to relate to the eventual satlement of Aboriginal fishiag rights 

issues through treaty and self-government negotiations. 

3.8 Summary 

The Aboriginal Fishexïes Strategy and its associated policies did not appear in 

isolation. They were a result of aboriginal people exercising their rights within their 

traditional territones across Canada @uiven, Per. Comm.). Aboriginal peuple have been 

forcibly removed h m  commercial fisheries and heavily regdateci since 1888, creating a 

backlash from aboriginal groups as they attempted to exercise their rights the resource 

(e-g. fishing without a licence). Many court cases ensued, costing large s m  of money 

and a great deal of tirne. In the 1990 Spotrow decision, the SCC defïned Aboriginal rights 

to fish for food socid, and ceremonid purposes and their priority claim on the resource. 

This put a constitutional responsibility on I>FO to ensure that First Nations' are dowed 

to exercise their priority c l a h  on the resource, after conservation, and required that DFO 

redefine its relationship with abonginal people on fishing and fisheries management 

issues. 



The AFS was a field produced poIicy with agreements between First Nations and 

DFO negotiated k t ,  and the full policy developed second. For this strate= to be 

%orkablem and accepted by the Fïrst Nations, it deliberately walked the CO-managemeat 

road (Duiven, Per. Comm.). Its fkst years were ~ c d t  with pilot aboriginal commercial 

sales a point of contention, a lack of understanding surrounding the AFS, and non- 

aboriginal user groups resisting a CO-management arrangement On a positive note, the 

AFS has built a basis for the Federal govemment and First Nations to work togaher, 

established communai harvest levels, and led to overaii improvements in resoufce 

protection and abundance (DFO 1997). Lessons have been learned through both the 

negative and positive aspects of the Aboriginal Fisheries S m g y  and adaptations are 

king made to improve its operation. 

AFS agreements can be seen to be based on, and working toward the three key 

ingredients for successfid co-management fiom chapter two. It is building a strong 

support link between communities and govemment, providing for participation of al1 

users, and focushg on capacity building (firnding and training). The AFS has iafluenced, 

and been influenceci by, a range of other fisheries agreements and comprehemive daims, 

in the effort of many peoples to pursue fishexies CO-management. To evaluaîe the success 

of seven fisheries CO-management arrangements, chapter four presents an evaluative 

frarnework by McDaniels, Healey & Paisley (1994). This h e w o r k  assesses the 

~lrengths and wedcnesses of the cases, identifying where and how impvements can be 

marie. 



4 

Methodolog,: Building an Evaluative Framework 

Turbulent conditions are the nom in fisheries management. The complexity and 

mcertainty associateci with its ever-changing conditions have created bewilderment, 

d e t y ,  and even suspicion between govemment and users, and among user groups 

(Gallaugher 1997). Some governent institutions (e.g. the Department of Fish&es and 

ûceans) are king re-designeci to reflect this "hirbulent" reality and have increased their 

involvement in collaborative and partnetship arrangements with lepitirnate stakeholders 

to achieve greater stability. Co-management is one means of achieving effective 

partnerships in fisheries management that is explicitly designeci to recognize and 

incorporate local knowledge (Mitchell 1 997). 

The most criticai issue facing First Nations today is their lack of control over what 

happens in their traditional territones (Campbell 1996). Their involvement in resource 

decision-making can d u c e  negative economic, environmental andor social impacts on 

abonginai communities. At best these impacts can be avoided and at worst, they can be 

mitigated. The ultimate goal for First Nations is to be involved in ail three stages of 

planning (normative, strategic, and operational), rather than mly -limiteci involvement in 

the operational phase. Within fisheries management, researchers have expressed the 

to explorr and test innovative CO-management regimes for incorporation into treaties and 

self-government arrangements (Campbell 19%; DFO 19%; McDaniels, et al. 1994). 



This chapter builds an evaiuative fkunework (wntexf, management fimctions, evaluative 

criteria) within which sevm co-management systems will be analyzed and compared. 

4.1 Change, Complexity, UacerWnty, indConflict in Fisheries Management 

Mitchell (1997) has noted how the field of rrsource management has evolved 

liom its linkages with traditional geographical investigation and resource analysis into 

new innovative ways to deal with environmental and resourte management issues. 

Mitchell (1997) states that change, complexity, uucertainty and wnflict are now the four 

fimdamental themes in resource management. This tnith is confirmed in the Pacific 

fisheries. Change is occurring in the management structure as the F e d d  govemment 

downsizes, devolving some duties and responsibilities to user groups, and the province 

becornes a larger player, wiîh the signing of the CaMda - British Columbia Agreement on 

the Mclllagernent of Paczjic SSalon Fishery Issues. Complexity within the fishery has 

increased due to the introduction of the AFS, the negotiation and d e m e n t  of Aboriginal 

claims, and the coastal community push for greater involvement Uncertainty conceming 

environmental conditions (e.g. increasing water temperatures, habitat degradation) and 

stock production (e.g. decrrased stock diversity, species extinctions) have always been 

diffcult to deal with in this system. Conflict seems to be on the rise with divisions 

baween stakeholders &g deep since access and catching capacity have in& 

and the nsk of getting caught breakllig fishing regdations has decreased (MacLeod 

1997). 

Co-management is the relatively new approach now king irnplemented in Canada 

to deal with the issues of change, complexity, uncertainty and confia in fisherks 



management. Co-management increases local participation, attempts to d u c e  w d i c t  

and create equity between parties, seeks an acceptable Mmce of trade-offs, reçognizes 

system linkages, and works to reduce uncertainty. It is a practïcaî way to menage the 

fishery resource in these turbulent times. 

Although gaining in popularity in seved different fields, CO-management 

research has not had a long history (approximately ten years). What has redted thus far 

is a proliferation of co-management agreements without corresponding research into the 

field, as the number of authors who have published on comanagement is d l .  

Nevertheless, co-management with its nonconf'rontational, inclusionary, and consensus- 

based approach has been held up by academics, industry, govemment, and First Nations 

as a viable way to manage naturai resources (Campbell 1996:2). 

4.2 Previous Research Evaiuathg Co-management R-es 

The literature on international fishery co-management is relatively well developed 

and coherent There is an orderly progression of case studies and concepts with the major 

contributors (Berkes, Jentoft, McCay, Pinkerton, Pomeroy) familiar with the related 

literature on property-rights, common property, state management, and community 

management models (Berkes, et al. 1996). Benefits (e.g. better &a, legitimipition of 

regulations) and problems (e.g. intemal conflicts, control by one interest group) of CO- 

management have been identifieci f&ly well. Work has ken conducteci on the role of 

fishers' organizations (Jentofi 1989; Lim, et al. 1995; McCay 1980) and impro- w r  

participation (Felt 1990; Jentoft & McCay 1995; Keamey 1989). 



Co-management research on F i  Nation participation and Aboriginal claims is 

characterized by a Iack of synthesis, systematic analysis, and theory. By and large, many 

papers and reports have baen m e l y  descriptive, without an attmipt to look beyond the 

particulan of the case at hand. The literature has confineci its scope to simply 

conceptualizing CO-management and recommenciing its implementation to resolve 

conflicts. Co-management regimes are implemented in order to achieve specific goals and 

objectives, such as conservation of wildlife and fisheries and a clear avenue for aboriginal 

participation in management decision-making (Wi 199 1). An evaiuative £iamework is 

required to gauge the degree to which these goais and objectives are accomplished and 

determine the ovedl  effectivemess of CO-management. There are no clear prescriptions in 

the literature regarding conditions for success and it is difficult to identify the '%est 

practice" due to this type of regime's limiteci "eack record" (Berkes, et al. 1996:41). The 

purpose of an evaluative fhnework is to identm and assist ineffective regirnes and 

enhance those that are working well. 

Occasionally there have been authors - "exceptions", Berkes, et al. (1996) called 

them - who have attempted to develop the necessary aaalytical tools to systematically 

examine aboriginal co-management regimes. Osherenko (1988aBtb) examineci the 

problems arising h m  dual management (state and indigenous) and explored the potential 

solution offered by CO-management. Pinkerton (1989) used theory based on inductive 

predictions, to discover the most e!asily charted pathways. Predictions were made about 

which preconditions and general arrangements are more favourable for establishing 

successfûl fisheries CO-management regimes. Pinkerton deveIoped her theory by focushg 

on three seconchry goals of co-management: community-bgsed development, 



decenttalization of regulatory authority, and increase in participatory demomacy. Dale 

(1989) examineci the U.S. Pacific Northwest applying the tbeory of social leaming to 

d y z e  the process of CO-management. Berkes, et al. (1991) analyzed resource 

management regimes in terms of the degree of management power sharing, h m  no 

aboriginal involvement to complete self-govermnent. They found that the evolving nature 

of arrangements in the Canadian North were ones that shared management 

responsibilities by means of CO-management regimes. McDaniels, et al. (1 994) applied 

adaptive management theory to ongoing cooperative fisheries management initiatives. 

Fundamental objectives and strategies were developed drawing h m  decision analysis 

practice. 

In 1994, Pinkerton studied management systems in terms of th& potential to deal 

with major biological, economic, and political problerns of the B.C. salmon fishery. She 

concentrateci on the theory and p d c e ,  at the intemational level, of community-based 

self-management, govemment-cornmunity CO-management, and government-multiparty 

arrangements. Redictors were drawn fiom examination of various cases under these three 

systws. Three types of elements key to the success of locally-based regimes were 

identifiai: logistical, cost-sharing, and power-sha~g arrangements. 

In the wntext of nine great socio-political problems in fisheries management, 

Pinkerton & Weinstein (1995) d y z e d  cases for common feahires between CO- 

opaatively manageci a d  sustainably-maf188ed community-based fisheries. The cornmon 

fe-s of the managing or co-managing wmmmity were used as indiCafors of wfiat are 

likely to be good situations for aüempting these types of management (e.g. highly 

dependent, wlnerable, and cohesive). The cornmon fmtures of the management systems 



m s s  different situations were talcen as good generai pradictors of sustainable 

management: mechanisms of accountabiiity, effective management, equitabIe 

representation, and adaptiveness. 

Hawkes (1996) evaluated the Gwaii Haanas Agrrement, establishing a protected 

area in the southern Queen Charlotte Islands, in its capacity as an dteniative means of 

resolving a deeply entrenched land dispute. She m d  the agreement against sixteen 

criteria for ideal co-management. Seven criteria were adapted h m  w-management 

assessments of protected areas: ecological and cultural protection, shared information, 

clearly defined bouadaries enforcement, commUILity economic development, flexibility 

and responsiveness, and contlict resolution. Nine criteria were adopted h m  key 

components of a good decision-making process based on those h m  the B.C. Round 

Table on the Environment and the Economy: incentive, stakeholder involvement, 

govemment involvement, accepteci process des ,  t h e  limits, full mandate, govemment 

commitment, fdback, and loopback. This particular agreement clearly met ten and 

partially met three cnteria indicating that it was likely to be successful. 

Research on co-management has also indicated that it should not be seen as an 

easy, problem-fiee solution. There are a variety of problems associated with co- 

management arrangements. In a study carried out by Reed (1995), it was discovered that 

a northem Ontario co-management regime did not significantly alter the broad power 

structure or policy objectives of the provincial govemmmt. She fotmd that there was a 

lack of public participation, a lack of g e n d  public access to idonnation, and a lack of 

direct involvement by senior govemment. Co-management remainecl at a cornmittee level 

with d e s  and timing of participation and feedback to the public that precluded broad 



commimity involvernent Some other basic obstacles associated with m-management 

include: internai conflicts among members of a group or between gruups hindering 

progress; the cost to estabiish and maintain co-management regimes; the lack of locally 

trained people to fill the requireâ positions on boards; the long-term effort required to 

keep these structures operational; and co-management regimes' limited guamntee of 

success (Porneroy & Williams 1994). 

MacLeod (1 989:262) asserts that "no one bas yet identifieci a cemanagement 

regime that spmg full-blown h m  the fumace of brilliant intellect and then was 

immediately implemented ta universai acclaim. Whatever co-management route is 

taken, progress tends to be slow and poiinful, in a stepby-step progression. Participants 

must be prepared to put in the t h e  and effort to make CO-management work, keeping in 

mind that the survival of the fish is what is most important and not who gets how much 

(Gallaugher 1997). 

4 3  Methods 

Co-management regimes between government agencies and indigenous users may 

employ varying organizational structures and processes, but the successfhl CO- 

management repimes always give the indigenous user a sense of ownership in the system. 

As outlined in chapter two, there are three key ingredients to successfiil CO-management 

regimes: 1) a strong iink to and support from community and governent instituîions, 

or through a CO-management body; 2) effective participation of users in decision- 

making processes and in the design and conduct of research; and 3) capacity building 



(e-g. adequate fûnding, and the m o v a l  of cultural and linguistic barriers; Osherenko 

1988a&b; MZTEE 1988). 

To achieve this sense of ownership and the three key ingredients, a vision must be 

developed, a ptocess created, a product generaîed, and impiementation and monitoring 

ensrired within the CO-management regime. How can anyone get somewhere if they do 

not know where they are headed? Each Party in a CO-management arrangement may bave 

different vaiues and interests but if they know where they want to go, they can take action 

to move in the right directon. To formulate an acceptable vision, consideration needs to 

focus on desirable futurrs and not just probable ones (Mitchell 1997). 

Since the publication of Our Common F w ~ e  in 1987, sustainable development 

has been viewed by many as the vision to pursue (Mitchell 1997). The aim of meeting 

present needs without compromishg the ability of futrne generations to meet their own 

needs is a slippery concept, king extremely vague and ambiguous. The Brundtland 

Commission put forth this idea (with associated critical objectives) as  a pathway, not a 

blueprint, through which different countries wuld follow to create appropriate policies 

and practices. Sustainability is not some end to be achieved but a vision to be adapted 

continuously as symptoms and evidence of non-sustainability are recognized and 

comcteà. Local participation and use of local lmowledge king a necessity in fleshing 

out the details and correcthg problems. 

"No resource systems, nor the institutions associated with them, can be SUStEiined 
as is in perpetuity. Changes in both are inevitable. What mwt be SuSfained, however, is 
the capacity for renewal and evolution in ecosystems, and innovation and creativity in 
social systems" (Francis 1 995 :4). 



Visions in resource management qu i r e  accompanying processes to identifjr 

issues and probIems, essemble necessq information and viewpoints, detennine 

alternative solutions and select a course of action. Given the amomt of interrelationships 

and linkages involved withui and between various systems, an ecosystem approach would 

seem ideal - attention focused on broadly defhed systems rather than focusing on specific 

mource sectors (e.g. Mer, forestry* minerais). Criticism of such comprehensive 

approaches points to the inclusion of so many variables and subsystems Uiat the problem 

becomes ovenvhelming. Realistically, the "big picture" approach c a ~ o t  be 

operationalized on the ground. Therefore, the move has ken to integrated resource 

management with s t m s  put on the importance of partnerships, the contribution of local 

knowledge, and the benefits of adaptiveness (Mitchell 1995). 

Today, local people are expecthg to get more involved and have a formal d e  in 

decision-making. An important element of comanagement regimesis the formai nature 

of agreements between actors - outlining participation, structure* process, and 

responsibilities - that affect their establishment ( W ï ï  1991). Informal rights are adequate 

only in certain situations, cases where govemment does not have the resources to impose 

other d e s  or introduce wnflicting fisheries. Informal systems cm do weli ody when 

they are fke of extemal threats h m  more powerful actors. In some cases, goverment 

does rewgnize their importatice and supports their efforts, t h e ~ b y  transforming the 

system into a cooperative one (Pinkexton & Weinstein 1995). 

Co-management regimes can help facilitate the goal of sushhability. As outlined 

earlier by Pinkerton & Weinstein (1995), good general predictors of sustainable 

management are mechanisns of accouutability, mechanîsms for effective management, 



mechanisms for equitable representation., and mechmisms for adaptiveness. Co- 

management brings govemment agencies and user groups together to dewelop these 

mechanisms . 

The ultimate purpose of plmers and managers is to resolve a problem. The 

vision and process shouid lead to an output, possibly a new xnanagement body, strategy 

or plan. These outputs shouid be viewed as flexible and adaptive, having the capacity to 

adjust so improvements cau be made. Equal attention needs to be given to the process as 

weil as the product. Propez implementation and monitoring can nisurr that adjustments 

can be made and the process never ends. The role of individu& that are committed, have 

a creative capacity, and howledge of the issues is key at aii stages, h m  developing a 

vision to monitoring and adapting the process. 

Literahire review is the main method of data collection. Personal experience in 

fisheries CO-management within the Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy is used to relate 

information within the agreements to management functions and the evaiuative criteria 

Ufl~trllctured personai interviews were also held when relevant, mostly as fact-hding 

exercises, and individuals were contactai to review each case study. 

Work was carried out for the Tahltan First Nation for three years in their Fisheries 

Department as an Assistant Fisheries Supervisor (1 995) and Fisheries Supenisor (1 996 Bt 

1 997). Responsibilities included overseeing the yearly implementation of the AFS (e.g. 

paymll, afcounting, quarterty reports, etc.) and its seasonai projects (e.g. purchasing 

equipment, arranging training programs, orgmizhg crews, etc.). There was no 

involvement in fomulating the overall agreements themselves but h d s  and projects for 

the Tahltan First Nation were negotiated within th& multi-year agreement (1 995- 1999). 



The experience gained was at an operationai level whereas this thesis is based on the 

nonnative level. For this reason, my evaluation of the seven case shdies was not unddy 

influencecl by my experience with the Tahltan First Nation. 

As an academic researcher on fisheries co-management, this author feels 

operational experience is essential to ailow practical evaluations of these regimes and 

suggestions for their improvement. Experience "in the field" working with the Tahltan 

First Nation and DFO has complemented the literatine reviewed. The results of this 

research will be made available to both the Tahltan First Nation and the Depoirtment of 

Fisheries and ûceans (Whitehorse & Ottawa). 

The seven case studies examineci in this thesis are all  using the process of CO- 

management to involve stakeholders in management bctions and decision making, 

identiQ issues and problems, and determine possible solutions. The bbproduct" they have 

generated, be it the institutions created or the management fllnctiom within agreements 

that have been signed, are evaluated against criteria h m  McDaniels, Healey & Paisley. 

4.4 Case Studies 

Some co-management remes can and do fail while others continue to evolve and 

move forward to more wmprehensive co-management (Pinkerton 1989:6). Co- 

management is not a simple ma- but there are enough examples of success over 

signincant periods of t h e  to indiate that t h e  arrangements can work. Success is 

measured in temis of achieving tlnee key ingredients: a stmng Linlr to and support h m  

community and gove~~ment institutions, cürectiy or through a co-m8t1;88ernent body; 

effective participation of users in decisionmaking processes and in the design and 
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conduct of research; and capacity building (e-g. adquate fiinding, and the removal of 

cultural and linguistic barriers; Osherenko l988aBtb; NRTEE 1988). Both success and 

fiiilure provide important lessons and can suggest necessary changes or miprovements to 

be made. This aulhor believes that by exarnining some of British Columbia's fishery CO- 

management agreements and Canada's cornprehensive claims in relation to the Tahitan 

AFS agreement, important lessons can be lemed for the fuhire of fisheries management 

in B.C. 

Previous fisheries co-rnanagement reseatch has looked to international examples 

(Pinkerton 1994) or a mix of international and local or Carisrdian (Pinkerton 1989; 

Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995) examples to guide approaches to B.C. fisheries CO- 

management. Clthers have focused specifically on aboriginal claims co-management 

structures to identifi difficdties or to offer successful components (Osherenko 1988&b, 

Campbell 1996, MacLachlan 1994). This study examines M-management systems and 

their associated processes in Canadian Aboriginal Claims and within the Province of 

British Columbia to see how each measures up to the criteria McDaniels, Healey & 

Paisley (1 994) developed for salmon co-management in British Columbia 

McDaniels, et al. (1994) noted that it is tempting to look at the CO-management 

eqmiences elsewhere to see if examples tao be drawn that serve as precedents for the 

situation in British Columbia However, they felt that it was important to mention that the 

experïence elsewhere may or may not be relevant in B.C. In some sense, searching for 

precedents is effectively a means of comtmmm 
. . g the possible range of alternatives to be 

mnsidered. This concem is acknowledged. If successfiil CO-management arrangements 

depend heaviiy on local c i r c m c e s ,  this study is trying to provide the most 



appropriate research by chwsing tbree Canadian claims and four B.C. fisheries CO- 

management agreements against specinc criteria developed for the B.C. salmon fishery. 

Emphasis w i t h  the province of British Columbia is on Gitxsaa - fishery 

management, the Nisgala Agreement-in-PrincipIe, and the Tahltan AFS agreement. Each 

of these cases has been involved in managing fisheries with an AFS agreement. In a 

broder B.C. context, the Skeena Watershed Cornmittee is aiso examined. In the northem 

claim-based literaturel attention will be given to the fisheries provisions in the Inuvialuit 

Agreement, the Umbrella Final Agreement in Yukon, and the Nunavut Agreement. Each 

claim agreement provides a different insight into claim processes and the treatment of 

fisheries provisions. 

4.5 Building an Evaluitive Fmmework 

Before effectiveness can be assesseci, the context of each case study needs to be 

outlined. The context rrminàs us that any partnership or public participation exercise 

occurs with reference to previous events and decisions, historical relatiomhips between 

partners, institutional arrangements and agency features (Mitchell 1997). The context of 

each of the seven cases will include such characteristics as: the co-management 

institution (e.g. types of actors, number of parties); geographic arpa; probfems caddressed; 

fiinding mechanisms; role of the government agency; and legal status of First Nations1 

management activities (e.g. Whether there is a legal mandate to carry out activities.). 

Traditionally, DFO was responsible for ail fisheries management hctions. When 

another party becornes involved in management, in our case a First Nation, each fiuiction 

or activity in which it participates either f o d y  or iafonnally, wrresponds to a right or 



duty king exercised (Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995; Table 2). Not ali  communities or 

grwps want to be hvolved in al1 mpeds of management. They may want to be involved 

only in areas of management where mnfiicts tend to mise and problems need to be 

solved. In some cases, tradition may quire  a leader to exercise certain duties and 

responsibilities toward its members. It wül be interesthg to see how each gr~up 

participates within the various fisheries management bctions. 

Table 2 Management Functions with Associatexi Rights and Duties 

Policy Making and 
Evaluation 
Ensuring the Productive 
Cmacity of the Resource 
Cornpliance with RU&-- 
Regulating Fishery Harvest 

Regulating Fishery Access 

Resource Use Coordination 

Retumhg Optimum Value 
to Fishers 

--- 

Goping problems, settixig long-terrn 
objectives, research and education 
monitoring habitat, enhancing/restoring 
habitat, enhancing stocks 
enforcing and implementing d e s  
stock assessment, harvest planning, &est 
monitoring 
membership or exclusion, transfer of 
membership, allocation of W e s t  
coordinatin; uses and management of 1) 
sport, commercial and subsistence 
activities, and 2)  W e s t  and enhancement 
activities 
maximizing benefits through: supply 
management, quality enhancement, and 
~roduct diversitv 

The introduction of the AFS demonstrateci a major shift in organizatiod practice 

(e.g. responsibility for management functions) and phiiosophy for DFO. McDaniels, et al. 

(1994) revïewed the AFS after its fhst year using a multi-attribute value assesment, as 

applied in pubic policy contexts, to determine the design of the best possible cooperative 



management programs. The approach entailed key stakeholder interviews to dimiss 

faors that should be important in guiding the design of fisheries CO-management 

initiatives involving First Nations in B.C. From these interviews, fimdamental objectives 

for salmon CO-management in British Columbia were developed. These objectives fom 

the b i s  for this study's evaluative critena (Table 3). 

These criteria were chosen because they corne h m  the same premise as this 

thesis - the AFS and factors important to the design of successful fisheries CO- 

management initiatives involving First Nations in British Columbia Although Hawkes' 

(1 996) sixteen d e n a  for ideal comanagement developed through protected areas 

literanire and a report h m  the B.C. Roundtable on the Environment and the Economy 

are tempting, 1 chose to stay within the fisheries CO-management literature and to build on 

a previous shidy. As pointed out in the section on previous research, there is a lack of 

synthesis, systematic analysis, and theory in the research. This research will provide some 

consistency . 

Each sub-cnterion of McDaniel's, et al. (e.g. enhanci@restoring habitat, 

improving stock abundance ) was assessed as strong, moderate or weak in the case 

studies. Strong, if it was stressed within the agreement; moderate, if it was mentioned but 

there was no mechanism or it had not been M y  irnplemented; we& if it was exctuded 

h m  the agreement or there was evidence tbat the sub-criterion was not king met An 

individual associateci with *h CO-management agreement was chosen to review the 

background infonmafion, mamgemest fimctions charf and the evaluative chart. Feedbmk 

h m  these individuais helped to detemiine the designations. To support each sub- 

criterion's designation, relevant points fiom the agreements are presented- 



Table 3 Criteria for Evaluation 

hproving Habitat 
Monitoring habitat 
Enhancing/restoring habitat 
Protecting habitat against other harmful ws 

hpmving Stock Health 
Improving stock divmity 
Improving stock abundance 

[mproving Comrnunity Economic Well-king 
From fisheries harvest and processing 
From fisheries management 

ùnproving Equity 
For Aboriginal interests 
Among Abriginai gmups 
For future genemtions 

improving Trust and Cooperation 
Among al1 users 
Between First Nations and DFO 

hproving Community Involvement 
Using local knowledge 
Using local protection 
Using local decisions 

hpmwig Opportunities for Leaming 
About fisheries 
About science 
About First Nations rights 

(McDaniels, Healey & Paisley 1994) 

4.6 Summary 

There are many ways and means to move into co-management in British 

Columbia but rather than searchg for a magic formula, we must work to develop 

mechanimis and a process (MacLeod 1989). The structure and process of a regime deeply 

influence the nature of interaction between its abonginal and non-aboriginal membership 

and the way in which decisions are made (Winn 1991; Campbell 19%). An examination 

of each case's context, management fiinctions and relation to the evaluative criteria, d l  



indicate its level of achievement towards the tlnce key ingredients of s u d  CO- 

management Chapter Five contains the anaiysis of the seven case studies M e  Chapter 

Six uses a summary chart to compare the cases in tenns of the eva idve  criteria 

dweloped by McDaniels, Healey & Paisley. 



5 

The Case Studies 

In British Columbia, many First Nations are looking to claim Settlements to 

improve fisheries co-management arrangements but what wouid these improvements 

entail? Treaty regimes with quai aboriginal involvement in decision-making have ban 

considered the "ideal" but other f o m  of co-management including mdti-stakeholder 

repimes must also be considered because any ngime would inevitably have to be linked 

to local cornmittees, regional boards, and provincial strategies to be effective at the larger 

d e .  This study examines co-management systems and their associated processes in 

Canadian Aboriginal daims and within the Province of British Columbia to see how each 

masures up to the aïteria developed by McDaniels, Healey & Paisley (1994) for salmon 

co-management in British Columbiê This author believes that by examining some of 

Bntish Columbia's fishery CO-management agreements and Canada's comprehensive 

claims in relation to the Tddtan AFS agreement, important lessons can be learned for the 

frdure of fisheries management in B.C. 

Within this chapter, details of these seven different fishexies co-managernent 

systems are d d b e d  in temis of thek wntext and fisheries management fimctions. The 

@ormance of each agreement in relation to the aiteria developed by McDaniels, 

Heaiey & Paisley appears in an evalhve chart at the end of each case shidy. The tbree 

claim agreements are discussed fïrst, foiiowed by the four agreements h m  Bntish 



Columbia Further background information (oontext) on the claims and agreememts can 

be found in Appendix 1. 

5.1 Ciaiins 

Comprehensive land daim Settlements have been pursued by abonginal 

organhtions bughout  the Canadian North as one meam of securing access to land and 

resources and ensuring the establishment of administrative stnrchaes. Co-management 

regimes comprishg both traditional users and govemment representatives (Federal& 

Territorial) have formalized aboriginal involvement in resource and enviroll~llental 

institutions (Canadian Arctic Resources Cornmittee [CARC] 1988; Council for Yukon 

Indians 1984). Thex management bodies are constitutionally and legislatively protected 

and permanent. 

Atfention will be given to the fisheries provisions in the Inuvialuit Final 

Agreement, the Umbrella Finai Agreement in Yukon, and the NunaMlf Land Claims 

Agreement (Figure 3). These agreements represent dl the major modem Canadian 

comprehensive claim agreements with extensive resource provisions. Each daim 

agreement provides a different insight into daim processes and the treatment of fisheries 

provisions. 

5 . .  1 Inuvialuit Final Agreement (FA) 

The IFA was settled in 1984 and brought into force by the Western Arctic 

(InwiaIuit) Claimr Senlement Act. The IFA provided appfoximately 2,500 people with 

legal titîe to selected lands, financial compensation, and a variety of other rights (e-g. 



huuting, fishing, and trapping) in exchange for the extinguishment of their Aboriginal 

claims and tities to the rest of the land in the Western Arctic. The huvialWt received title 

to 91,000 square kilometres of setticment land within their larger satlwent region. 

"A basic goal of the Inuvialuit Land Rights Settiernent is to protect and preserve 

Arctic wildlife, environment and biological pductivity thmugh the application of 

consemation principles and practices" (IFA Sec. 14(1)). Focusing on fisheries provisions 

in this daim agreement, the Fishenes Joint Management Committee (FJMC) has powers 

solely with respect to fish, but is subject to the broad statement of principles of ''wildlild" 

harvesting and management set out in Secfion fourteen of the F A  (Doubleday 1989). The 

FJMC was created in 1986 by the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans to advise and assist 

on matters relating to Inuvialuit and Inuvialuit Settlement Region fisheries (IFA Sec. 

14(61)). It consists of five members: 2 beneficiaries appointed by the Inwialuit Game 

Council CGC); 2 Federal - DFO; and 1 Chair, selected by the mernbership. 

The scope of the FJMC includes fieshwater, anadromous, and marine fisheries 

and marine mamrnals. They have addressed issues and concerns about bowhead and 

beluga whales, ringed seal, arctic chan, lake trout, and marine shell fish among other 

organisms (Fisheries Joint Management Committee 1989). The FIMC detemiines harvest 

levels, conducts a registration program for general public fishing on land owned by the 

Inwialuit, and advises theFederal Minister of Fisheries on matters regarding regulatiom, 

policy and administration of fisheries and fisheries mearch in the settlement region. 

When a recommendation is made, the Minister must get back to the FJMC within 30 

&YS. If the recommendation is modifiecl or rejected, reasom must be provided for dohg 

so (FA Sec. 14 (66) & (69)). The Federal Fisheries Minister st i l i  retains uitimate 



authority with the Deprirhnent of Fisheries and Oceans the ce~trai govemrnent egmcy 

responsible for fisheries issues in the Inuviaiuit settlement region. 

Hmting and Trapping Cornmittees WCs) provide the link to the communities. 

They are responsible for dealing with fish and wildlife issues within the six wmmunities 

of the settlement region. The HTCs have been active in the collection of harvest data, the 

preparabon of community conservation plans, and establishing by-laws that regdate 

Inwialuit harvesting. They also provide advice to the Environmental Impact Scrrenllig 

Committee on development dvities in their areas. The HTCs promote Inuvialuit 

participation in research, management, enforcement, and use of wildlife and fisheries 

resources. When requested, the HTCs a s k t  the wildlife management advisory councils 

and the fishenes joint management cornmittee in canying out their duties (RCAP 

1996:737). Table 4 summarks the fisheries management hctions carrieci out through 

the IFA by the Fisheries Joint Management Committee (FJMC) and the Hunting and 

Trapping Committees (HTCs). 

Table 4 Fisheries Management Functions Carried out Through the IFA 

scoping problems setting 
long-term objectives, researcti 
and education 

Policy Making and 
Evaluation 

Cornpliance with 1 enforcing and implementing 

Ensuring the 
Productive Capacity 
of the Resource 

- the FJMC reviews information on the state of 
the fishery in the Western Arctic; they conduct 
research projects to increase howiedge o f  - 

fisheries and marine mammds in the region (50- 
6 W  of budget); community consultation and 
conservation mauagement plans have been 
developed by HTCs with IGC and FJMC 

monitoring habitat, 
enhancins/restoring habitai, 
enhancing stocks 

involvement 
- the FJMC and the HTCs collect needed 
infornation; have the Environmeatal Scceening 
Cornmittee and Environmental Review Board to 
pmtect stocks and their habit& 
- the FJMC has a regidon system; HTCs can 
make bv-laws concemina harvest and uswe 



1 

Regulating Fisheiy 1 membership or exclusion, 

Regulating Fishery 
h e s t  

ûansfer of membership, 
alfocation of harvest 

stock assesment, hantest 
planning, harvest monitoring 

Coordination management of 1 ) sport, 
commercial and subsistence 
activities, and 2) harvest and 

- the FJMC determines current levels of harvest; 
they determine the d e  of HTCs in regulating 
the harvest and collection of the data 
- Inuvialuit have first priority., the FJMC has 
developed a regktmtion system; they can deny 
entry ta people who abuse their right to fish; the 
FJMC detennines subsistence quotas, die IGC 
alfOCLlfeS quotas to the six HTCs, the HTCs 
allcmte witbin the community 
- the FJMC advises the Minister on al1 aspects of 
fisheries management and at al1 levels (local to 
international); the FJMC recommends Inuvialuit 
subsistence quotas and advises the Minister on 

suppiy management, quafi& 
enhancement, and @uct 
diversity 

Retuniing Optimum 
inuvialuit may d l ,  or barter fish and 
marine products acquired through subsistence 
harvesting to other Inuvialuit, without 
restriction; rhey also have the ri@ to sel1 non- 

I I 1 cdible products legally harvested I 
(IFA Sec. 14(64); Winn 199 1) 

enhancement activities 
maximizing benefits through 

As one cm see, the F M C  has many management fûnctions devolved to it. The 

the allocation of commercial quotas 
- conservation is the only consideration; the 

Cornmittee has also been successfùi in the development and implementation of rrsource 

management plans (e.g. Beaufort Sea Beluga Management Plan, InwiaiUit Renewable 

Resource Conservation Management Plan; Carpenter, et al. 1991). The FJMC travels to 

dl six communities yearly, when the budget allows, to hear the needs and concem of the 

harvesters fht-hand. This helps to focus the FJMC's agenda and to contract out projects 

to the HTCs in diffemt communities (e.g. test fisheries). DFO also attends some HTC 

meetings to enhance information exchange and hear local concerns about issues. 

Involvement in these meetings is extremely important due to the oral traditions of the 

uiuivialuit people. An evaluafion of the FA'S fisheries provisions in relation to the 

criteria outlined by McDaniels, et ai. is presented in Table 5. 



Table 5 Evaluation of the lnuvialuit Final Agreement 

lmproving Habitat 

lmproving Stock Health 

lmproving Community 
Economic Wel f -king 

lmpving Tmst and 
Cooperation. 

lmproving Community 
Involvemen t 

Impmving Opportunities 

* potential exists to be tea 

Monitoring habitat 

Enhancing/~stonng habitat 
Protecting habitt-tt against other 

harrnful uses 
lmproving stock diversity 

Impmving stock abundance 
From fisheries harvest and 

processin g 

From fisheries management 

For Aboriginal interestsi 

Among Aboriginal groups 
For fiiturc gentrations 

Among al1 users 
Behveen Inuit and DFO 

Using local knowledge 

Using local protection 
Using local decisions 

About fisheries 

About science 

About Inuit rights 
zed through im plementat ion 

Moderate 

Weak 
Moderate 

Stmng 

Strong 
Moderate 

Strong* 

Strong 

Sûong 
Süong 

Strong 
Sûong 

Moderate' 

Moderate* 
Moderate* 

Sîrong 

Strong 

Moderate 

- the FMC "monitors" as it sees fit, allocating fiinding to this m a  when 
necessary 
- possibb through research recommendations 
- Environmental lmpact Screening & Review Board are used to assess the impacts 
of any development affécting fishcries 
- the FJMC reviews and collects knowledge on fisheries and marine mammals in 
the region; they also make mommendations to the Minister 
- the stocks are king actively managed 
- Inuit have first priority; can sell, trade or barter fish and marine mammal 
products acquireâ in subsistence fisheries (subject to conservation and quotas) to 
other Inuvialuit (IFA sec. 14(24)) 
- the govenunent agrees to implement suitable arrangements for the commercial 
fishery within the settlement i.egion in order to accommodate special cconomic 
and marketing needs of the fishery (IFA sec 14(34)) 
- the role of the IGC; the lnuvialuit have qua1 reprtsentation on the FJMC and al1 
the other Renewable Resource ~omrnittew 
- lcical HTCs and the IGC have fostered more involvement 
- a goal of the lnuvialuit Land Rights Settlement is to protcct and preserve Arctic 
fish & wildlife f a  hiturc generaths 
- the HTCs and IGC accomplish this 
- the IFA and its comanagement institutions have creatcd a climate of confidence, 
certainty and control for the lnuvialuit (RCAP 1996) 
- HTCs recommend end carry out r e m h  in their areas; they also dovolop thau 
own conservation plans 
- HTCs cm make by-laws; FJMC has a registration system 
- HTCs input concerns to FJMC; the FJMC aâvises the Minister; the FJMC 
detemines subsistence quotas 
- the FJMC travels to the communitics for input; the HTCs cany out research 
projects 
- DFO travels to some HTCs to discuss concems; traditional knowledge is tryhg 
to be incorporated; the F N C  has recently instituted a student mentoring program 
to encourage beneticiaries to pursue carcën in science, e3p. fishcrks biol-oi 
(Bell, Per. Comm.) 
- working on implementing HTC by-laws into enisting governrnent rcgulations 



The FJMC is striving to be accountable and working hard to foster a sense of 

ownership. Its small membership (no territorial component) has allowed it to be informal 

and relaxed, developing a cooperative and l e s  bureaudc approach to decision-making 

(Winn 1991). To improve the information available for hunteis and govemment, an 

Inwialuit harvest study program was set up mder the IFA and is administerrd by the 

Joint Secretariat The Joint Secretariat was created for practid T ~ ~ S O I ~ S  during the 

implementation of the IFA (Bell, Per. Comm.). This program anploys people in the 

communities to record and report yearly on the various harvests in their area, 

guaranteeing them a strong level of involvement in the managemezit p m s s  @CAP 

1 996). 

Since the signing of the IF& the Inuvialuit have a more meaningful voice in 

decision-making. Wi (1991) stated that the level of communication had increased 

dramatically but the FJMC has still not had a 'W test" of its abilities as the stocks are al1 

pretty healthy and strict regulations are not an issue. In response to this, Bob Bell (Per. 

Comm.) infonned the author that there has been two river closures and several significant 

charr hanest reductions as a resuit of the FJMC's working with the HTCs. Even so, some 

concems have a r i ~ n :  By retaining responsibility for the activities and management at the 

F M C  level, the communities and Inuvialuit people themselves may not have as much 

control or influence to integrate traditional knowledge or affect decision-making. Are 

commmities assisthg or having an insbnrmemtal d e  in co-management? Do they just 

Ïmplement regulations and collect data to assist CO-management bodies or do they have a 

r d  say? @oubleday 1989). In addition, there is difficulty in achieving amendments to 

. . govenunent legislation, regdations and airangements to ensine 



wnsistency with the IFA @CAP 19%). These wili require f.ilrther change in the 

bureaucratic environmnit and an i n d  acceptance of traditional knowledge and 

traditionai ways. 

The IFA had strengths in five out of the seven criteria. It had only one real 

weakness which was hpmving habitat The IFA brought participation in fisheries 

management activities to the Inuvialuit peuple creating a climate of confidence, cerfainty 

and control (RCAP 1996). It has ensured subsisteme fi& and commercial dvit ies  for 

the communities. The FJMC and the HTCs were formed to conduct research and bring 

concems and recommendations to government. The policy associated with fisheries 

management was brought down to the comrnety level h m  above. It is still 

encomtering a few implementation problems but the system is working well and moving 

forward. 

The Yukon Umbrella Final Agreement (UFA) différs h m  the Inuvialuit 

agreement in four miin ways. It had to take into account the much larger non-aboriginal 

population in Yukon; as a minority, the First Nations wanted to have their institutions 

protected h m  enmachments by public govemment institutions. Second, the UFA is 

supplemented by separate finai agreements negotiated with each First Nation; these 

specific agreements allow for special provisions that apply to the individuai First Nations. 

Thud, self-government agreements are negotiated with final agreements. Finally, the 

Yukon aboriginal people are not required to oompletely extinguish their Aborigid titk 

(Whittington 1 990). 



5.1.2 Yukon UmbreUa Fiiial Agreement (UFA) 

An agreement-in-principle was accepteci by aU parties in 1988 and the Yukon 

Umbrella Final Agreement (UFA) was initialed on March 3 1,1990 (INAC 1996a). The 

UFA is the h e w o r k  within which each of the fourteen Yukon First Nations 

(approximately 8,000 people in total) wiU conclude a nnal daim agreement; al1 UFA 

provisions are a part of each First Nation's final agreement, The UFA settlement area is 

the whole of the Yukon Tenitory. The FUst Nations nceived titie to a total of 41,439 

square kilometers of d e m e n t  land within the Temtory. This land will be divided by the 

fourteen First Nations as they settle their individual claims. 

Chapter Sixteen of the UFA sets out a comprehensive frarnework to guide and 

integrate the management of fish and wildlife within the entire Yukon senlement area. 

The broad objectives of the proposed management fkamework are to conserve wildüfe 

resources and their habitats, to guarantee Yukon Fûst Nations' rïghts to W e s t  and 

manage renewable resources on settiement land, and to ensure the involvement and fair 

treatment of other Yukon resource users @CAP lW6:743). The Councii for Yukon 

Indians (n.d.) saw these objectives king achieved by developing responsibility for fish 

and wildlife at the community level and establishing basic needs guidelines. Basic needs 

are the amount of fish and wildlife required by each community each year. 

At the territorial level, a Fish and Wddlife Management Board (FWMB) was 

created to manage fish and wildlife with a sub-cornmittee to advise on &non. The 

FWME3 is made up of fifty percent abonginal members and nfty percent Yukon 

govenunent members. The Salmon subcornmittee has evolved into the Yukon Salmon 

Cornmittee (YSC) and has between fXty to sevmty percent aboriginal mernbers 



participahg depending on the issue a -  hand. Within each traditional territory, the First 

Nation is responsible for fish and wildlife management. At the cornmunity level, 

RenewabIe Resome Councils (RRCs) are the "primary instrument for local renewable 

resources management" to ensure public involvement RRCs have th= nominees h m  

the Yukon First Nation and thee nominees h m  the Territorial Minister. The Yukon 

govenunent is to cover the costs associateci with the set-up and operation of the RRCs. 

Salmon fishing in the Yukon is govemed by international treaties and a few 

interconnecting institutions which work together to preserve and enhance the temitory's 

saimon stocks. Added to this international management arrangement is the Yukon 

Salmon Committee, mandateci by the UmbreUa Final, to deal with al1 aspects of salmon 

management in Yukon (Yukon Salmon Committee 1997). DFO is no longer responsible 

for saImon management in Yukon. This responsibility has been pssed to the YSC 

(Zealand, Per. Cornrn.). DFO provides technical and administrative support to the Salmon 

Coxnmittee and still administers the federal Fisheries Act, regdations and policies. The 

YSC is a fonun for public involvernent in ail aspects of the management of salmon stocks 

and fisheries having representation h m  both First Nations and other members of the 

Yukon public. The Minister nominates two members, the FWMB nomhates two 

individuals (at least one abonginal), and the affectecl First Nations in the three major 

drainage basins - Yukon, Alsek, and Porcupine - nominate two m e m b  each- The 

members serve five-year temis. In addition, a senior DFO ofncial senes as the executive 

secretary of the salmon cornmittee. The YCS may make recommendations to the Minister 

and to Yukon First Nations on all  matters related to salmon, their habitats and 

management, including legislation, research, policies and programs (üFA 16.7.17.1 1). 



Inside their settlement a m ,  First Nations have the authority to manage, 

administer, allocatc or otherwise regdate the exercise of the rights of fish and wildlife 

activities for abonginal and non-abonginai residents (üFA 16.5.1). They co-ordinate 

their activities with other fish and wildlife pmgrams when necessary and decide when 

adjiinments need to be made to their basic needs level. First Nation representatives also 

participate in RRCs and on both the FWMB and the Salmon Committee. 

The Renewable Resource Councils have been established to play an adviwry role 

for local renewable resource management, including development of certain fish and 

wildiife management plm.  The RRCs give local recommenâations to First Nations, the 

FWMB and the Salmon Committee conceming these areas: management plans, 

harvesting plans and allocation, local management wncerns, pnorities and policies 

related to enforcement of reguiations, granting of tesearch pennits, and temis of 

commercial harvests (RCAP 1996). Table 6 summarizes the fisheries management 

fiinctions carried out through the UFA by the Yukon Salmon Cornmittee (YSC), the First 

Nations (FN) and the Renewable Resource Councils (RRCs). 

Table 6 Fisheries Management Functions Carried out Through the Yukon UFA 

Policy Making and 
Evaluation 

Ensuring the 
Productive Capacity 
of the Resource 

scoping problems, setting 
long-tenn objectives, research 
and education 

monitoring habitat, 
enhancinglrestoring habitai, 
enhancing stocks 

- the YSC is in charge of salrnon in the Yukon; 
it seeks input on management plans at al1 levels; 
al1 institutions (FN, RRCs & YSC) screen and 
approve research and swveys 

- the YSC mmrnends policies for Salmon and 
their habita& including legislation; al1 
instinitions involved have access to government 
informaîion and consultants reports; cm 
recommend research or surveys to carry out 



1 Cornpliauce with 

1 Regulating Fishery 
Harvest 

Reguiating Fishery 
Access 

Coordination 

Returning Optimum 
Value to Fishers 

1 (UFA 16, CYI n.d.) 

enforcing and implemmting 

stock assessment, harvest 
planning, harvest monitoring 

membership or exclusion, 
tramfer of membership, 
allocation of harvest 

coordinating uses and 
management of 1) sport, 
wmmercial and subsistence 
activities, and 2) barvest and 
enhancement activities 

maximizing benefits through 
supply management, quality 
enhancement, and product 
diversity 

forward and 
recummendations to the Minister on prioria'es 
and policies related to enforcement of legislatioa 
and on altematives to pend sanctions 
- FN have first priority; FN cm use traditionai 
meth&, FN and RRCs rwomendation on 
timing of harvest and management plans are 
f o w d e d  to the YSC; the YSC makes 
recommendations to the Minister, the YSC m u t  
ensure that basic ne& dlocations are met; FN 
to coffect their barvest information, issue 
permits or tags and their fces for basic needs 
level 
- the YSC will consuh FN and then recommend 
allocation (amount & area) to saimon to users; 
subject to FN Finai Agreements, the YSC will 
also recommend allocation of terms and 
conditions for commercial uses of d n o n  
- the YSC recotnmends on the need for, position 
on, intejurisdictiod agreements affect&g 
Yukon saimon; the YSC deals with the three 
river basins; the FWMB cc~rdinates plans and 
activities in the settlernent am; the FWMB 
recornmends to FN when they need to get 
involved with other mananement ~)roarams 
- subject to conservation, FN can trade, barter or 
sel1 domestic fish (not commercial) to adjacent 
FN; FN can d e ,  barter or sel1 non-edible by- 
products fiom domestic fish; the YSC 
mxmrnends on new opportunities and proposed 
management measures for commercial salmon 

Various recommendations have been put forward fiom the Yukon Salmon 

Committee to ensure that Amon resources in Yukon are preserved for fuhae generations. 

Recommendations king considered at this time are: 1) sport fishing - &on stamps, 

salmon punch cards, and creel srirveys, and 2) commercial fishing - iicense retirement, 

The Salmon stamp would be an add-on to the sport fishing license, helping to kcep track 

of salmon fishing and providing h d i n g  for the punch card tracking system. Annuai 



Cree1 surveys in heavily fished areas, dong with punch cards, would provide an accurate 

pictrire of the sport fishing harvest (Yukon Salmon Cornmittee 1997). Domestic fishing 

recommendations - existing activities, license requirements, detefmining an individual's 

need, and regdations - have been brought forih to the cornmittee h m  a consultant, and 

are now king explorecl with the public. 

Diiring the next five years, the commercial salmon fishery may not be 

economically viable for some of the h h y  licensed fishers in Yukon as management 

pmce~ses will be put in place to rebuild the Yukon River salrnon nms. Eight of these 

licences wili be pemanently retired as eight new Licences for First Nations were added as 

a result of the UFA. It was proposecl that commercial fishers be able to temporarily retire 

(offered a cash buy-out) their licences for the next five years. This would allow the 

remairhg fishers an economically viable fishery (Yukon Salmon Cornmittee 1997). The 

Salmon Cornmittee has rewmmended a permanent buy-out of a certain number of 

licences to aUow the stocks to recover (Zealand, Per. Comm.). An evaluation of the 

UFA's fishenes provisions in relation to the cnteria developed by McDaniels, et al. is 

presented in Table 7. 

The Federal goveniment's department of Indian and Northem Main Canada 

(1996a) sees all Yukon residents benefiting h m  the UFA through: 1) certain5 of 

ownership and management of lands and raources over a large area of the Yukon, 2) 

aboriginal people h a d g  the murces to participate in, and benefit fbm, economic 

opportunities, 3) se~govemment stnictines dowing First Nations to exercise law- 

making powers on senlement lands in the anas of land use and wntrol, hunting, trapping 





and fishïng, licensing and the reguiation of business, 4) indu- ~ceiving clear 

requirements for environmentai protection and approval mechanisms. 

Concerns over integration and coordination in the UFA's management set up have 

been noted in the RCAP (1996:764) report; "d the menagernent bodies share, to varying 

degrees, simila. responsibiiities over the same geographic area. It is not clear where one 

body's jiinsdiction ends and another begins". In the UFA it appears that First Nations 

retain a degree of decision-making power, but this is coucheci within a broder 

management fhmework. Duplication needs to be avoided if this regime is to be e f f i v e .  

The Yukon UFA has two criteria with strengths and two with weaknesses. Habitat 

and opportunities for leanüng have been identifieci as areas to Mprove upon. Proactive 

strategies in these areas have yet to be introduced and any studies quested h m  the 

Yukon Salmon Cornmittee are conducteci by consultants. 1 assume these reports would 

contain input from First Nations and the general public but this is not the same as 

building a database fiom which to work. The responsibility for lcalmon in the Yukon 

temtory was given fiom DFO to the Sahon C o d t t e e .  The Salmon Cornmittee has 

been involved in stock rebuiIding efforts, developing sport fish regdations and new 

monitoring programs, and dimissions on domestic ne& regdations. First Nations and 

RRCs give feedback on issues at hand and fomard their concems to the Salmon 

Committee. The Yukon UFA has ken satled for eight years and six of the foiirteen First 

Nations have Final Agreements with the potential for motha thrre to be complaed 

within four to six rnonths. Co-management structures such as the Salmon Committee and 

the FWMB wiii need to adapt as the rest of the Fkst Nations settle and more RRCs are 

created. Again, coordination and duplication may becorne a big problem. 



Roblems with coordination and duplication can also apply to the Inwialuit 

Agreement. Even though the InuMaluit Agreement is fifteen years old, many of the 

programs are still encomtering growing pains. Evaluations have been ongoing and 

adjustments continually made but thm is di much work to be done. The Nimavut Land 

C h  Agreement may be able to avoid the coordination and duplication problems 

encountered in the other two daim agreements. In the Nunawt case, a new territory has 

been created and a new goveniment established. 

5.1.3 N u ~ v u t  Land Claims Agreement (NLCA) 

The Nunavut Land Claims Agreement (NLCA) is the largest Aborigiaal land 

claim senlement in Canadian history, establishing cl- d e s  of ownership and control 

over land and resources for Inuit in the new territory of Nunavut. 

"In June 1993, a historic agreement between Canada and aboriginal 
peoples was concluded with the passage by Parliament of two acts: the Nunavut 
Land Claims Agreement Act and the Act to create the Tenitory of Nunavut. These 
two acts, which are closely linked, will re-draw the map of Canada by 1999 and 
will provide for a new political and economic fùture for the Inuit and other 
residents of the eastem and central Arctic" (Shannon 1993). 

The settlement region, the new thtory of N~navut, is 1,900,000 square 

kilometres with the claim's settlement land amounting to 350,000 square kilometres. The 

Inuit fom a solid majority in the territory (1 7,500 in 1 992 and growing). The government 

will be decentralized, with deparknents and agencies set up in communities thughout 

the territory, rtienby sharing the economic benefits and responding to the pdcular 

needs of each region" (Nunavut Planniag Commission 1997). It will take'over sixteen 

years (1993-2009) for this goveniment to be established.. 



A fundamental principle guiding the creatioa of the new territory of Nunavut is 

that the Inuit of the region are traditional and current usas of wildlife with legal rights 

flowing nom this use (RCAP 1996). The Nunavut Wddlife Management Board (NWMB) 

is the main instrument of wildlife management including fish, and marine mammais. Its 

mandate is to c o n ~ l  d aspects of marine harvesting and conservation in the Nunavut 

settlement area The NWMB brings three levels of government under one umbrrlla and 

consists of four Inuit appointees, one individu81 h m  the Territorial govemment, three 

Federal govemment representatives, and one Chair selected by the NWMB itself. 

Members are appointeci for a four-yea. term. The govemment retains ultimate 

~sponsibility for wildlife management. In the case of fisheries, the Federal Fisheries 

Minister reviews NWMB decisions which can be rejected or varied under certain 

circumstances (Pike, Per. Comm.). 

The NWMB works with regional wildlife organizations (RWO) and community- 

based hunters and trappers o r g h t i o n s  (HTO). The NWMB is an institution of public 

govemment, while the RWOs and the HTOs are Inuit o r g ~ o n s .  Inuit harvesting is 

overseen by locai HTOs which are responsible for regulating and allocating comrnunity 

basic needs levels to members. Beneficiaries have the nght to take marine products up to 

the bit of their basic needs level (füst priority), including intersettiernent trade. RWOs 

are responsible for overseeing the hunter and trapper organizitio&, allocating basic needs 

levels to member HTOs, and deaihg with non-aborighd issues on a regional level. 

Resident non-beneficiarïes have next pnority, then existing ecowmic ventures, then 

beneficiaries have first refusal for the usage of M e r  allowable catch. The HTOs are 

open to aii Inuit resident in a cornmunity @y-laws may be passed to aliow non-manber 



vothg). The RWOs are made up of HTO represmtatives. The HTOs and RWOs are 

fundeci by the NWMB which is k t l y  b d e d  by DIAND. In conjmction, these two 

orgmhtions wiil have considerable input into decisicm related to harvesting, catch 

allocation, ecowmic development based on marine rrsources, and marine research 

programs (Gillies 1995). Table 8 summarizes the fishaies management fimctioas Cameci 

out through the NLCA by the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board (NWMB), the 

Regional Wddlife Organktions (RWOs), and the Hunters and Trappers ûrgani7ations 

( H T W  

Table 8 Fisheries Management Functions Carried out Through the NLCA 

Policy Making 
and Evaluation 

Ensuring the 
Productive 
Capacity of the 
Resource 

Cornpliance with 
Rules 

Regulating 
Fishery Harvest 

scoping problems, setting Iong- 
term objectives, r e m h  and 
education 

monitoring habitat, 
enhancing/restoring habitat, 
enhancing stocks 

enforcing and implementing rules 

stock assessment, harvest 
planning, harvest monitoring 

- the NWMB can establish or change 
wnsewation area boundaries, approve 
management and protection plans, and conduct 
public hearings when necesary 

- the NWMB has a major role in wildlife related 
research, and managing and protecthg habitat; 
the NWMB provides advice to other 
deparîments about necessary mitigation 
mearum, identifies zones of high productivity, 
approves enhancement plans, and regulates 
enhancement activities; the NWMB camied out 
an 5 year Inuit Bowhead knowledge study 

- HTOs aliocate community basic needs levels 
while RWOs al1ocai.e regional basic needs 
levels; RWOs can develop by-laws in relation to 
a i l d o n s  

- the NTHMB implements a harvest quota 
system, conducts s harvest study, sets and 
adjusts basic needs levels, and establishes and 
monitors levels of total allowable W e s t ;  
HTOs regdate harvest &ces and techniques 
of its memberq RWOs are rcsponsible for 
reguIating harvest &ces among HTOs 



Fishery Access 

Resowce Use 
Coordination 

Retuming 
Optimum Value 
to Fishers 

(NLCA Article 5; 1 

of membe&hip, allocation of 
h8rvest I has a u t h o h  over the initial allocation of a total 

allowable harvest to Inuit; HTOs ailocate 
mmmunity basic needs levels and assîgn any 
portion thereof to non-members; RWOs allocate 
regional basic needs levels and the assigning of 

rnembmhip or exclusion, transfer 1 - by sctting the basic n a d s  level, the NWMB 

management of 1) sport, 
commercial and subsistence 
activities, and 2) harvest and 
enhancement activities 

coordinating uses and 
promotes public confiden& particularly Inuit 
involvement through WfOs and RWOs 

a regional allocation to non-mernbers or groups 
- the NWMB invites public participation and 

1 

maximizing benefits through [ - Designatexi huit Organizations have the right 
supply management, quality 1 of fm refisal on sport and commercial 
enhancement, and product 1 development of renewable resources in the 
diversity 1 settiement a m  non-huit harvests are subject to 

1 the laws of generai application; Inuit can 
1 dispose of their harvest h l y  (barter, trade or 
1 exchange) 

CAP 1996) 

In the NLCA, the roles of joint government/aboriginal management boards are 

more strongly defined than in most setdement agreements (Crowe 1990). There may be 

short- term problems filling al1 the positions necessary in the new CO-management 

structures and territorial govemment as the huit are lookiog to achieve 85% aboriginal 

representation. Education and training programs will be key factors as more aboriginal 

professionals and technicians are needed (Crowe 1990). There will be a leaming curve 

while aboriginal and non-aboriginal members develop trust in each others' motives and 

decisions. This leaniing experience will shape the way the NWMB and its local and 

regionai organhtions work (Welch 1995). An evaluation of the NCLA's fisheries 

provisions in relation to the criteria developed by McDaniels, et al. is presented in Table 

9. 
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The Nunavut agreement has strengh in five out of seven cri taia The fishery and marine 

resources are very important to their caastal wmmunities. The NLCA had apparent weaknesses 

in govermentai relations and opportunities for leaming. This agreement has provided a base for 

self-sufEciency and a strong role in the regdation and management of resources. The NWMB is 

the centrai agency responsible for fisheries with HTOs and RWOs providing input and support at 

the local and regional level. Each of these organkitions has specinc responsibilities (Pike? Per. 

Comm.). The Nunavut Land Claims Agreement's fisheries management provisions have great 

potentid but it will be dependent on its continued implementation. The NLCA has only been in 

place for five years and will encounter many challenges over the next five to ten years as the 

territory cornes into being. 

"Examining land claims and their provisions is worthwhile because they represent the 

best way of accommodating al1 interests - aboriginal, govemment and those of the nation at large 

- in the modern world" (Crowe l99O:3 1). These three modem comprehensive ciaim agreements 

have had extensive mource provisions comprising newly developed CO-management systems. 

Crowe (1990) detennined that the slow pmgress of claim negotiations is due to the degree of 

wmmitment and resources allocated, rather than the inherent weakness of the c l a h  process 

itself. In each case exafnined here, there have been local level organizations (HTCs, First 

Nations, HTOs) linked to a larger CO-management board nsponsible for fisheries (FJMC, 

Salmon Cornmittee, NWMB). Where third party interests are a concerq cornmittees have been 

set up to accommodate their input (RRCs in Yukon and RWOs in Nunavut). 



The agreements have al1 achieved some success in the CO-management of resources and 

in the protection of subsistence activities, but as they continue to udoid and develop things may 

change. Hamiey (1995) pointed out that many parts of the Inuviaiuit daim have not been 

Mplemented adequately (e.g. education standards). It segns as though implementation has been 

a much lower prionty than getting the agreements signeci, with territorial and federal 

governments reluctant to properly hance programs. He recommended that the parties 

continually assert their position on management boards *ch control resource development and 

environmental planning, king alert to opportunities and pitfâlls. It is too early to critically 

evaluate the implementation of either of the other two claims. The Yukon üFA will likely have 

sirnilar problems, while Nunavut rnay be able to avoid these problems due to the establishment 

of a new govemment in a new temtory. 

5.2 British Columbia Agreements 

For those aboriginal groups without a cl&, the Spmow decision disthguished that First 

Nations have f h t  priority, after conservation, on fisheries resources for food, ceremonial and 

social pirrposes. The evolving legal understanding fkom this decision, and others, means that 

business-es-usd is not an option for fisheries in British Columbia Federal and Provincial 

agencies have created new programs, pilot projects, and models to increase First Nations' role in 

a management activities. To some in the industry (commercial and sport fishers), some of these 

programs and the pending resolution of First Nations daims to fishaies are %y nightening" 

(Pùikerton & Weinstein 1995:ii). Yet others, and First Nations, view the pgrams and resolution 



of claims as  an opportunity to democratize many aspects of fisheries management, making it 

more accouutable to a hader  range of management wncerns. Even though First Nations are 

leadhg the CO-management process by using the Spmrow decision as a lever, the p u p s  that are 

"brought kicking and screaming to the discussion table" have just as much to gain (MacLeod 

1989:264). When First Nations and other stakeholders corne together and work closely on 

management issues, they are in a fin more powerful position to press their wmmon concems 

about the loss of fïsh habitat, enhancement needs, stock extinction, and other issues (Pinkerton & 

Weinstein 1995). 

The diversity of agreements in B.C. will be c o v d  by the Gitxsan - fishery management 

approach, the Nisga'a Agreement-ininPrinciple (AIP), and the Tahltan AFS. The same criteria will 

then be applied to the Skeena Watershed Comnaittee. The Gitxsan - fishery is based on traditional 

law and institutions, the Nisga'a AIP is the first comprehensive daim to be negotiated in B.C., 

and the Tahltans have been involved in managing fisheries es a result of their AFS agreement. 

The Skeena Watershed C o d t t e e  differs fiom these as it b ~ g s  dl interests (aboriginal, 

commercial and sport) together in the watershed to work on fishery management issues. These 

cover a diversity of agreements within the province of British Columbia (Figure 2). 

5.2.1 The Gitxsan First Nation's Approach to Fisheries Management 

The Gitxsan - First Nation's traditional territory is the watersheds of the north and central 

Skeena, Nass, and Babine Rivers and their tributaries. Prior to 1994, the Gitgan and 

Wet'suwet'en people were under one political body which had prevïously cooperated in a land 



daim, a court case, and in fisheries management. For simplicity, this case shdy focuses on the 

Skeena portion of the G i w  fisheries management system. A 200 kilometre length of the 

Skeeaa River runs through the territory in which the Gitxsan - have an interest with a total of 

about 5,000 l d l y  mident Giîxsan - members. The Gitxsan - have drawn heavily fimm their own 

traditions to build their c m t  fisheries management system (Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995). 

The Gitxsan - fisheries management system is highly decenûdized, but coordinrited. The 

management unit is based on traditional kin grouping around a "house" (extendeci family). There 

are 56 houses, within four clans, each with their own precisely defîned resource t&tories. The 

House Chief is responsible for controlîing access to the house's fishing sites and the timing of 

fïshhg activities. House Chiefs also have the right and obligation, under Gitxsan - traditional law, 

to protect fish habitat. Gitxsan - law requires equitable access to fishing sites within the house, 

distribution tu house members who are unable to fish, and avoidance of waste. The strength of 

this system is that the authority of the Chiefs is recognized throughout the aboriginal community 

and that the d e s  are based on a shared phüosophy and values of the entire society. As a result, 

d e s  are self-enforcing and direct conflict is minimnl (Morrell l989:23S). The House Chiefs may 

manage their sites independently, but they too are subject to peer pressure by the cornmunity if 

they do not cany out their duties responsibly. 

Gitxsan - people have encountered conflicts over their participation in fisheries since the 

first federal officers came to the Skwaa in 1878 and tned to license and regulate the aboriginal 

fishery. This codict was heightened in 1888 when the Fisheries Act defined salmon taken in the 

7ndian fishery" as illegal for M e ,  barter or sale (Mo& 1989). As a result of twenty-three 



charges laid in 1977 with ~~l~~cceSSful convictions, DFO and the Gitxsan-Wet'suwet'en - Tfibal 

Council agreed to try to find a mutually acceptable system for management of the fishezies in 

their traditional territories 

In 1979, DFO and the Gitxmn-Wet'suwet'en - Tribal Council began yearly negotiations: 

DFO mting  to assure mual fishing plans were developed and regdations stopping illegal 

sales were adhered to; the Council wanting recognition of their Houe Chiefs' authority and the 

depleted steelhead and coho stocks rehabilitated. Annual fishing plans were dmfted but 

controversy over the sale of fish wntinued. No progress was made on federal recognition of the 

management authority of the Chiefs. The DFO position was that the Minister of Fishaies had to 

retain ulthate power and responsibility for management decision-makuig (Morrell 1989). 

Diiring the 19803, the Gitxsan - conducted an extensive biological study of their fishery 

and eained a number of their people in the science of fisheries management and in the operation 

of the traditional system. These harvest monitoring studies were carrieci out professionaily king 

accountable to both scientific and political Scnmny (Morrell 1985). The most important W e s t  

management plan proposed was that mixeci-stock fisheries should be regulated to optimize the 

escapement of the weakest stock present in the fisheries (Morrell 1985). 

It was not until 1986 that the Gitxsan - traditional management system gaùied recognition. 

Under the Indian Act, Band Councils have the power to pass band by-laws to govern fishing and 

hunting on Indian reserves. Such by-laws, ifnot didowed by the Minister of Indian 

within forty days of passage, supersede any wnflicting provisions of the Fisheries Act. In 1986, 

the Gitxsan - had by-laws passed in their favour empowering the House Chiefs to manage and 



regdate theK fishexies, to test the sale of fish caught in the aboriginal hhery, and to commit the 

Office of the Hereditary Chief (OHC) to meet with DFO and other users to integrate their 

management plans with the overall management of  the Skeena River (Momll 1989). DFO now 

had to recognize the Houe Chiefs' authority over fisheries within Gitxsan - tnsditionaf temitory. 

The Gitxsan - and Wet'suwet'en Watershed Authorities ( G W A )  were formed in 1991 by 

the House Chiefs to coordinate their fishing activities and cary out their contracts (hawest plans 

and seasonai reports) with DFO. Discussion of the G W A  will concem the Gitxsan - ody. The 

GWWA consists of three sectors: resource management, fisheries, and mapping. Onginally, the 

G W A  was funded by the Gitxsan - - Wet'suwet'en Tribal Councii. Now, the fisheries pomon is 

fiindeci through the AFS. The G W A  is d e d  by Gitxsan - who, within its fishery's sector, act 

as an interface between the Chiefs and DFO pemnneI. They interpret the house-based fishery to 

DFO and other users, and interpret DFO to the Chiefs (Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995). The 

management activities of the G W A  fonnalize and extend some of the traditional harvest 

management activities of the House Chiefs. The Chiefs are still responsible for space and time 

access7 exclusion, and membership transfer. The GWWA perfomis stock assessments, 

enforcement duties, use-coordination, monitoring of habitat and harvest, policy development, 

education, and research (Pinkerton & Weiastein 1995). Table 10 summhs the fishenes 

management hctions carried out by the Gitxsan - First Nation. 



Table 1 O Fisheries Management Functiom Wed out by the Giksan - First Nation 

Policy Making and 
Evaluation 

Ensuring the 
Productive Capacity 
of the Resource 

Cornpliance with 
Rules 

Regulating Fishery 
Harvest 

Regulating Fishery 
Access 

Resoutce Use 
Coordination 

Rehuning ûptimmi 
Value to Fishers 

scoping pmblcmo, d g  long-term 
objectives, researc h and education 

monitoring habitat, 
enhancïng/restoring habitat, 
enhancing stocks 

enforcing and irnplementing rules 

stock assessment, harvest planning, 
harvest monitoring 

membership or exclusion, transfer 
of membership, allocation of 
harvest 
coordinathg uses and management 
of 1) sport, commercial and 
subsistence activities, and 2) 
harvest and enhancement activities 

maximizing bene* thmugh supply 
management, quality enhancement, 
and product divers* 
1995; Morrell 1989) 

- GWWA staffmeet with the Chiefs post 
season to discuss the state of the stocks, 
habitat inventory, the fishery, gear 
development, etc.; the GWWA's rote is 
educational: to coordinatc a discussion of 
poücy options, to plan research activities, 
to recommend if Chiefs need to uitegmte 
their fisheries 
- DFO is carrying out two enhancement 
programs in the Lake Babine system; 
GWWA began inventories Ïn 1992 and 
evduated choies of index sînams h m  
50-60 tributaries in the Gitxsan area 
- traditionally, peer pressure was enough; 
as part of the AFS, six Giasan fishery 
officen were trained to dorce the 
Fisheries Acr, DFO works in conjunction 
with the Gitxsan on this issue 
- GWWA wllects in-season harvest data 
and passes it on to DFO, the GWWA 
decides when in-season closures are 
necessary and comults with DFO; DFO 
and GWWA participatt in a joint tagging 
program; GWWA conducts spawning 
escapement surveys of d l  sockeye 
tributaries in the territory and the major 
coho tri butaries 
- the duty of the House Chiefs 

- the GWWA intemally coordinates the 
traditional house system; the Gitxsm 
participate in the Skeena ~isherf 
Commission with otber aboriginal p u p s  
and the Skeena Watershed Cornmittee 
with al1 other users 
- ESSR fisheries have ùrought important 
cconomic benefits to the region; selective 
harvesting metbods 



Meeting with DFO and coming to terms with the sale of fi& caught under an Abriginai 

Iicense transpireci d e r  the Abonginal Fisheries Straîegy in 1992. The agreement specified that 

an upriver Gibcsan - commercial fishery could take place on enhanced Babine Lake sockeye stocks 

which are in excess of the spawning to salmon requirement, an ESSR harvest. Selective harvest 

methods were used. A portion of the fiuids e m e d  in the harvest go back into the GWWA for 

management costs. The Gib<saa - and DFO have also worked together on genetic stock 

identification, cwperative enforcement, data analysis, and sales monitoring (Pinkerton 1996). 

The Federal Fisheries Mioister stiu retains final authority. 

In tenns of the OHC's cornmitment to coordhate wiîh other users in the Skeena 

watershed, the Gitxsan - participate in fisheries management on a regional context as well. They 

are a member of the Skeena Fisheries Commission (SFC), an aboriginal body that began in 1989 

to build an enforcement reghe on the Skeena on the basis of traditional law (Duiven, Per. 

Comm.). The SFC has coordinated Aboriginal agreements with governent on the Skeena since 

1992. In the case of the AFS, there is one watershed agreement and five Nation-based 

agreements. As part of the SFC, the Gibcsan - also participate in the Skeena Watershed 

Committee, a multi-party M y  for dealing with basin-wide issues (discussed later). 

The Gitxsan - approach seerns to have many of the feahires of the claim CO-management 

structures with a stmnger, more iraditional base. Local involvement is superior due to their 

H o w  Chiefs, the GWWA, and involvement in regional boards. The Gitxsan - have developed 

theu own watershed authority, conductexi their own biological d e s ,  and were determineci to 



get their management system recognizcd. In the process, they made a co1ILII1itment to consult 

with other interesteci parties. They have done d this without a comprehensive claim to protect 

theu traditional management system and make their co-management relationship with DFO 

permanent. An evaluation of the Gitxsan - F k t  Nation's management approach in relation to the 

criteria developed by McDaniels, et al. is presented in Table 1 1. 

The G i t p n  have sîrengths in al1 seven areas of evaluation. Gitxsan - involvement in 

fisheries management began in the 1980s when they decided to wnduct their own scientific 

studies on the fishenes and pushed to get their traditional system of authority recognized. From 

these successes, the GWWA was formed, an AFS agreement was entered into, and the abonginal 

fisheries officer (Guardian) program attendeci. The Gitxsan - have dso developed selective fishing 

methods, participated in watershed level organhtions (SFC & Skeena Watershed Cornmittee), 

and have gone to court to fûrther define their Aboriginal rights. From the beginning, they have 

been proactive in their approach to fishenes management. The Giasan - have had a strategic plan 

built fiom comunity interests. It was easy to irnplement and adapts to new idofmation and 

situations when necessary. The AFS has been extremely helpful to hem but their fisheries 

management system involves so much more. 





As mentioned in previous chapters, the Gitxsan - have the leadhg case on Aboriginal land 

nghts in British Columbia Since 1984, they have been involveci in a court case, Delgant Uukw, 

to assert their nghts and ownership of their land and its resources. From May 1 1,1987 untii June 

30, 1990, the trial took place with Hereditary Chiefs and elden taking the stand to testify in their 

language about their distinctive culture and relationship with the land. The trial judge refwd to 

admit or gave no independent weight to these orai histones. In March 1991, the judge rrleased 

his niling declaring that any Aboriginal rights held by the Gitxsaa - or Wet'suwet'en were 

extinguished by the colonial Govemment of B.C. In 1993, the B.C. Court of Apped overtumed 

the decision on extinguishment, stating thai consultation hes to take place before the govemment 

approves any activity that rnay affect Gitxsan - or Wet'suwet'en Aboriginal nghts. This court still 

held that the Gitxsan - and Wet'suwet'en did not bave ownership or jurisdiction on their land 

(Gitxsan - Treaty Office 1996). 

The Gitxsan - signed a hmework agreement mder the B.C. treaty process on July 13, 

1995. They encountered a major problem with the B.C. govemment as it does not recognize 

Aborigi.mil title and insists on a land selection mode1 as the ody solution to 

treaty negotiations (Gitxsan - Treaîy Office 1997). Abmiginal title encompasses the right to 

exclusive use and occupation of the land held piirsuant to that title for a variety of pinposes, 

which need not be aspects of those Abonginai practices, customs and traditions which are 

integral to distinctive Aboriginal cultures (Supreme Court of Canada 1997). The land selection 

model means First Nations m u t  choose a few pieces of their traditional territory over which they 

can have most of the control. The Gitxsan - rejected the land selection mode1 in favour of a joint 



jurisdictional approach with the provincial and federal govments. The province suspendeci 

treaîy negotiations in Febniary 1996, refùsing to accept this aiternative and choosing to go the 

Supreme Court route (Gitxsan - Treaty Office 1997). 

The Supreme Court of Canada heard the appeal of the Delgam Uukw land titie action in 

June 1997- On December 1 I \  1997, the Supreme Court of Canada confirmeci that aboriginal 

people still have titie to their land if they have not sumndered it in treaties, and that they have 

the right to exclusive use and occupation of the land This, combineci with the S p m w  decision 

and other court cases, has already proven Aboriginal rights to the fishery resource. Are treaty 

agreements necessary to conduct a successfbl and legally binding fisheries cemanagernent 

arrangement? How would a eeaty improve the Gitxsan - management approach (Duiven, Per. 

Comm.)? DeZgam Uukw has provided legally defined management rights for First Nations. This 

opeas the door for more creative ways to implement fisheries cemanagement 

The Nisga'a First Nation's approach to fisheries management contras& dramatically with 

the Gitxsan. - The Nisga'a have reached an agreement-in-principle with both the Federal and 

Provincial govenunents under the previous wmprehensive c l a h  policy. What fisheries 

provisions does it have? Has it built on experiences h m  earlier c l a h  agreements? 1s its fishery 

based on a traditional system h m  which to build a successflll co-management regime? 

5.2.2 Nisga'a First Nation's Agreement-In-Principle (AIP)  

The Nisga'a population is approxïmately 5,500. They live in four cornmudies located 

dong the Nass River valley in northwestem British Columbia On Febniary 15' 1996, the 



Nisga'a Agreement-in-Rinciple (AP) was jointly signed by the F e d d  government, the 

Provincial govemment and the Nisga'a First Nation. It is believed that this AIP provides a 

substantial base for the nnal agreement that will conclude almost 100 years of negotiations to 

settle this claim. Their d e m e n t  land consists of 1,930 square kilometres in the Nass River 

watershed. The Nisga'a hope that the final agreement will provide enough resources that they can 

rebuild and restore their lands and becorne self sufncient participants and contributors to 

Canadian Society. They want to replace dependency with muhial respect, and colonialkm with 

recognition of Nisga'a sovereignty (Gosnell 1996). The establishment of the Nisga'a Central 

Govemment @CG) may help them achieve their goal. 

Key points conceming fishenes in the Nisga'a AIP are: 

there will be reasonable public access to Nisga'a Lands for non-commercial and 

remeati0na.i uses including hunting and fishing; 

existing legal interests on Nisga'a Lands will continue on their cwrent tenns - includiag 

nghts of way, angling and guide outfitter licences, and trapiines; 

the coflsewation of fish stocks will be the primary consideration - establishment of a 

$13 miilion Lisims Fishenes Conservation Trust to provide a means to safeguard the 

long-term sinvival of Nass area fish resources for d wrs,  and ensure the participation of 

Nisga'a in fisheries management prognuns; 

Salmon H a m  has two components: 1) treaty entitlement of Nass and area salmon 

stocks, and 2) a supplementai harvest. The supplemental harvest is negotiated through a 

sepamte agreement It is not a commerciai entitlement and is seporrate h m  the treaty's 

constitutional protectio~~ It will provide fish for food as weli as some commercial 

opportunities. 

Nisga'a entitlements wili be held comrntmaily and may not be aliemted; and 



the Minister will k dtimately responsible for fishenes and fisheries habitat 

(MacKenzie 1996:7-8; Nisga'a AIP 1996) 

In the meantirne, the Nisga'a have an AFS agreement with the Fe!derai govemment 

concerning their fisheries and its management The Nisga'a AFS began in 1992, with a second 

multiyear program king established in 1994. These agreements mateci a Joint Technid 

Cornmittee (JTC) consishg of two reptesentatives h m  DFO and two h m  the Nisga'a Tribal 

Councii. Each part. designates a cochair who is responsible for scheduling and idorming 

representatives about meetings. The positions are for a one yea. term with reappointment 

pemiissible. The JTC was created to oversee the implementation of the AFS's projects and to 

prepare ail necessary reports required by the AFS. Its objectives include the priorithtion of 

projects, identieing policy issues for resolution, discussion of fisheries concerns and agreement 

on meanires to respond, and to seek input h m  other parties on fisheries issues @FO & the 

Nisga'a Tribal Council 1994). The operation of the JTC is subject to nnal decision making 

authority of the Minister. Some of the projects the Nisga'a are involveci in are catch monitoring 

(Aboriginal food fish & sport fishing), stock assessment, escapement monitoring and sarnpting, 

developing the use of fishwheels, habitat assessments, and an Excess to Salmon Spawning 

Requiranent (ESSR) harvest (DFO & the Nisga'a Tribal Council 1994). 

Once their Finai Agreement is signed, rnanaging Nisga'a fisheries in Nisga'a traditionai 

temitory wiil be largely the responsibility of the Nisga'a Central Govemment (NCG), a Joint 

Fisheries Management Committee (JFMC), and the yearly implementation of a Nisga'a fishing 



plan. The Nisga'a land d e m e n t  is only 1,930 square kilometns but the resources section of the 

agreement appiies to the whole Nass River watmhed (Gouid, Per. Comm.). 

When discussing fishhes, the AIP does not distinguish between the NCG elected 

govemment or an NCG agency responsible for this resource's mruiapement. It seems to r e d  that 

the NCG, in general, will be responsible for fisheries and will make regdations in such matters 

as allocation of their entitlement of salmon and non-salmon stocks; establish licencing 

requirernents and their administration; monitor harvesters and duly authorized agents, 

contractors, and licenses; the disposition of harvested fish; and designate and document vessels 

which will conduct harvests for sale (Nisga'a AIP 1996). This focus on fish harvesting rnay 

binder a mccessful comanagement arrangement. Fisheries management capacity with 

supporting institutions still need to be outiined. The Final Agreement, d e n  sealed, may disclose 

the management provisions for Nisga'a fisheries in more detail. 

The Nisga'a AIP does outline a Joint Fisheries Management Cornmittee (JFMC) that wiU 

be established to facilitate cooperative planning and conduct of Nisga'a fisheries and 

enhancement activities in the Nass area The JFMC will be made up of 6 memben (2 Nisga'a, 2 

Fedeml, 2 Provincial) jointly responsible for Nisga'a fishenes p l h g  and imptementation. In a 

case where provincial fisheries are involved, the mernbers of the JFMC representing the NCG 

and British Columbia wodd be responsible for making recommendations to the Rovincial 

Minister (Nisga'a AIP 1996). This body will be responsible for sharing information and plans for 

existing and proposed fisheries which could affect Nisga'a fisheries, arranghg for collection and 

exchange of data required for the fisheries provisions of the Fiaal Agreement, and giving advice 



and making ncommendations to the Minister of Fisheries and the Nisga'a Centrai Government 

on various issues outlined in the management fliinctions section below. 

The Nisga'a annual fishing plans for harvest, and where applicable sale of species, will be 

the main management and enforcement twl  (Gouid, Per. Comm.). They include provisions for 

location, timing and method of W e s t ;  fishery monitoring plans; stock assesment and 

enhancement plans; terms and conditions for sale; and harvests by others of Nisga'a entitlements. 

The NCG will propose annu81 fishing plans consistent with their W e s t  docations for each 

p i e s  and identify management concems and Nisga'a preferences for harvest allocations, 

methods and times. The fishing plan wiU then be forwarded to the IFMC for review. The JFMC 

will make adjustments as are necessary to integraie the Nisga'a fishenes with other msource 

conservation and harvesting plans. The JFMC will reconunend a Nisga'a annual fishing plan on 

a timely b a i s  to both the Minister and the NCG. Once accepted, the fishing plan is legally 

enforceable (Wagner, Per. Comm.). Table 12 summarizes the fisheries management funetions 

carried out through Nisga'a AIP by the Nisga'a Central Government (NCG) and the Joint 

Fisheries Management Cornmittee (JFMC). 

Table 12 Fisheries Management Functions to be Carried out Through the Nisga'a AIP 
1 Policy Making and 1 scoping problems, sening ( - the JFMC ammges for collection and exchange of 1 - - -  

long-term objectives, 
research and education 

data, they review Nisga'a annual fishing plans, make 
recommendations to NCG and the Minister on 
conservation needs and management of resources 

Ensuring the 
Productive 
Capacity of the 
Resouce 

monitoring habitat, 
enhancing/restoring 
habitat, enhancing stocks 

- Nisp'a annual fishing plans set out enhancement 
plans; the JFMC recormnends on ralmon surpluses and 
Salmon enhancement pmjezts 



implementing rules 
Cornpliance with 1 dorcing and 1 - the NCG ensures theu citiIeos, agents, contractors, etc. 

. 

stock assessment, h w e s t  
planning, harvest 
monitoring 

mem bership or exclusion, 
transfkr of membership, 
allocation of harvest 

coordinating uses and 
management of 1) sport, 
commercial and 
subsistence activities, and 
2) harvest and 
enhancement activities 

maximizing benef its 
through: supply 
management, quality 
enhancement, and p d u c t  
diversity 

cwiply with the provisions of the Nisga'a annual 
fishing plan; the NCG may enter agreements with 
Canada or B-C. conceming the enforcement of fishdes 
- the JFMC provides advice conceming escapement 
goals and in-season adjustments to fishmg plans; 
Nisga'a annual fishing plans will set out stock 
assessment plans, and harvest location, timing and 
methods to be used; the NCG designate and document 
their harvesters, deposition of harvested fish, 
designation of vessels 
- îhe NCG allocate their entitlement among their citizem 
and others; AIP outlines the caiculation to be made for 
safmon harvest entitfements; the JFMC provides advice 
respecting the detemination of basic Nissa'a 
entitlements for Nass n o n - b o n  species; supplemental 
harvest agreements to be signed yearly outside of the 
final agreement 
- the JFMC share information for txisting and proposed 
fisheries which could affect Nisga'a fisheries; Canada 
will consult with the NCG with respect to the 
formulation of Canada's position in relation to 
international discussions or negotiations which may 
affect their fisheries resources; should either the FederaI 
or Provincial govemment establish other advisory 
boards in the are* the NCG's participation may be 
~rovided for . 
- Nisga'a entitlements and surplus d m o n  rnay be sold 
by Nis8aga'a citizens under conditions set out by the NCG 
and the fishing plans; the NCG will not establish a new 
processing facility capable of more than 2,000 tons of 
round weight of fish within 8 years of the Final 
Agreement 

Management hc t ions  have been describeci at the Nisga'a government level making it 

extremely dinicult to ascertain if they will be irnplemented and operated effectively. One would 

hope to see more direct involvement by wmmunities and the NCG responsibilities broken d o m  

m e r .  An organization should be created to irnplement the whole agreement and sub- 



commitkes developed to deal with specific fishery requimnents (e.g. enforcement, technical 

requirements). An evaluation of the Nisga'a AIP in relation to the criteria developed by 

McDaniels, et. al is presented in Table 13. 

The Nisga'a AIP had three weaknesses. Their fùifillment of the criteria was treaîed at best 

as modemte because the fiaal agreement is not yet signed. The JFMC and the a n n d  fishing 

plans seem like a great idea but there are too many unknowns that will depend on the nnal 

agreement and implementation. Weaknesses of the AIP included improving habitat, taking other 

Aboriginal interests into consideration, and improving opportunities for leaming. There was no 

mention of habitat in the agreement, just as there was no mention of consuithg with other First 

Nations in the watershed about fishenes activities. ûpportwiities for learning seemed unlikely 

with consultants carrying out research and no mention of traditional knowleàge studies. 

The Nisga'a have been involved in the AFS since 1992. This involvement helped to 

provide the fisheries component of the AIP. Through the AFS, First Nations know what is 

involved in fisheries management fiom a government perspective and negotiations can take place 

on the same level of understanding (Zeaiand, Per. Comm.). The fisheries provisions of the AIP 

also have a strong W e s t  orientation. Pages and pages were devoted to outlining steelhead and 

salmon harvest procedures. It seemed as though the AIP was coming h m  a commercial 

exploitation push, not h m  an "improving management" of the fishery push. Again, the AIP still 

needs to be written as a final agreement to Mly comment on the proposed co-management 

arrangement. 





ûver the 1st two years, negotiators have been working toward a final agreement 

for the Nisga'a and hoped to have that agreement signeci by now. The statu of the 

Nisga'a negotiations have been thrown "upin-the-aii' by the Delgmn UuAw decision. 

The court greatly strengthened First Nations' position in negotiations as the Deigam 

Uuihu decision confirmeci that aboriginal peuple still have title to their land if they have 

not surrendered it in treaties, and that they have the right to exclusive use and occupation 

of the land (Vancouver Sun 1998). It would be no surprise to leam that some Nisga'a, 

who thought from the beginning they were getting tw little land, are pressuring their 

leaders to hold out for more in light of this court decision on Abonginal title. Another 

threat to the Nisga'a final agreement through the 1996 AIP is the Gitxsan - firom Gitanyow, 

who have an overlapping claim, have filed an injunction against the Nisga'a N P  

(Duiven, Per. Comm.). 

The Gitxsan - First Nation used the AFS in conjunction with their traditional 

institutions to increase their involvement in fisheries management The Nisga'a First 

Nation built the fisheries provisions of their N P  h m  their involvement in the AFS. How 

has the Tahltan First Nation developed their involvement in fisheries management? What 

role does the AFS play? Where can improvements be made? 

5.2.3 The Tahitan First Nation's AFS Agreement 

The Tahitan are the only First Nation in the Stikine wafet~hed with approximately 

3,000 members. The Stikine is an international river which flows h m  headW8ferS in 

noahoentrai British Columbia for 1,040 kilometers in a wide northwesterly arc to its 

mouth in southeast Aleska (Wrangeli). This riva drains a watershed of 52,Oûû square- 



Lilometres (Alaska Geographic 1979). Telegraph Creek, the only town dong the Stikine, 

is on the north bank of the river about 416 km upstream fkom Wrangell, Alaska (Figure 

2)- 

The groups interested in fisheries management in the Stikuie watershed are the 

Alaska Deparûnent of Fish and Game; the Canada Department of Fisheries and Oceans; 

the B.C. govenmient; non-aboriginal and aboriginal commercial fishers; sport fishers; the 

Tahltan Fkst Nation and Iskut Band; and the Friends of the Stikine. Stikine River salmon 

are hawested by U.S. gillnet, troll and sport fisheries in Alaska, by Canadian commercial 

gill.net fisheries located in the lower and upper Stikine River, and by Canadian abonginai 

and sport fisheries in the Upper portion of the river. The U.S.-Canada transboudary issue 

does pose some difficulties but this area can be addresseci quite effectively through a CO- 

management process. 

The Tahltan First Nation has been involved with fisheries management activities 

within the Stikine watershed since 1987. Before the AFS, the Tahitan T W  Council held 

contracts with environmental h s  to cany out biological snidies on fish and participated 

in a number of Canada Employment and Immigration (Mmpower) programs which 

linked fùnding with the Department of Indian and Northem Development (e.g. 

Innovations, an employment and training program). Five Tahltans were trained as 

fisheries technicians between 1985-86 through these training pro* (Frocklage, Pa. 

Comm.). Any involvement with DFO was by direct contract or directly hiring an 

abonginai person (Burdek, Per. Comm.). 

The Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy began for the Tahltan First Nation in 1992 with 

the Tahltan Tribal Comcii working with DFO h m  1992-1 994. The Tahitans were one of . 



the nrSt First Nations to initiate AFS negotiations in the area (Etzena, Per. Comm.). The 

1992 agreement was classifieci as a "working agreementn which established statements of 

inteat, h m  both DFO and the Tahltans, to enter into cooperative fisheries management 

on the Stikine river. It was a very small agreement that was expandeci on the next year. In 

1993, separate agreements were negotiated in areas such as fish allocation, fish 

management, monetary contributions, and the guardian program. In 1994, these 

agreements were brought together tmder an ail encompassing "Fishezy Agreement" where 

specinc projects were developed and M e r  details added (e.g. reporthg requirements; 

Burdek, Per. Comm.). 

In 1995, the Tahltan First Nation signeci their first muiti-year fishery agreement 

for 1 995- 1 999, to be amended on an annual basis for bding,  projects, fish allocations, 

and ESSR harvests. This was a difEcdt year as the Tahltan Tribal Council was disbanded 

and the Band Councils had to negotiate their continued participation in the AFS 

separately. The present Tahltannskut AFS program that has redted is now administered 

out of both Telemph Creek (Tahltan Band C o d )  and Iskut (Iskut Band Council). At 

the operational level, the two fisheries pmgrams work together and can be collectively 

referred to as the Tahltan Fisheries Rognun. Table 14 summarizes the fisheries 

management functions carried out by the Tahitan First Nation. 



Table 14 Fisheries Management Functions Camed out by the Tahltaia First Nation 

Policy Making and 
Evaluation 

Ensuriug the 
Productive 
Capacity of the 
Resource 

Cornpliance with 
Rules 

Regulating Fishery 
Harvest 

Regulating Fishery 
Access 

Resource Use 
Coordination 

Returning 
Optimum Value to 
Fishm 

scoping problems, sming 
long-term objectives, research 
and education 

monitoring habitat, 
enhancinglrestoring habitat, 
enhancing stocks 

enforcing and im$em&ng 
rules 

stock assessment, hantest 
planning, hamest monitoring 

membership or exclusion, 
transfer of membership, 
allocation of harvest 

coordinating uses and 
management of 1)  sport, 
commercial and subsistence 
activities, and 2) W e s t  and 
enhancement activities 

maximinng benefits through: 
supply management, q d t y  
enhancement, and product 
diversity 

- yearly rneefings/negotiations with DFO 
coneerning new projects and Iast year's 
d t s ;  wmmmity newsletters; open door 
poiicy for wmmunity comments and 
wncems; traditional howledge pmjects 
- enhanment of Tahltan and Tuya Lakes; 
habitat restoration on the h k e t t  River to 
Kennicott Lake for retuming saimon; 
technicians taking a streamkeepers course to 
begin habitat monitoring; incubation box 
P*gram - DFO officers; the Band Corncil has signed 
an enforcement protocol agreement with 
DFO 
- stock assessment projects on the mainstem 
of the Stikine and four of its tributaries; 
&est monitoring in Teiegraph area; annuai 
aerid SuNeYs of who and mkwe 
- allocation was set nom a historical study; 
licences designated to members by Tahltan 
Fisheries Dept.; other FN wanting to fish in 
the area have to get permission fiom the 
Tahltan Band Council 
- Tahitan Fishenes persorne1 attend meetings 
to exchange information, and discuss 
concems in various forums: 1) Stikine - 
Tahitan Co-management Cornmittee Meeting 
(wnsists of al1 users on the Stikine), 2) 
Transboundary Technical Meetings - Alaska 
Department of Fish & Game, 3) B.C. Parks, 
4) Taku River Tlingit, and 5 )  Local Resource 
Management Planning (Iskut-Stikine LRMP 
meetings) 
- ESSR barvests; working to improve the 
management and performance of the lower 
river commercial fishery; feasibility studies 
have been conducted on a processing plant in 
the Telegraph C m k  ares; Huley Lakes has 
the potential for fish rearing 



The significance of the AFS to the Tahltan First Nation is that it baz brought 

fishaies management to the Band Councils. Instead of just participating in snidies by 

other fimis, they can prioritize their fishcry concerns in the Stikine watershed and work 

with govemment to address them. Each Band Council has its "Fishery C o o r ~ o r ( s ) "  

who is responsible for nmning the various projezts and hiring local personnel to carry out 

the duties. The projects undertaken are negotiated on a y d y  b i s  in eighî areas: 1) 

negotiation of fishenes management, 2) management of aboriginal fishing, 3) habitat 

restoration, 4) fish enhancement, 5) community-based research, 6) training, 7) economic 

development, and 8) stakeholder consultation. 

Under the 1996-97 T a h l t d s h t  Agreement, projects Cameci out by the Tahltau 

Fisheries Department (Tahltan Band Council) included beaver dam removal on the 

Hackett River, a Tahftan Lake Excess Salmon to Spawning Requirement (ESSR) fish 

harvest, a Tuya River test fishery, a stock assessrnent and sampIing program out of 

Telegraph Creek, training programs (e.g. first ai4 fke a m  dm), cocommunity awareness 

through a bi-weekly newsletter of the activities carried out by the Tahltan Fisheries 

Program, and a iraditional knowledge project. An evaiuation of the Tahltan First Nation's 

AFS in relation to the criteria developed by McDaniels, et al. is presented in Table 15. 

The Tahltan AFS has two strengths and two weahesses. Their strengths lie in 

conducting studies to improve stock health and improving community economic weU- 

king by bringhg fisheries management activities to the Tahitan First Nation. Before the 

AFS, the Tahltan people had participated in contract biological d e s  with 

enviromentai agencies and DFO. Now, the Tahltan Fisheries Rogram is training l d  

people "on-the-job" to collect data, employing fishers in ESSR harvests, and the 



Table 15 Evaluation of the Tahltan Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy 

Improving Habitat 

Irnproving Stock 
Health 
Improving 
Community 
Economic Well- 
being 
Improving Equity 

lmproving Trust and 
Coopemtion 

Improving 
Community 
Involvement 

Improving 
Opportunitics for 
Leaming 

Monitoring habitat 

Enhancing/restoring habitat 
Protecting habitat against other 

harmtiil uses 
lmproving stock diversity 
Impmving stock abundance 
From fisheries harvest and 

processing 
Frorn fisheries management 

For Aboriginal interests 

Among Aboriginal groups 

For fiiturc generations 

Among al1 users 

Between First Nations and DFO 

Using local knowledge 

Using local protection 
Using local decisions 

About fisheries 

About science 
About First Nations rights 

Moderate 

Weak 
Weak 

Strong 
Strong 
Moderate 

Strong 

Moderate 

Moderate 

Weak 

Moderate 

Modemte 

Moderate 

Moderate 
Moderate 

Moderate 

Weak 
Weak 

- through Kennicott Lake & Shakes Creek projects; streamkeepcn training; 
. . 

with DFO at Tahltan lake 
- on a limited basis through AFS projects; Qing to attain more funding 
- Band Councils try to monitor mining companies' activities 

- monitoring programs; chinook tagging programs; biological contracts 
- involvement in enhancement projects, aerial surveys, mpling programs 
- ESSR put money back hto the Fisheries Department; employ h m  6-20 
people; aboriginal commercial fishery on the Lower Stikine has fallen spart 
- ducating the community on available opportunities; d h c t  employmcnt in 
the Fisheries Dept.(64 O people) 
- participation in the Transboundary Technical Cornmittee; mcet with other 
stakeholden; successful yeam working with the AFS progtam 
- lskut & Tahltan work togeîher; building relations with Tlhgit, Lake 
Babine and Gigsan to discuss common problems and prefemed solutions 
- intemal cooperation is needed; necessary for Band Councils to take the 
time to understand the AFS and to build on what they alreadv have 
- d l  party meetings and the limited sharing of in fokation h k  impmved 
relations but the= is much work still to be done 
- employees of the Tahltan Fisheries Program cooperate regularly with DFO 
and the level of trust has increased; this ûust is not reflwted as much at the 
Band Council level 
- have conducted a traditional knowledge study; employrnent of local people 
in the field 
- enforcement protoc01 recently signed; ensute fishers teport catches 
- Tahltan Fisheries seeking advie -hm the community; hvolvement of 
Tahltan Fishenes' Program personnel; advice given by Council 
- participation in technical aspects; need more individuals trained as fishery 
technicians 
- need to develop statistical expertise to deal with DFO calculations 
- 'need mom di&ussion with other F b t  Nations to advance their 
participation in fisfieries management 



comrnmity is able to physically see, and comment on, the activities that this fisheries 

program conducts. hproving habitat and building for future generations (equity) are the 

weaknesses. More traUled individuais (e.g. fisheries biology, stream dynamics, local 

history and local phenornenon) and b h g  would help counteract the weakness in 

habitat studies. To buiid for future generations, an improved understanding of the AFS 

and where to seek improvements would solidify and increase this Fksî Nation's 

involvement in fisheries management. The Tahitans arr looking to develop a proactive 

strategy and to move fonvard fiom the AFS. Some ideas include: increasing involvement 

in the Iower Stikine's commercial fishing activities and pushing their Aboriginal interest 

in tramboundary issues on the Stikine (they want to be classifieci as a member of  the 

Transboundary Technical C o d t t e e ,  not just a guest). To do this they WU need to move 

forward fiom the cornmunity level. Recommendations will be outiined in chapter 7. 

5.2.4 Skeena Watershed Committee 

The Skeena Watershed Committee has been included in the study to provide yet 

another view of fisheries CO-management agreements in British Columbia So far we have 

examined a traditionai system combined with an AFS agreement, an AFS agreement built 

into an AIP, and a fidieries co-management arrangement based d c t l y  on the AFS. This 

agreement is an example of a multi-party watershed co-management agreement. It is 

realized that both individual AFS agreements and prospective treaty CO-management 

regimes in B.C. wouid have to be linked to local cornmittees, regional bds, and 

provincial strategies ta be ef fdve at the larger d e .  



Fisheries management on the S k e e ~  River is a wmplex and sensitive issue. The 

Skeena is a 300 kilometre long river with a 44,000 square Lilometre ana. It houses three 

inban centres and a dozen srnall dispersed comrnunities. For at least a decade there have 

been two basic allocation contlicts on the Skeena: 1) between the commercial M e r s  at 

the mouth of the river and sport fishers upriver; and 2) between commercial fishers at the 

mouth of the river and First Nations who assert a right to W e s t  commercidy upriver 

(Pinkerton & Weintskin 1995). The immediate problem which precipitated the f o d o n  

of the Skeena Watershed Committee was three consecutive years (1989-1991) of poor 

steeihead stocks, dong with other d l  stocks, and the fear that they might be on the 

verge of a collapse. 

The Skeena Watershed Cornmittee (SWC), a multi-pmty planning body, was 

formed in 1992 to address these conflicts and broder fisheries issues of mutual concern 

to local First Nations, commercial fishers, sport fishers, and fderal and provincial 

agencies charged with fisheries management responsibility on the Skeena River 

(Pinkerton 19965 1). The purpose of the SWC was to foster communication and 

cooperation among parties in order to conserve, protect and rebuild the sahonid 

resources of the Skeena watershed. The founding principles stressed that fisheries 

management problems in the Wafershed required "made in the north" solutions that 

accurately reflected resource conservation and the well-king of individual residents and 

communities. The SWC is striving for a sustainable iïshery through integrated resource 

management. It recognhs the rights of abonginal people, and the rights of a l l  other 

parties with an interest in the resource @FO, et ai. 1992). These rights are informal, as 



fonnalization wodd cnate wmplexities on federal and provincial mandates and possible 

Aboriginal claims (Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995). 

The committee is composed of four members h m  each of the three sectors 

(aboriginal, commerciat, and sport) and two members h m  each level of govenunent 

(federd and provincial). The specific groups involveci are the Skeena Fisheries 

Commission (Fust Nations), the North Coast Advisory Board (commercial), the North 

Coast Co-management Cornmittee of the Sport Fish Advisory Board (sport), the Ministry 

of Environment, Lands and Parks (B.C. government), and the Department of Fisheries 

and Oceans (Federai govement). The SWC operates by consensus with each party 

having at least two members present when decisions are made or actions are taken. 

Information and technical systems are shared k l y  with cornmunity input tbrough public 

meetings, symposia and other methods deemed mitable (DFO, et al. 1992). The SWC 

will continue to fûnction until one Party notifies the other Parties of its intention to 

terminate. 

Meetings in the first two years broke the ice, buî failed to set up a viable 

consensus process. It was not until 1994 that an independent mediator was hired and real 

progress was made. The sport sector dropped its aggressive stance, the commercial sector 

came back on-line, and bding was s e c d  resdting in the development of a fish 

management plan. The management plan outlined agreements on joint research, &ta 

sharing, joint d o m e n t ,  and the consideration of joint enhancement (Pinkerton & 

Weinstein 1995). A fisheries management protocol was agreed to and in-season 

management guidelines were estabiished for the next airee years. A cornputer mode1 

created by the provincial and federal govemment was a usefid aid in developing W e s t  



scenarios for dimission in SWC meetings. Both levels of govemment supply research 

findings and conduct in-season coflSUItations with the parties. Table 16 nmmrhs the 

fisheries management bc t ions  carried out through the Skeena Watershed Cornmittee 

(SWC). 

Table 16 Fisheries Management Functions of the SWC 

Poiicy Making 
and Evaluation 

Ensuring the 
Productive 
Capacity of the 
Resource 
Cornpliance with 
Rules 
Regulating 
Fishery Harvest 

Regdating 
Fishery Access 

Resource Use 
Coordination 

scoping problems, sming 
long-term objectives, rrsearch 
and education 

monitoring habitat, 
enbancinglrestoring habitat, 
enhaocing stocks 

enforcing and implementing 
d e s  
stock assessrnent, W e s t  
planning, harvest monitoring 

membership or exclusion, 
transfer of membership, 
allocation of harvest 
coordinathg uses and 
management of 1) sport, 
commercial and subsistena 
activities, and 2) harvest and 
enhancement activities 

- the SWC came together to work out the 
dimensions of the problem - reduced W e s t  
rates to provide for more sustainable 
fisheries; hding an objective that everyone 
couid agree to; developed a W e w o r k  on 
how to alter DFO tirne and area closures; the 
SWC spoosors and coordinates any 
initiative in the watershed related to fish 
- the SWC is the body through which ail 
propoîals and projects of this nature flow 

- DFO carries out enforcement but there was 
taik about a possible role for the SWC 
- the SWC advises on fedetavprovincial 
research program; caîch sampling through 
an observer program; the SWC has a 
technical review subcommittee; members 
h m  the SWC worked with the 
govemment's stock mode1 to generate new 
options for area and time closures for the 
commercial sector, hanest plans for the 
other sectors will be developed; participants 
in the SWC agreed to a vesse1 monitoring 

This fimction is not performed. 

- First Nation food fish priority is 
remgnized; involvement of the wmmmial 
&or is crucial; al1 parties are involved in 
îhis management body 



in 1991, the concept of bringing all the sectors and government together in this 

type of cornmittee was almost inconceivable. Each party had been "out for themselves" 

and became Wamng factions in the fishery (Pinkmon & Weinstien 199557). If joint 

planning can be done on the Skeena, at its level of complexity, it should be possible to 

resolve less complex conflicts and create CO-management systems elsewhere. The Skeena 

Watershed Committee has been praised in the provincial govenunent for what it has 

accomplished and has been held up as a mode1 to follow (Govemment of B.C. 1996). An 

evaluation of the SWC in relation to the criteria developed by McDaniels, a ai. is 

presented in Table 1 7. 

Unforhinately, the Skeena Watershed Committee was dissolved in March 1997 

when the commercial sector decided to p d  out. The commercial sector did not feel that 

their concems were king addressed through the SWC. Reasons given by the commercial 

sector for tennination include: other user groups have a veto power over their fishing 

plans; an allocation issue was king disguised as a conservation issue; and they did not 

like DFO's interest in expanding the process to include other fishing areas (mord, Per. 

Comm.). 

The Skeena Watershed Committee has strengths in four amas. In the critena of 

equity and wrnrnuni?y involvement, there is both a strength and weakness. The equity 

issue wncerns the commercial fishers' unstable presence, makiug CO-management 

Optimum Value 
to Fishers 

(Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995) 

supply management, qd&y 
enhancement, and product 
diversity 

diversity by adapting each group's fishing 
methods, areas and timing 



Table 17 Evaluation of the Skeena Watershed Cornmittee 

lmproving Habitat 1 Monitoring habitat 1 Moderate 1 -then is concem for the whole watershed but each sector is most interested 
1 1 1 in specific habitats (e.g. Sports - stcelhead spawning grounds); more 

Enhancing/restoring habitat Moderate 

Moderate 

Sîrong Improving Stock Health 

information is needed - 

- the SWC is the body through which al1 proposais and projects of this 
nature flow 
- the SWC is supplemented by other organizations to protect the river (e.g. 
Riven Defence Coalition) 
- the SWC mission is to conserve, protect and rebuild the salmonid resourccs 

Protecting habitat against other 
harmfùl uses 

lmproving stock diversity 
1 Improving stock abundance 1 Moderate 1 of the Skeena River; stress on selective fishing methods; stock assessrnent 

Economic WeII-king' I processing I I product diversity; there are ESSR harvests on the Skeena 
From fisheries management Moderate - the commercial sector has devebped a harvest plan; each of the 0 t h  

lmproving Community 

1 Among Aboriginal gmups I Sîrong 
- al1 the First Nations in the Skema watershed participe in the SWC 
through the Skeena Fisheries Commission 

From fisheries harvest and 

impmving Equity 

1 For hmut genemtions 1 Weak 1 - this is the fîrst si*, in cowdinating uses in this am; more work needs to be 

Strong 

For Aboriginal interests 

I coiperation 1 1 comp~eteiy~tnist the set-up 

prograrns are being carried out; more data is needed 
- trying to adapt each group's fishing methods, areas, and timing to maintain 

lmproving Tmst and 

Strong 

I - 

lnvolvement conservation and the well bcing of communities 
Using local protection - local protection is being discussed (SWC's d e )  

sectors will develop a hawest plan as well 
- the right of First Nation people to the resource is recognized 

Among al1 usen 

Impmving Community 

Moderate 

Betwecn First Nations and DFO 
Using local knowledge 

Impmving ûpportunities 
for Leam ing 

done to aisure c~knagement  is maintaincd 
- this is why the SWC was established; the commercial sector does not 

Using local dtcisions 
About fisheries 
About science 
About First Nations rights 

Strong 
Strong 
Strong 
Sûong 

Strong 
Strong 

- decisions through thIs committee are made et the local level 
- the SWC is ieaming by doing on al1 fionts; they are trying to keep options 
open 
- the Skeena Fisheries Commission will push this issue 

- ihis is sçhieved through-the Skeena Fisheries Commission 
- the SWC uses "made in the north" solutions to reflect resoufce 



difficdt The w~nmunity involvement wethess is related to the enforcement issue. The 

SWC has k e n  v e y  successfiil in bringing groups together, pushing for selective fishiDg 

methods, and developing harvest plans. The set-up of the committee was effective, 

proving al1 parties can gain h m  co-management in the watershed. By working on the 

weaknesses identified, it may be possible to bring the committee back on line. 

There is no indication of when or if the SWC may corne back together. Following 

the breakdown, B.C. Ministry of Environment, Lands and Park and DFO worked with 

the stakeholders to corne up with a fishing plan for the 1997 season in the absence of a 

consensus process. The govemments are continuing to act as intennediaries, hopeful that 

this setback is just a stage in the cornmittee's evolution to a workable organiiration in the 

Ioog tenn (Govemment of B.C. 1997). Meetings are occilmng between the interests and 

pilot projects are on the table to try and bring the cornmittee back together (Duiven, Per. 

Comm.). 

53 Summary 

Tbrough an examination of these seven cases (three comprehensive claims, three 

B.C. First Nations arrangements and the Skeena Watershed Cornmittee), it wss found that 

claims basedernanagernent is not necessarily the best arrangement. To strive for the 

best f ishda CO-management anangement possible, it would be advantageous to mode1 

die arrangement after the Gitxsan - First Nation's appmach. It is based on their traditional 

House Chief authoriiy, they initiated their own biological studies of the fisheries, 

developed rlective fishing methods, and are involveci on a regionai level. The fisheries 

proMsions in each of the claims were treated Merently, reflecting l d  conditions. 



Claims-based co-management arrangements WCR good at defïning Aboriginal rights and 

creating a co-management stnic- and management body but they are, for the most part, 

govemment-type institutional settings with implementation barriers to overcome. The 

Inuvialuit Final Agreement was the strongest clah-based arrangement, experience king 

the greatest teacher. 

The B.C. arrangements al1 involved AFS agreements in some fom. The Gitgan 

have incorporated the AFS into their management systern, the Nisga'a have based their 

AIP on their experiences with the AFS, the AFS brought fisheries management to the 

Tahltan First Nation, and the Skeena Fisheries Commission, the body that organizes al1 

the AFS programs on the Skeena, participates as a partner in the SWC. Chapter 6 

contains summary charts and a discussion of the case studies in relation to the seven 

specific cntena developed by McDaniels, Heaiey & Paisley. 



6 

The Comparative Analysis 

This chapter illustrates the information compileci in the evaluative fhmework 

given in the last chapter. A summary chart is used to compare the fisheries agreements 

and provide the basis for a discussion of their strengths and weaknesses (Table 18). The 

following discussion has been organized by the seven criteria deveioped by McDaniels, 

Healey & Paisley: improving habitat, irnproving stock health, improving community 

economic well-being, improving equity, improving trust and cooperation, impmving 

community involvement, and improving opportunities for learning. The evaluation of 

these seven criteria has highlighted areas that are operating effectively and those that need 

attention. By using this fiamework, enhancexnents can be made to those arrangements 

that are working weil and assistance can be given to ineffective arrangements (Pinkerton 

& Weinstein 1995). The agreements have also been exaxnhed by their use of vision, 

process, implementation and monitoring to add to understanding of why some of the 

agreements are more successful than the others. This is followed by a discussion of 

important lessons Iearned. 



Table 18 

lmproving Habitat 

Commun ity 
Economic Wcll- 

Improving Equity r 
Community 
Invotvcmcn t 

Improv ing 
Opportunitics for 

- 
Inuvialuit Final Agreement (IFA) 
- the FJMC monitors habitat as it stts fit; cm 
rcftr mattcrs to the Environmental Impact 
Sctctning & Revicw Board for impact 

Summary Chart of Agreements Strengths and Weaknesses (S- Streng 
Yukon Umbrclla Final Agreement (UFA) 
- the YSC is in charge of salmon habitat 

asscsmcnt 
W- lack of a proactive strategy - once habitat 
has ken idktificd or affectad, thcrc is no 
mention of pmtocol to cnhance &ior rcstorc the 
habitat 
S- thc stocks are king actively managed, 
working with HTCs on a m  closum and 
harvcst ductions; with the aid of the HTCq 
the FJMC nvicws and collects data on fishcrics 
in the ttgion 
- subjcct to conservation and quotas, the Inuit 
can &II, bade or b ~ c r  fish Guired in the 
subsistcncc fishaies 
S- the govcrnmmt agm to implcmcnt suitable 
amangcmtnts to accommodate the commercial 
fishtry's speçial tcanorntc and marketing 
naads 
S- Inuit havc quai rcpnscntation on al1 
Rcncwabb Resounx Cornmittees; the IGC 
plays a central mlc; protccting and prescrving 
Ash for future genemions 

S- thete is a climate of confidence, certainty & 
control 

- - HTCs carry out rcscarch, makc by-laws and 
fonvard conctms to the FJMC 

- ûyhg to implmmt HTC by-laws into 
govmen t  rcgulations 
SI the F N C  travels to cornmunitics to hcar 
c o n m ;  studcnts bccoming traincd in 
fisheries biolom 

W- uncltar as to what work has bttn donc in this 
am by the YSC; whtn information is nceded by the 
YSC, consultants carry out studics and write reports 

S- measurcs put in place to rcbuild Yukon Salmon 
mns; YSC rnakes rccommcndations on al1 salmon 
management plans, rtstarch, policies, and programs 

- First Nations have reccivcd 26% of commcrcial 
salrnon licences; thcy can tradc, bartcr or scll 
amongst thcmsclvcs; the YSC can rccommend on 
ncw opportunitics and management rneasurcs for 
commercial salrnon uses 

- not al1 First Nations havc stttled yet 
S- First Nations havc rights to harvcst and managc on 
tbeir scttltmtnt land; in thcir stttlcment ara, thcy arc 
rtprtsentcd on co-managcmcnt boards; Trust Fund 
tstablished to mect UFA's Chapter Sixteen 
objtctivcs 
- thc RRCs aiid the YSC cnsurc public involverncnt; 
Y SC ttplacing DFO for managcmcnt of salmon in 
Yukon 

- local knowlcdge to be included; First Nations 
allocatc and rcgulate quotas in their settlcment ams; 
FN & RRC conccms go to the Y SC 

- YSC coordinates concems; FN managc on their 
own land and co-manage ovcr iht settlcment arta 
W- consultants and DFO carty out tescarch and 
studics 

h, W- Weakness) 
Nunavut Land Claims Agrtcmmt (NLCA) 
- cnhancing and rtstoring habitat fs not dircctly 
mtntioncd in the agrecmcnt 
S- the NWMB identifies zones of high productivity; 
thc NWMB dirtctly adviscs other departmcnts about 
mitigation masures 

S- the NWMB has a major role in m w c h ;  the NWMB 
approves enhancement plans and regulatcs iis activitics 

S- NLCA objective - to provide an cconomic basis for 
self sufficiency; interscttlement üadc of fish; the Inuit 
have prcfmnce in the devclopmcnt of tcanomic 
stnictures b d  on harvesting 

S- Inuit arc the traditional and c u m t  ums of the fish 
and wildlife resoum with rights flowing h m  this 
use; NLCA objcctivc - givc the Inuit a strong rolc In 
the regulation and management of mutces; mation 
of a ncw territorial govcrnmmt 

- the role of the HTW RWOs and ultimattly the 
NWMB is stiH developing 
W- dations bctwccn the N WMB and both levels of 
govcmment n d  wodc 
- HTOs and RWOs allocatt basic n& levels and can 
devclop by-laws 
S- the NWMB has put the right people in positions of 
authority; HTOs and RWOs have considcrable input 
into dccisions 
- the HTOs and RWOs will be involved in canying out 
mdics 
W- traditional knowlcdge ncods to bc incorporaicd 
bcttcr, Govt Icgislation nbads io be nvicwd to cnsure 
confomity wiih the NLCA 



Table 18 Continued Summary Chart of Agreements Strengths and Weaknesses (S- Strength, W-Weakness) 

Habitat 
lmproving 

Irnproving Stock 
Heal th 

Gibtsan Management Approach 
S- bcgan thcir own inventories; 

lmproving 
Community 
Economic Well- 
king 

lmproving Equity 

lmpmving TIUS! 
& Coopcration 

work with govmunent and 
othcr groups to coordinate thcir 
proteciion efforis 

S- usc of sclective fishing 
mcthods makes their cornmitment 
to stock divtrsity vcry strong; 
thcy have carricd out harvcst and 
cscapcrnent studies since the 
19803 
S-the Housc Chiefs are 
rcsponsiblc for fishedes 
management; the communitics 
have a high catch pcr unit effort 
and low capitiillzation 

S- they cxcel in this category: 
euthority of Housc Chicfs is 
m g n i d ;  they participaie in 
Skecna Fishcrics Commission; 
they have achicvcd gmt  stridts 
with the Delgam U u h  decision 

S- the GWWA aids in 
coordinating the Houses and 
bringing DFO and the Chiefs 
togctha 

lmproving 
Opportunitics for 
Ltarning 

Improving 
Community 

~bori~inal  Fishmia mmr; 
dccisions come from the House 
Chicfs 

1 

S-the Giû~san mn thcir own 
studia: thery have traincd 

S- conduct thcir own studies and 
compare thm with DFO 
information; attcmpt new 
technologies and adapt; 

Nis~a'a AIP 
- thc NGC will bc able to make laws and 
participate in cnvironmcntal asscssmcnts 
W- no mention of habitat rcstoring & 
cnhancing in thc AIP 

- Nisgesa fishing plans set out harvcst 
methods, stock asessrnent plans and 
cnhanment activities; thesc must be 
approvcd by the JFMC 

- govemmcnt funding and support IO thc 
NCG to i n c m  its capacity in the coast- 
wide commercial fishcry; Nisga'a 
cntitlcmcnts and surplus salmon may bc 
sold undct the direction of the NCG 

- NCG will bt atablishcd along with thc 
JFMC; trust îùnd provides a financial 
base to work h m  
W- do not consida any othcr Aboriginal 
intetests in the Nass 

- havc had an AFS agrtEment sincc 1992; 
now working h m  Nisga'a fishing plans 

- the NGC devclops the fishing plans and 
arc to ensure Nisge'a fishtrs comply; 
unsurc of the lcvel of cornmunity 
involvernent in thcsc plans 

- fishing plans will bc writttn ycarly to 
allow for changes 
W- depend hcavily on a consulting finn; 
unsure of tditionai knowlcdgc content 

Tahltan AFS 
- a fcw monitoring projecta have bGcn 
camied oui and basic training 
W- morc fùnding n d s  to bc acquired to 
carry out habitai monitoring, 

activities to monitor and improvc stock 
abundance and divcrsity (e.g. tagging 
programs, acrial surveys, sampling 
pwrams) 

- the Lowcr Stikine commctcial fishery 
needs to bc rcbuilt; ESSR Tishcrics 
provide sornc funds and cmploymmt 
S- the Tahltan First Nation participetes in 
many fishcrics management activitics 
with funding providai by îhc AFS 

- lskut Bt Tahlian work togclticr and with 
othcr shkcholdtrs in the Stikinc 
watcrshcd; starting to build relations with 
oiher First Nations to discuss common 
pmblems 
W- nscessary for Band Councib to rake 
the tirne to undcrstand the AFS and to 
build on what thcy alnsdy havc 
- user relations have improvcd but thm 
is much work still to &donc; lcvel of 
trust king built at the oprretiond levcl is 
not king ncogniztd at the political lcvel 

- ûaditiond knowlbdgc and cornmunity 
input king sou& hiring local p p k  
for technician and management positions; 
enforccmcnt protocol hm becn signa! 
rtcently 
- participatc in many technical studies 
W- nced ta train morc technicians; nced 
to understand the modcls and statistics 
involvcd in stock pruîictions; fishcrics 
managcmcnt must becorne a highcr 
priority at the Band Council levcl 

- pmjccts of this nature flowpthmugh 
îhe SWC; the SWC is supplemcnted by 
othcr organlzations to pmtcct the tivcr 
(e.g. Rivm Dcftncc Coalition) 

- stock assesment pmgrams are king 
carricd out; more data is nctdcd 
S- the SWCss mission is to constrvc, 
protcct and rcbuild the dmonid 
tesources of the Skecna; strtss selectivc 
fishing mcthods 
- the commercial users have a harvest 
plan; the othct groups necd to follow 
suit 
S- working at sdapting a h  group's 
fishing mcthods, ~ n a s  and timing to 
maintain product divcrsity; ESSR 
hwcsts in the mdnstcm of thc Sketna 
S- thc right Fifst Nations havc to the 
rcsoutce is mgnizcd; dl Aboriginal 
intttests in the watcrshcd participaie 
through the SFC 
W - the future of co-managcmcnt in the 
watcrshed is  not secure 

- thcy took the first stcp to coordinate 
the users but now, havc to wotk to 
bring the commercial intctcst on line 
S- the participation of First Nations in 
rhc SFC & the SWC have brought them - 

alongsidc DFO 
S- strtss "made in north" solutions that 
fully involvc communitics; dccision 
making occun at thc local ltvel 
W- the SWC's rolc in local protection 
hm not betn dcfimd 
S- ltaming is occurrlng on dl fronts 
and on al1 levcls: the SFC kcqs First 
Nation righîs at the forefmnt 



6.1 Improving H a b i t  

The focus in habitat is on monito~g,  &cernent and restoration, and 

protecting habitat h m  0th- hamiful uses. Where an agreement is classified as weak, it 

indicates that habitat improvements were not actively sought. Either there was no 

mention of it in the agreement or it was not explicitly laid out in the fisheries provisions 

of the agreement. In the case of the Tahltan First Nation, habitat activities are conducted 

only when firnding and trained staffare available. The Gitxsan - and Nunavut agreements 

had strengths in the habitat criteria The Giûcsan - have conducted their own d e s  since 

the 1980s and coordinate with other groups in the watershed in protection efforts. The 

NLCA specified that the Nunavut Wildlife Management Board (NWMB) identifies 

productive habitat areas and directly dvises other departments on mitigation meanires to 

avoid undue destruction or disturbance of habitat The potential is there but it will depend 

on how it plays out operationally. The SWC oversees habitat projects, coordinating 

research by the three intetests involved and other groups in the watershed (e.g. Rivers 

Defence Coalition). 

6 2  Improving Stock Health 

The focus in stock heaith is on the abundance and diversity of species. Most 

agreements have this as a strong point, contributhg in some shape or form to stock 

assessments, enhancement activities, and stock rebuilding efforts. Stock heaith is directly 

influenceci at the terminal end (escapement numbers) by the use of selective catchhg 

methods and gear. The Gi- - have pushed for more selective harvest methods since the 

1980s. They exploreci options and adapted to more selective fishing methods to target the 



enhanced Babine stocks. Their selective methods have aiso helped to consnve and 

rebuild the numerous depresseci wild stocks thaî have ken overharvested in the mixed 

fishery (Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995). The SWC was working to make aii gmups fish 

seiectiveiy in the Skeena waîershed. 

63 Improving Comrndiy Economic WePbeing 

There are no apparent weaknesses in the agreements on the community econornic 

well-king criteria At the very least, the agreements provide some jobs in either 

management positions, technical positions, or in commercial fishery activities. In dl 

cases? subsistence fish have been assured through a form of basic needs assessments. 

W~thin the daims agreements, fish for trade, barter or sale from the subsistence fishery is 

ailowed with certain stipulations (e.g. intersettlement trade or with nearby aboriginal 

groups). In the B.C. agreements, ESSR fisheries are outlined as special harvests offered 

to First Nations to increase their commercial activities in the fisheries. Once the c?ests" 

set out in Gladstone and Von Der Peet have been met regarding pre-contact involvement 

in fi& trading, First Nations in B.C. will be able to trade, barter or se11 fish they acquire 

in their subsistence fishery . 

The commercial fishery is discussed in many agreements with designs for 

improvement. For example in the IF& the govemment a g e e s  to implement suitable 

anangements that will help the Inuvialuit commercial fisheries' specid economic and 

marketing needs. In the Nisga'a NP, govemment h d i n g  and support is offered to 

increase this First Nation's capacity in the coast-wide commercial fishery. In the case of 

the SWC, each group (abonginal, commercial and sport) was working on adapting their 



methods' timing, and areas that they fish to maintain product diversity for the benefit of 

all users. 

6.4 Equity 

Equity, in McDaniels, et. ai's criteria, focuses on Aboriginal interests. The claim 

agreements are ail strong in this category. These agreements were signed to define 

Abonginai rights and M e r  their interests. In the IFA Inuit have the right to 

representation on management boards. h the UFA First Nations have the nght to harvest 

and manage on their senlement land. In the NLCA beneficiary rights flow fiom 

traditional and current use of the resource. M e r  the claims, the Oitxsan - have made the 

grratest sûides in equity, their H o w  Chief s authority is recognized, they participate in 

the SFC (representing di First Nations in the Skeena watenhed)' and they have received 

management rights Corn the Delgam U u b  decision. In the agreements discussed here, al1 

of them take other aboriginal groups into consideration and there is a focus on fuhue 

generations. 

The Skeena Watershed Comdttee recognizes Aboriginal rights throughout the 

watershed and dl five First Nations participate through the Skeena Fisheries 

Commission. The weakness of the SWC is that u>-management of the fisheries resource 

is not secure in the watershed now that the commercial interests have pulled out For 

future generations to be secine, the three interests need to get k k  to the table. The 

Nisga'a agreement is weak becaw it does not mention coordination with any other First 

Nations in the Nass watershed. In the Tdtan case, participation in fisheries management 



neeâs to be s e c d  for the fiture by developing a stronger relationsbîp between the 

fisheries coordinators and the Band Councils. 

6 5  Trust and Cooperation 

This criterion focuses on trust and cooperation among all users and between 

aboriginal groups and DFO. Arnong users the SWC was making the greatest amount of 

progress und the commercial interests pull& out. The commercial fishers felt their 

interests were not king represented adequately and that the reai reason for raducing 

catches was so the fish could be allocated to the aboriginal and sport interests. AU the 

other agreements try to accommodate other interests in some shape or form, be it 

comrnunity meetings or participation on RRCs (UFA). 

In the relationship between DFO and abriginai groups, trust has to be eamed and 

built upon. It is not automaticaily received. The Gitxsan - and Inuviaiuit (since the 1980s), 

and the Skeena Fishenes Commission (since the early 1990s) have been able to build this 

twt through years of experience managing fisheries with DFO. Three of the other 

agreements are still building on their relationship with DFO wtiile the Nunavut case is 

having a few problems. As mentioned in chapter five, the Fisheries and Oceans Minister 

set turbot quotas without respectin8 the authority of the NWMB. The Federai Court 

found that the Minister had overstepped his bounds by failing to take into account 

relevant consideratiom. An appeai is underway (NRTEE 1998). 



6.6 Improving Commdty lnvohrement 

Co-management requUes a central agencyhard to organi7e and oversee activities 

but these boards are not expected to keep everything at "arms length" h m  the 

community (Reed 1994). It is extremely important for communities to be involved on 

their own ternis and not just at the convenience of a board. Questions of importance for 

this criterion are: Where do the decisions corne h m ?  How much does the community 

know about the orght ion?  and Where do members of the community go with their 

concem? 

The only apparent weakness in the community involvement criteria is under the 

Skeena Waterstied C o d î t e e  as it does not have a defined role in watershed enforcement 

activities. This weakness, when cornpareci to the SWC's m g t h  of bringing decision 

making to the people of the watershed, has not adversely affécted its perfomiance. The 

SWC is based on "made in north" solutions with decisions made at the community level. 

The other two agreements with strrngths in this area are the NLCA and the Gitxsan. - So 

far the NLCA has knowledgeable local people in positions of authority and the HTOs and 

RWOs have considerable input into decisions. The continued success of this set-up will 

depend on its M e r  irnplementation. The Gitxsm - are the group to mode1 &er for this 

criterion. They are organized by theu traditional systern which is community-based, have 

run th& own biological studies since the 1980s and are involved in local d o m e n t  

activities. The rest of the agreements involve the c o m m ~ t i e s  to some extent (e.g. 

wnducting research or reguiating quotas) but have yet to make the full link in decision 

making. 



6.7 Improving Opporhiniaes for L d g  

An adaptive approach explicitly accepts that rrsource and environmental systems 

will contain surprises, and the most ~a~ef id iy  crafted policies or actions may tum out to 

be inappropriate. The goal then is to develop policies that can absorb and benefit fkom 

change, allowing us to gain Imowledge and d u c e  uncerfainty (Holling 1978). In 

adaptive management, plamim and managers are encouraged to approach their work and 

thei. decision making with the expectation that they may well be wrong but there are 

lessons to be lemed fkom mistakes. Mistakes need to be acknowledged and appropriate 

adjustments made (Mitchell 1997). Failures are inevitabie, the key is to learn h m  them 

to achieve long-term success. 

The Gitxsan - are leaming on various IeveIs, conducting their fisheries management 

activities in response to feedback both created (through technical studies) and received 

(&om the fishers, cornmmity members, and other groups). The Gitxsan - created a 

fishenes technical training program in the 1980s at Malaspina College, Nanaimo 

Campus. They continually send participants nom the area to attend this course @uiven, 

Per. Comm.). Ch the management level, the Gitxsan - coordinate fifty-six Houses and 

participate on the Skeena Fisheries Commission. The SFC then partalces in Skeena 

Watershed Cornmittee meetings to sime i a f o d o n  and leam h m  other groups. The 

Skeena Watershed Cornmittee is conducfed as a f o m  for leaming with new ideas and 

plans king put on the table and jointly tested. 

The FJMC, of the Inwiaiuit agreement, also uses opportunities for learning. They 

travel to communities to hear cuncems and -ive feedback on the year's actïvities. A 

shident mentoring program has also begun to interest d e n t s  in becoming fishexies 



technicians or managers (Bell, Per. Comm.). The other four agreements have to make 

major improvements in their opportunities for leaming citeria They need to recognize 

the need for management and technical training to be able to fully partake in fisheries 

management activities. The Nisga'a and Yukon cases are considerd weak because they 

are dependent on consultants for their information instead of setting up baseline data 

collection at the community level. Communities need to be involved in the learning 

process. The Tahltan are in need of more technical training and consistent support and 

understanding from their Band Council to improve their opportunities for leaming. The 

NLCA objectives, including traditional knowledge incorporation and by-laws h m  

HTûs, still need to be accommodated in government legislation (Arctic Mtute of North 

Amerka & Joint Secretariat 1995). 

6.8 Vision, Process, Implementation and Monitoring 

Agreements in and of themselves do not do things: people and political will 

determine events (Doubleday 1989). Before an agreement is produced, a vision is usually 

created, a pmess chosen, and a strategy for implementation and monitoring agred upon. 

Let us look at how, or if, the agreements have developed vision, process, implementation 

mechanimis, and monitoring pmgrams. 

Sustainability is the vision of choice, but the emphasis within this vision can 

develop over the years and change with changing conditions. It is thm to provide a way 

to consider how to balance enviro~mental, social and economic matters bringing about 

discussion of desirable fuhirrs. Equity and commuaity involvement are necesary to 

develop visions that are shared by all. In the case of the claims agreements, h a d  



statements were given that rangeci h m  providing abonginai people a stronger d e  in 

regdation and management of tesources to protecting and preseMng resoimxs for fuhue 

generations. The Nisga'a m, Gitxsan - management approach and the Skeena Watershed 

Cornmittee have all stated a vision or focus of some sort or auother. The Nisga'a were 

looking for a way to becorne ~e~sufficient, the C3txsa.n - were working h m  their House 

Chiers authority and pushing for selective f ishg methods, and the SWC's mission was 

to conserve, protect and rebuild the sahnonid stocks of the Skeena The Tahitan 

agreement has worked fiom year by year negotiations, and a long-term strate& plan still 

needs to be developed. 

A procPss identifies issues and problems, assembles necessary information and 

viewpoints, detemiines alternative solutions and a course of action (Mitchell 1995:286). 

The process used by al1 the agreements is co-management, delegating specific powers and 

roles to local people. Each agreement delegates in a different way, involving different 

institutions and approaches to decision making. The more experience various groups have 

in the process, the greater the chance of success. The Gitxsan - and Inuvialuit have the 

most expexience and not coincidentally are the best fisheries agreements in this study. 

The most critical factor is implementation. Implementaîion is the move h m  

normative planning (what should be done) to operational planning (what will be done). If 

there is not the will and ability to implement, then al1 visions, pn>ccsses and plans are 

uniikely to achieve desired changes (Mitchell 1997). 

"We cannot be satisfied with the creation of policy alone. W e  must force policy 
makers to address what is necessary to bridge the policy-practice gap.. . The key 
. . . is to understand that most policy is not self%nplementing and requires a 
coascious effort toward implementation before it will be a d y  realized in 
practice" (Somach 1993:22). 



The d e  of individuais is key when implementing an agreement Commined, 

creative, and knowledgeable individuais are extremely important at al1 stages, h m  

developing a vision to monitoring and adapting the process. There are at les t  nine 

obstacles to irnplementation (e-g. iack of means, lack of cornmitment, access to 

infomation) but niIl discussion of them and their implications to these fisheries 

agmments are beyond the realm of this thesis. Within the claims agreements, it should 

be noted that implementation agreements are written d e r  the daims are d e d .  

Implementation should be thought of throughout the vision and process stages to ensure 

that the product is workable. The AFS agreements were built on the operational level 

with policy written up after the prograrns were developed (Duiven, Per. Comm.). 

Numemus AFS agreements have been success~ly implemented in British Columbia, yet 

no treaties have been signed. Elements of the implementation of this initiative and others 

can inform the claims processes. 

Monitoring is an important component for here we d i z e  what is working and 

where changes need to be made. This is where the opportunities for learning exist. Are 

programs regularly reviewed? Problems discussed? Adaptations made when necessary? 

Has the capacity of the people, community, and govenunent increasing to deal with ail 

aspects of the agreement? The IFA, G i m  appmach, and the SWC are learning but 

Table 18 shows that there is dl work to be done in the other agreements. 

6.9 Summay Lessons 

Based on this review of experience in these seven co-management systems, ten 

important lessons can be extrapolated by the criteria developed by McDaniels, Hdey  & 
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Paisley in relation to vision deve10pment, product implementation and monitoring 

mechanisms. 

HABITAT needs to be considered h m  the outset; explicitly negotiated in terms of 

fisheries management activities. The Nunavut Land Claims Agreements and the 

Gitxsan - approach to management have done this. 

STOCK HEALTH is directly influenced at the end of the spawning nm (escapement) 

by the use of selective fishing methods and gear. There is a need to move away h m  

mixed fisheries. The Gitxsan - approach to management and the Skeeaa Watershed 

Cornmittee are actively pumiing selective fisheries. 

COMMUMTY ECONOMIC WELL-BEING is improving with an increase in 

aboriginal participation in commercial fisheries activities. AU of the agreements, both 

the claim and B.C., have provisions to irnprove aboriginal long-tnm wmmunity 

economic opporhiriities. 

EQUITY for Abonginal rights is hindered by intenial coaflict within a Fkst Nation 

and between First Nations. The Tahltan need to deal with their interna1 conflict with 

the Iskut Band. The Nisga'a need to coordinate their fishery with other First Nations 

on the Nass River. 

TRUST & COOPERATION ôetween users is not inherent. E a ~ h  user ne& to treat 

other users re~pectfidly. Experience fosters trust and cooperation. The Gitxsan - and 

inuvialuit have built trust and cooperation through years of expaieme managing 

fisheries with DFO and other user groups. 

COMMüNITY INVOLVEMENT is strong if the agreement bdds  on a traditional 

system. If not, diff?culties will be encountered (e.g. implementaîion, out nght 

resistance to the system proposed). Communities need to k involved on their own 

temis and not just at the convenience of the CO-manaptement arrangement. The Gitxsan - 
demonstrate a system that has been built up h m  the community/FVst Nation level. 

The c lah  agreements, with their associateci implementation problems, demonstrate 

systems that have been developed h m  the top down. 



OPPORTUNITIES FOR LEARNING requin acceptame that there will be problems 

and adequste mechanisms to adept the comanagement system. A deep interest in I d  

fisheries Managernent and technical training irnproves opportunities for leaming. The 

Inuvialuit agreement, the Gitxsan approach to fisheries management and the Skeena 

Watershed Cornmittee have al1 provideci opporhinities for Iearning. 

VISION is necessary to keep progressing in any fisheries management situation. 

Views of sustaioability may change over tiw but initial goals must be outlined. The 

Tahltan AFS is the only agreement that has not outlined a "vision". How can 

management goals be achieved when they have not been laid out? 

IMPLEMENTATION works best h m  the operational level to the normative level. A 

product that can be understood and implemented at the comrndty level is mox  

important than an "ideal" product that m o t  be implemmted. The role of individuals 

uinnot be overlooked. The B.C. agreements involving the Abonginal Fisheries 

Strategy have al1 been successfiilly implemented. 

MONITORING through existing yearly reviews needs to be supplemented with new 

action plans to continually improve co-management systems. Co-management systems 

that have "built in" opportunities for leaming, the IFA, Gitxsan and SWC, mate more 

effective agreements. 

The next, and lad, chapter contains wncluding comments on fisheries CU- 

management, the Aborigi.mil Fishenes Strategy, and recommendations to improve the 

Tahltan and other First Nations' participation in fisheries co-management baseci on the 

key lessons outlined above. 



Conclusioas and Recommendations 

British Columbia's existing structures and agencies for managine fish, aüocating 

the catch, reguiating fishing, enforcement, consultation, and reconciling the cornpethg 

inte& of commercial, aborigid, and recreational fishers have been much criticid 

(Pearse 1997). This criticism has lead to a move away h m  the governrnent approach to 

fisheries management to co-management arrangements. Aboriginal participation in 

fisheries management has increased since 1992 with the development of the Abonginal 

Fisheries Strategy (AFS). This thesis has examineci the AFS fishery agreement of the 

Tahitan First Nation and other fisheries CO-management agreements in place in B.C. and 

the provisions and processes of development of comprehensive claim-based agreements 

in northern Canada This chapter begins by summarizing why govefnment management 

needs to be replaced with CO-management and what the AFS offers First Nations. It then 

briefly discusses which fisheries agreements best meet the criteria developed by 

McDaniels, Hedey & Paisley and outlines recommendations to irnprove the Tahitan and 

other First Nation's participation in fisheries CO-management. 

7.1 From FUheries Mismanagement to Fisheries Co-management 

The literature review in chapter two supported the idea that the problems 

associateci with fisheries management stem h m  a state approach to this resornce and its 

use. First, there are the wntradictory commitments to conservation of the species and to 



private accumulation rights. Second, these agencies were trained to maaage fish 

populations, not people. They have i g n o d  the human cornponent of fisheries 

management and have not taken the t h e  to understand the fisher's perspective. It seems 

ironic then, that government agencies are using a combination of access rights, leasing 

systems, and econornic incentives to control the activities of the fishers. The "eagedy of 

mismanageci state propers" blames the government for the failing fisheries since the 

fishers cannot control licensing and they have not been able to participate in the 

management of the fishery (Marchak 1987a). For these, and other rrasons, there has been 

a move away fiom the govemment appmach of scientific models and regdatory 

enforcement to CO-management 

Cemanagement seeks a balance between community-based management and 

management by govemrnents. It links equity issues with conservation by showing that a 

particulirr resource may be effectively conserveci under the control of a group of usen 

who depend on it to meet their own needs (Berkes & Feeny 1990; McGoodwin 1990; 

Weber 1995). This approach uses collective action and local institutions to solve 

management problems. 

There are various ways to approach co-management, and it operates on many 

levels. It is however, essentially a form of powcr-sharing (NRTEE 1 998). Co- 

management can be a response to a crisis, wrnmunity pressure or the senlement of 

claims. Regardless of its origins, evezy co-management case shodd be flexible and tailor 

made. Tbree key ingredients to successM M-management have been identifïed: 1) a 

simng link to and support h m  wmmunity and govanment institutions, directly or 

tbrough a cctrnanagement body; 2) effective participation of users in decision-making 



processes and in the design and conduct of research; and 3) capacity building (e.g. 

adequate funding, and the moval  of cultural and iinguistic barriers; Osherenko 1988; 

NRTEE 1998). Co-management only works if it can be irnplemented, seen as beneficid 

to al1 participants, and develops a capacity within people, comrnunïties and govemrnents 

to deal with issues collectively. 

The literature on common property theory and international co-management 

experience demonstrate that successfûi CO-management also needs a legal bais  to be 

taken seriously. Berkes, et al. (1 996) related CO-management success stones in Canada to 

Aboriginal daims. The legal bais  in Aboriginal claims agreements provides defined 

management nghts for local resource users. How do these claim CO-management 

agreements compare to other fisheries co-management agreements in British Columbia? 

The literature on daim-based co-management is extremely small and comparative studies 

of arrangements before a claim is senled with those in a settled claim are even fewer. To 

decide what is the best type of agreement for fisheries co-management, two steps were 

taken: 1) the Aboriginal Fishenes Strategy and what it has offered to Fkst Nations was 

revïewed, and 2) seven fisheries CO-management arrangements (three clairns, four non- 

claim) were evaluated. 

7.2 The AFS and M a t  it Offers F h t  Nations 

The Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy has been pmviding a substantial means for 

fisheries co-management for First Nations for several years. The strategy amse out of the 

conflict between DFO enforcing regdations and aboriginai people exerting their nghts to 

the fishery resource. Charges were laid, nots broke out and court cases d. It was 



mutually kneficial to enter into negotiated agreements rather than long and costiy 

litigation. 

The AFS was based at an o p d o n a l  level and written to involve First Nations in 

fishmes management activities (e-g. stock assesment, iecording the food fish catch). 

DFO was working to ensure a stable, predictable, and profitable fishery for the benefit of 

al1 Canadians. The AFS had a poor start king introduced mid-scason without enough 

preparations, but each successive year has seen improvements as DFO and First Nations 

learn and adapt the agreements. Fim Nations are demonstrating their commitment to the 

fisheries resource and their participation in fisheries management. 

The AFS has been able to achieve food fish quotas and communal licences; 

econornic develop prognims; management, technical and enforcement training; habitat 

improvements; and resource enhancement activities. The strategy still needs to improve 

in many areas. They include: DFO's relations with aboriginal peoples, support for CO- 

management, the Abonginal Fisheries Guudian program, controversy over commercial 

sale of food fish, consultation on policy guiding AFS negotiations, and increasing 

integration of the management of commercial, recreational, and aboriginal fisherïes. 

Consensus decision-making is an aspect of co-management that needs to be incorporatecl 

into the AFS. 

AFS agreements have had an evolving natrae, staying within limits of the 

Fisheries Act, and are seen as interim agreements until M e s  are signed. The AFS is 

usefut to the treaty process. It has produced experience in a CO-management setting and a 

mutuai understanding of what is involved in fisheries management. It has pvided 

opportunities for economic development and anplopeni,  and helped to build capacity 



for deding with fisheries issues withu, wmmunities, between communities and 

govemment, and with other users. 

The AFS was intended ta make the transition to treaties much &er but so far, it 

seems to have outstripped the treaty pmcess. The AFS is a practicd working agreement 

underscoring the fact that agreements that cannot be implemented, do not work. For some 

First Nations, having a worlcing fisheries agreement in place is more important than king 

in treaty negotiations @uiven, Per. Comm.). The Supreme Court of Caoada has already 

determineci Aboriginal rights to the fisheries resource and the Delgm LIU& decision has 

clarified that this includes management rights over resources. With their oral histories 

accepted in courts of law and their sovereiguty recognized, abonginal people are going to 

think twice before settiing within the B.C. treaty process. 

With the B.C. treaty process on a weak footing, how have the fisheries provisions 

of the comprehensive claim agreements in the past faired? The assumption was that 

claim-based CO-management was the best out there. This may or may not be me. 

73 Assessrnent and Resolts 

Seven fisheries co-management cases were exatnined in this study. Fisheries 

provisions in three claim agreements (Inuviaiuit Final agreement, Yukon Umbrella Final 

Agmxnent, the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement) and four fisheries agreements in B.C. 

(the Gitxsm - management approach, the Nisga'a AIP, the Tahltan AFS, and the Skeena 

Watershed Cornmittee) were chosen. 

Managing for change, wmplexity, uncertainty and confîict within fisheries 

management requires the development of a vision, process, product, implementation and 



monito~g. The products focused on in this exemination were fisheries agreements and 

provisions for fisheries in claims and the institutions they have createà. The pnxrss by 

which these products were created and f'unction under is CO-management. What differed 

in the cases shidied was the degree to which their vision of sustainability had been 

developed, the ease with which the product had been implemented, and the presence of a 

monitoring system to leam nom mistakes and adapt the product. 

The most successfûl agreement moved h m  the operational level up to the 

normative level. The Gitxsm - had a community-based approach with the recognition of 

their House Chief s authority, the fodat ion of their own biological studies, and the 

development of selective fishing methods. They have an AFS agreement and a local 

watershed authority that relates information that has been collected back to the Houe 

Chiefs and to DFO. The Gitxsan - also participate in the Skeena Fisheries Commission and 

indirectly in the Skeena Watershed Cornmittee. 

The Inwialuit Final Agreement was the next best fisheries co-management 

agreement having sûengths in five of seven criteria It is the claim with the longest 

history (fourteen years) and therefore the most experience. The FJMC and HTCs are 

functioning well and have brought a c h t e  of confidence, certainty, and control in 

fisheries management (RCAP 1996). The Nunavut Land Claims Agreement a h  had 

strengths in five of seven criteria but this agreement's evaluation was dependent on its 

potential for implementation. The NLCA has strengthened the d e  for Inuit participation 

in fisheries management, defined the NWMB's rote in research, provided a basis for seif- 

d c i e n c y ,  and protected the fisheries resource h m  development impacts. The NWME3 



is only in its ts year and has many challenges to fâce in the coming years with the 

creation of the new taritory 

The Skeena Watershed Cornmittee had strengths in four anas Their mission to 

comme, protect and rebuild the salmonid resources of the Skeena brought together al1 

usm in the watershed and promoted commUI1ity decision-making. The organhtion 

respectad FVst Nations rights and acknowledged that more selective fishing methods and 

gear is one way to echieve their goals. The SWC is learning orientated, knowing it needs 

input from al1 users and approaches that can be adapted when failure is evident- 

The Yukon UFA's strengths were in its efforts to rebuild salmonid stocks and the 

d e  of First Nations at the local, regional and temtory-wide boards. The Salmon 

Committee has yet to develop its link to the commUIUty level to ensure appropriate 

research is carried out and badine studies initiateci. The Tahltan AFS has increased local 

participation in technical assessments and at the management level but needs to improve 

on five aspects of the evaluative criteria. Recommendations for improvements of this 

agreement are describeci in the next section. 

The Nisga'a First Nation's AIP was treated as either moderately or weakly 

meeting the criteria Strengths couid not be clearly identifieci as a Final Agreement has 

yet to be siped. The focus of the Nisga'a AIP was to establish a Nisga'a Central 

Govemment, annual fishing plans, and a JFMC. 

T'en summary lessons were lemed h m  the criteria developed by McDaniels, 

Healey & Paisley. They include: 1) habitat nee& to be wnsidered h m  the outset and 

explicitiy negotiated in te- of fisheries management activities; 2) stock health is 

directiy iduenced by the use of selective fishing methods and gear - move away h m  



mixed fisheries; 3) community economic well-king is improved with an increase in 

aboriginaI participation in commercial fisheries activities; 4) equity for Aborigiaal rights 

is hindered by intanal conûict within a First Nation and between First Nations; 5) trust 

and cooperation between users is not inherent - respect is eamed; 6) community 

involvernent is strong if the agreement builds on a traditional system; 7) opportunities for 

leaming require acceptance that there wiil be probfems and adequate mechanisms to 

adapt the CO-management system; 8) vinon is necessary to keep progresing in any 

kheries management situation; 9) implementation works best fiom the operational level 

to the normative level; and 10) monitoring through existing yearly reviews needs to be 

supplemented with new action plans to continually impmve co-management systems. 

7.4 Recommendations for the Tahltan Fint Nation AFS 

Based on this review of experience in seven co-management systems, to improve 

their participation in fisheries co-management, the Tahltan and other First Nations should 

look for ways to achieve six things: to mate a vision by developing a stratepic plan; to 

strengthen community involvement by building their fisheries co-management system 

h m  a traditional base; to increase opportuaities for leaming by impmving technical 

tmhbg; to broaden the fisheries management focus by actively participating at the 

mershed level; and to increase co~xlxnunity economic well-being by actively 

participating in local commercial fisheries. These six recornmendaîions are discussed 

below in t e m  of the Tahitari First Nation AFS. 



Create a "vision" by developing a long-tenn stratepic plan. 

Tahltan AFS projects are negotiated each yeat with discussion and adaptations 

made to previous programs but there is no long-term focus. Stock heaith, habitat 

improvements, etc. are understood to be goals but a mission statement, objectives and 

long-term pian are missing. The stability of fisheries CO-management depends on vision 

and cornmunities need markers to achieve to feel that progress is king made. The Skeena 

Watershed is a good example of an agreement that clearly States its mission and has 

outlined incremental steps to achieve its goals. When achievements are visibly mes 

overall support for the co-management anangement is increased. 

Various Fmding sources should be secured. 

This is the 1st year of the Tahltan First Nation's multi-year AFS agreement with 

DFO. Funding levels wuld change and negatively impact the programs already ninning 

in the Tahltan Fisheries Program. Financial resources were allotteà on a yearly basis 

when quarterly reporthg requirements had been met AU h d s  had to be spent within the 

"business" year including money eamed in the ESSR harvests. This does not encourage 

long-terni planing or program spending to be thrifty, allowing them to "bankW money one 

year when a project does not get off the ground. 

It would benefit the Tahltans if they were to get away h m  the govemment's 

yearly budget which is king continually reduced - if this is at all possible. Block funding 

nom government and independent fimding fiom a variety of other saurces would give 

them more latitude on p r o j e  they choose to run (Clarkson, Per. Comm). Investments 



could even be made to increase the amount of money available or a trust fund of some 

sort established (e.g. Nisga'a and UFA) to acbieve their strategic objectives. 

Strengthen community involvement by building their fisberies CO-management system 

h m  a traditional base. 

For generations, the Tahltan people have been dependent on the utilization of the 

Stücine's fishery resources for food and trade. This importance needs to be fully 

recognized at the Band Council level and the importance of fisheries management to the 

people expressed. The Tahltan Fishenes Program warits to manage this resource for al1 

Tahltans no matter where they are: U.S., B.C., Yukon or abroad. Tahltan people should 

always be able to corne back to the area to fish (Inkster, Per. Comm.). To do this, 

responsibility for fishenes management needs to be removed from Band Council politics. 

Band Council elections nomally occur every two years. In Telegraph, there was 

an election in 1996 and again in 1997 due to nomination erroa in the 1996 election- 

There will be an election again in 1998 to bring the eiections back to their proper bi- 

yearly rotation. Elections limit the decisions that can be made and monies spent six week 

prior to the election date. Unfomuiately, elections are held in June during the height of 

fishing season- This limits long-term p l h g  and the conmitment the people "in power" 

are able to d e  to fisheries issues. A full understanding of the AFS at the Band Council 

level and the cummunity level has d ê r e d  because of this. The Band Corncil system has 

been irnposed on the First Nation by DIAND. Thae has ken talk of g&g back to more 

traditionai leadership (e.g. clan system) but the hurdles to d e  this happm are 

formidable. 



What is needed is a "Fisheries Society" - a body that will be responsible for 

fisheries management for the First Nation. It would work in conjunction with the Tahltan 

Fisheries Program to build a strategic plan and foster comniunity involvement in al1 

espects of the fisheries. An idea like this was proposed back in 1991 for aIi resources in 

Tahltan traditional territory but it neva came to be as there were problems with the Tribal 

Council that had to be sorteci out and the Tahltan people did not wmpletely understaad 

the role of cornmittees and their importance (Fmklage; hkster, Per. Comm.). An Elder 

society has been fonned over the pst year that may offer an avenue for a "Fisheries 

Society" or at least constructive discussion on fisheries issues (Inkster, Pa .  Comm.). The 

Gitxsan - had the strongest traditional base h m  which to work. The Tahltan do not 

subscribe to a House Chief approach but need to work at developing their own 

community base. 

Increase opportunities for learning by improving technid trauling. 

More technicians need to be formally t rahi  in fisheries science to duce  

staffing problems and program limitations (e-g. habitat restoration). Coordinators need to 

be taught how government prediction models work and be able to understand the science 

behind them. This would allow them to better compare and adapt the models to include 

local knowledge. Further involvement in enforcemat activities, extendhg beyond the 

present d o m e n t  protocol, would enhance local wntrol of fisheries dvities. These 

impmvements would in- opportunities for leaming and result in superior habitat and 

stock assessnents. Training in local history, local phenornenon, and traditional l e s t i n g  

and processing methods would also in- the Fisheries Program's knowledge and 



conmitment to the resource. The Gitxsan - F k t  Nation are very stmng in this area They 

have their own technical training program, have carrieci out their own biological studies 

since the 1980s and have their own Aboriginal Fisheries Guardians (&orcement people). 

Broaden the fisheries management focus by actively participating at the watershed 

level. 

The Tahltan AFS focuses strictly on salmon. Other species in the watershed 

should be considered when determining the health of the system and what projects to 

undertake. The Tahltan AFS does include meeting with other users on the S t i h e  and the 

Tahltan Fisheries Program has been active seeking advice and input h m  other First 

Nations and community membea. Increased involvement in Transboundary issues is also 

on their agenda with closer ünks king created witb the Alaska Department of Fish and 

Game. The structures are in place to be involved in an operatiod treaty anangement but 

active participation needs to be increased. Active participation of all users is reflected in 

the Skeena Watershed Commitîee, RWOs h the Nunavuî claim and RRCs in the Yukon 

claim. 

More discussion of policies relating to other industries in the waîershed irnpacting 

the fishenes resource needs to occu.. Mines a l d y  operate in the area, outfitting and 

guicihg activities are expected to increase, and logging couid corne in full force. Any 

impact in Tahltan traditional territory has the potential to damage the fishery resource and 

its habitat. 



Increase communïty economic weil-king by actively participathg in local 

commercial fisheries. 

The Tahltan F h t  Nation's lower Stikine commerciai fishery needs major 

improvements. 'Zhey were somewhat successfiil f h m  1989-1991 in developing a camp 

near the mouth of the Iskut River and selling their fish to eitber Great Glacier Salmon 

Ltd. or companies in Wrangell. Since 1996, the Band Council has tried to encourage 

fishers down river but many are working in the mines or do not have the capital or 

personal drive to make a s u c c e s s ~  season. The Band Council is considering leasing out 

their 6 licences for 2-5 year leases to other First Nations or interesteci individuals to 

increase the commercial fishery activities in the Stikine on the Canadian side of the 

barder. Local people need to see how successful this fishery can be when worked by 

coxnmitted individuals. 

The commercial saie of fish caught under the a communal food fish licence has 

k e n  a hotly debaîed topic since 1992. With the "pre-contact test" set out in Gladstone 

and Van Der Peet, the Tahltan First Nation may be able to participate in the sale. trade or 

barter of their food fish to ixnprove their upper river commercial fishing opportunities. 

First, the First Nation has to prove that it was involved in these activities before 

colonization. nie Gitxsan - have been successfûi in developing their fisheries and 

improving their fisheries methods. The Tahitan c d d  learn much fÎorn Gitxsan - 

The feasibility of implernenting these recommendations is dependent on the 

Tahltan Band Councd's response and the communities' ability to take responsibility for 



its fisherïes. These recornmendations need to be viewed as a constmctïve assessment of 

Tahltan participation in fisheries management and ways to build and improve on what has 

been accomplished- The Band Corncil must see that devolving at least partial control of 

fisheries management to a "nsheries society" will place it in more stable han&. The 

wmmunities of Telegraph Creek, Dease Lake, and Iskut need their awareness and 

education of fisheries issues heightened. An interest in fisheries has been crea?ed in some 

local youth but the necessity of properly trained field technicians cannot be stressed 

enough. The issue of block f'unding necds to be taken up with the Federal government. 

Mer the success the Tahltan First Nation has achieved with their AFS agreement, 

adaptations to the fiinding structure shodd be considered. 

Co-management participants must be prrpared to put in time and effort to rnake it 

work realiang that progress will be slow and painfid in a step by step progression 

(MacLeod 1989; Gallaugher 1997). The first step is to make the Tahltan First Nation 

aware of changes thaî would improve their participation in fisheries CO-management 

They will have to make the choice whether or not to fully commit to the co-management 

process- 

7s Future Research 

This research raises severai additional questions which couid be explored in futrne 

research. 

If treaties are setîled in B.C., what do thek fisheries CO-management systems 

involve and what role has the AFS played & each case? 



If treaty negotiations are not underway within five or ten years, Where does the 

AFS stand? Has the AFS dealt with the problems o&ed in chapter three? 

Has the AFS evolved furthn due to the court cases that have been pessed? 

What d e  has the AFS played for First Nations in the different provinces and 

territones in Canada? Compare AFS agreements in B.C. with other AFS 

agreement in Canada (e.g. Ontario? New Brunswick). 

ReMsit the case studies in five to ten years to see how their co-management 

systems have changed. How have they been implemented? What is happening 

"on the ground" in relation to the written agreements? 

The methodology outlined in this study could be used to examine other 

resource management arrangements (e.g. foresûy). What adaptations would 

need to be made? How does the management of other resources compare with 

the fishenes CO-management agreements analyzed in this study? 

7.6 Conciusion 

Overail, each case study's treatment of fisheries co-management reflmed local 

circumstances. The F A  m t e d  a Fisheries Joint Management Cornmittee and Hunting 

and Trapping Cornmittees to manage the fishenes resource in their daim area A climate 

of confidence, certainty and control has boen developed @CAP 1996). The Yukon UFA 

basexi fisheries management responsibilities in the Yukon Salmon Cornmittee, having 

RRC's and First Nation's wncerns fed into this cornmittee. There are copcenis that this 

arrangement WU have integration and coordination problems as the other eight claims 



within the UFA are settled. The NLCA based their fisherïes provisions out of the 

Nunavut Wildlife Management Board, having Regional Wildlife Organizations and 

Hunting and Trapping Organizations to devolve certain responsibilities and research 

duties. The d e s  of these organWons in the NLCA have been strongiy denned but it 

wiii take tirne to fully evaiuate if this co-management system is operationally successfid. 

The Gitxsan - had House Chiefs, the G W A  (including an AFS program), and 

their participation in the Skeena Fisheries Commission. Theù fisheries management 

system fulfilled the criteria developed by McDanieIs, et al. the best. The Gitgan have a 

stmng traditionai base, long-standing biologid studies, and actively participate at the 

Local and watershed levels. The Nisga'a were working from an AFS agreement's Joint 

Technical Cornmittee into a compmhensive clah arrangement which involved a Nisga'a 

Central Govemment, annual fishing plans, and a JFMC. Unfortunately the AIP does not 

mention how the annual fishing plans would be implemented at an operational level or if 

there will be coordination with other First Nations in the Nass watershed. The AIP 

seemed more harvest onentated than management oriented. The Tahltan First Nation's 

AFS involves the Tahltan and Iskut Band Councils, the Tahltan Fisheries Program 

(Tahltan and Iskut deparûnents), and the Stikine-Tahltan Co-management Committee. 

The AFS has allowed the Tahltan people to pnoritize their concems and participate in 

fisheries management activities. Specific recommendations to kprove this AFS are 

outlined above. The Skeena WatefShed Committee was the only multi-party fwused 

agreement including aboriginal, sport and commercial interests. This cornmittee had real 

progress h m  1994-1 997 developing a management plan that outlined joint -h, data 



sharing¶ enforcement, and the considemtion of joint enhancement. Work is king done to 

bring this cornmittee back together. 

Each co-management arrangement was very different h m  the others, taking 

place in a diffèrent regionai and community context. Context determines the outcome o f  

CO-management arrangements. This means that these regimes must be made fiom the 

comunity level (bottom up) so they reflect local circumstances without compromising 

the key ingredients of co-management and the uitimate goal of Sust8inability. The focus 

of CO-management mut  be on the health of the resource. Much depends on the 

individuals involved within these arrangements and leadership. 

The Abonginai Fishexïes Strategy U a practical working agreement mderscoring 

that agreements that cannot be implemented, do not work. The AFS has been successful 

in st~ngthening comm~ties and the fishexies rrsource as a basis for fisheries CO- 

management. It is still evolving and needs improvements, for some First Nation's 

agreements more than others, but it provides a soiid base to build on. The significance of 

the AFS to the Tahltan First Nation is that it has brought fisheries management activities 

to the Tahltan and Iskut Band Councils. Instead of just participating in studies by other 

fimis, this First Nation can prioritize their fishery concerns in the Stikine watershed and 

work with government and other users to address them. 

While it has been argued that land claims-based CO-management is the best 

approach (Berkes, et al. 1996), this study suggests that claims-based co-mamgement is 

not necessarily the best goal for aboriginal groups =king nsherïes CO-xmmagement, The 

Abonginal Fisheries Strategy, aione or in combination with other fishenes iarangements, 

has provided stmng, flexible, and lady appropriate stnictures and benefits. R-t 



decisions (e.g. Vm, Der Peet. DeZgam Uukw) shouid heIp to improve and strengthen the 

AFS and its achievements, pmviding a non-claim legal basis for fisheries CO- 

management. 



APPENDIX 1 

Background Information on Claims and Agreements 



The Inuvialuit Finai Agreement V A )  

Initially, the Inuvialuit, were part of the overail claim of the Inuit Tapirisai of 

Canada (ITC) which wvered the traditional lands of the Inuit throughout the Canadian 

Arctic. The Cornmittee for Onginai Peoples' Entitiexnent (COPE), representing the 

Inuvialuit, subrnitted its own claim to the Federai govemmmt in 1977. Under prrssure 

h m  the drive for oil and gas in the Beaufort Sea, this claim was the first to be negotiated 

under the Comprehensive Claim policy of 1974 (Whittington 1990). The Inuvialuit Finai 

Agreement (FA) was negotiated by the Govemment of Canada, rrpresented by the 

Minister of Indian AffairS and Northem Development, and COPE in the presence of the 

Govemments of the Northwest Territories and the Yukon Territory. The territorial 

govemments were king c o d t e d  and participated in discussions that afkted them and 

thek j urisdiction. 

Although the senlement lands are owned and controlled by Inwialuit 

beneficiaries, the laws of general application continue to apply and the Crown retains 

ultimate jurisdictional authority for environmental management (Whittington 1990; 

RCAP 1996). The Inuvialuit role in resource management was provideci for in the 

establishment of five distinct co-management bodies: two for wildlife - Wildlife 

Management Advisory Councils (Northwest Territmies and North Slope), one for 

fisheries - Fisheries Joint Management Cornmittee, and IWO for environmental impact 

assessment - the Environmental Impact Screening Cornmittee and the Environmental 

Review Board. Colldvely these are r e f d  to as the Renewable Resources Cornmittees 

(Carpenter, Handidge & Binder 1991 ; RCAP 1996; Wm 1991). These cornmittees 



provide equal and meaningful participation for the Inwialuit in al1 aspects of resource 

management in their d e m e n t  region (Welch 1995). 

The fnwiduit Game Council (IGC) represents the collective Inuvialuit interest in 

ddlife and is composed of two representatives h m  each of the six Hunting and 

Trapping Cornmittees (HTCs). The IGC appoints buvialuit members to all joint 

goverment-Inuvialuit bodies with an interest in wildiife, advising the appropriate 

government departments on areas from legislation, regdations and policies, to research, 

management, and enforcement (RCAP 1996). It acts as a Link between the Renewable 

Resource Cornmittees and the HTCs. 

The HTCs and the IGC's administtative and operational msts are covered by the 

territorial government while the FJMC and the Joint Secretariat are fûnded through the 

IFA. The original thinking was that the c l a i .  senlement would not result in additional 

costs to the temtorial govermnents. Thus al1 fûnding originates h m  the Federal 

govemment and is coordinated by DIAND. DIAND creates financial instruments with the 

territorial govemments to provide the money that the territorial govemments need to meet 

their incremental obligations under the claim. Similady, DIAND coordinates the 

additional funding that its sister departments (e.g. Department of the Environment, 

Department of Fishenes & Oceans) requk, and through a Trra~ury Boards process, those 

fiinds are added to the budgets of the line deprtments (Beii, Per. Co-.). 

The Yukon Umbreiia Final Agreement (UFA) 

The Council for Yukon Indians' (Cm claim entitled Togerher T d z y  for OU7 

ChiZhen Totnomow was accepted by the Federal govenunent for negotiation in 1973. An 



agreement-in-principle was reached in 1984 and ratified by both Federal and Territorial 

govemments, but was rejected by the CYi G e n d  Assembly because some of the key 

concerns of Yukon First Nations (e-g. extinguishment of Aboriginal title) had not been 

addressed. In December 1986, a new f e d d  policy on Comprehensive Claims was 

armounced and negotiations resumed in 1987 in accordance with the raised policy. 

Chapter Sixteen of the UFA provides for a wide range of guarantees of 

participation on boards and councils with renewable resource management 

responsibilities, special harvesting rights, and some economic development oppommities. 

The UFA also set up a $3 million joint (Federal & Yukon) Govemment-Yukon First 

Nation Fish & Wildlife Enhancement Trust. It was established to restore, enhance, and 

protect wildlife populations and habitat in the Yukon. Each party contributed a million 

doilars to the h d .  The money, held in trust by the Fish and Wildlife Management Board, 

can be used to initiate, sponsor or directiy fùnd and carry out activities aimecl at meeting 

Chapter Sixteen's objectives (INAC 1 W6a). 

Salmon fisbing in the Yukon is governed by international treaties and a few 

intercomecting institutions which work together to preserve and enhance the terrïtory's 

salmon stocks. The Pacific Salmon Treaty (1985) and the Yukon River Annex to the 

Trraty provide the fkamework for program management, stock consmation and West 

allocation for the Yukon River. An Interim Agreement, as part of the treaty, refines 

arrangements between the United States and Canada The Yukon River Panel is providecl 

for by the Interiin Agreement- This panel coordinatec: the management of &on between 

the Yukon and Alaska. Added to this intemaiional management arrangement is the 



Yukon Salmon Committee, mandaîed by the Umbrella Final, to deal with ail aspects of 

salmon management in Yukon (Yukon Salmon Committee 1997). 

The Nunavat Land CI.ims Agreement (NLCA) 

The original land claims proposai of the Inuit of the eastem Arctic, entitled 

N-t, was presented to the federal govemment in 1976 by the ITC, the organhtion 

that represents al1 of the Inuit in Canada. The N w v u t  proposai demanded 400,000 

square kilometm of land in the eastem arctic, h g  with royalties and wmpensatory 

payments for past use of Inuit lands. It was criticized heavily h m  regions in the estern 

Arctic because it extinguished al1 Aboriginal title and did not provide political or 

constitutional guarantees of nghts of the Inuit after setîlement. The proposal was 

withdrawn for redrafhg (Whiîtington 1990). In 1982, Inuit leaders decided to mandate a 

new institution to conduct wgotiations for Nunavut, removing it h m  the ITC's laden 

agenda. The Tungavik Federation of Nunavut (TFN) was a non-profit corporation 

established specifically for the purpose of negotiating and concluding a land daim 

agreement with the federal govemment on behalf of the huit of the Baffin, Keewatin and 

Kitikmeot regions of the N. W.T. (Fenge 1992). The TFN negotiated the clah with three 

objectives in mind: to CO& and recognk their resource harvesting rights and their 

title to northem lands; to provide a basis for economic self-sufnciency; and to give the 

Inuit a strong participatory role in the management of lands, resources and offshore areas 

(Fenge & Rees 1987). 

Within Nunavut there are three distinct regions (Qikiqtaaluk, Kivalliq, 

Kititkmeot) and twenty-seven communities, twenty-six of which are on the toast- The 



Inuit fom a solid majority in the temtory (1 7,500 in 1992 and growing) and, therefore, 

will have a prepnderant inauence in a public goverment to k elected by ail residents of 

Nunavut, Inuit and non-Inuit. 

The NLCA provides for the establishment of a cornpiete CO-1118118gement regime 

for Nunavut designed to produce land-use plans (Numvut Pfanning Commission), to 

participate in wildlife management (Nuxuivut Wildlife Management Board), regulate 

water use (Nunavut Water B O )  and review the potential impacts of development 

(Nunawt Impact Review Board). These three boards may corne together as a "Marine 

Council" to advise goveinment on the management of the Nunavut marine environment 

or separately advise and make recommendations to other govemment agencies regarding 

marine areas (Gillies 1995). As of yet, a Marine Council has not been formed (Pike, Per. 

Comm.). These naturai resource institutions and decision-making procedures defïned in 

the NLCA are designed to operate as parts of a whole. With the exception of the Nunavut 

Widlife Management Board, these institutions and thek substantive powers, hctions, 

objectives and duties are to be established through statute (Fenge 1992). It is 

acknowledged in the NLCA, by ail parties, that provisions should be made for 

consolidation and reallocation of hct ions  to ensure that the resource management 

system can adapt to changing economic, so~iâl, and environmental circUmSf8nces. 

The Gitxsan - First Nation 

Pnor to 1994, the Gitxsan - and Wet'suwet'en people were unda one politid body 

which had previously cooperated in a land claim, a court case, and in fisheries 

management. The Wet'suwet' en consist of approximately 1,500 to 2,000 persom. Theu 



traditional temitory fdls mainly in the watersheds of the Bulkley and parts of the Fraser- 

Nechako River systems and their tributaries. It lies immediaîely east and south of the 

Gitxsan. - The Gib<san - FKst Nation's traditional tenitory is the watersheds of the north and 

central Skeena, Nass and Babine Rivers and their tributaries. Approximately 2,700 

Gitxsan - live in six m e  commmities on the upper Skeena: Kitwanga, Kispiox, 

Kitsegukla, Kitwancool (Gitanyow), Gitanmaax (Hazelton), and SWoak (Glen Vowell). 

h o s t  as many live off-reserve in the traditional tmitory, making a total of about 5,000 

locally resident Gitxsan - out of a total of 6,000 (Pinkerton & Weinstein 1995). The 

Gitxsan - have drawn heavily h m  their own traditions to build their current fisheries 

management system. This may not be typical of the majority of B.C. First Nations, but it 

illutrates how traditional institutions can be revitaiized and adapted to deal with modem 

problems. "The Gitxwu, - have been leaders and innovators in attempting to achieve this 

ambitious goal" (Pinkerton & Weinstein l995:63). 

During the 1980s, the Gitxwui - conducted an extensive biological study of their 

fishery and trained a number of their people in the science of fisheries management and in 

the operation of the traditional system. These harvest monitoring studies were d e d  out 

professionally king accountable to both scientSc and political scrutiny (Morrell 1985). 

The su< year study (1980-85) of the aboriginal fishery and o h  Skeeaa fisheries by the 

Gitxsan-Wet'suwet'en - Tribal Comcii resulted in an analysis of the fishery and associated 

management proposais. The fishery proposals were based on the principle that the 

Hereditary House Chiefs mush have final authority and responsibility within their 

territones. The rnoa important harvest management proposal was that mixed-stock 



fiShenes should be regdateci to optirnue the escapement of the weakest stock present in 

the nsheries (Morrell 1985). 

The Nisga'a First Nation 

Nisga'a society is organired hto four clans: Ganada (Raven). Gisk'aast (Eller 

Whale). Laxgibuu (Wolf), and Laxsgiik (Eagle). Each clan has mmy houses and each 

house contains several families. They live in four wmmunities located dong the Nass 

River d e y  in northwestem British Columbia: Gingolx (Kincolith), Gitlakdamk (New 

Aiyansh), Lakalzap (Greenville), and Gitwinksihlkw (Canyon City). Each of the four 

Nisga'a villages elects its own Band Council responsible for running the d a y - t d y  

aff" of their village. Each Band Council has a place on the Tnbal Council, with the 

executive of the Tnbal Council king elected yearly. The Nisga'a Tribal Council was 

established in 1955 for the purpose of negotiating land daims, one of the first to be 

eslablished in B.C. (INAC 19960). 

The Nisga'a began their formal claim for the Nass Valley in 191 3 but it was not 

until 1976, af€er the 1973 Supreme Court of Canada's decision in the Calder case, that 

the FederaI govenunent opened talks with this First Nation. In the Calder case, the 

Nisp'a plaintiffs nied the Attorney General of British Columbia for a dedaration that the 

AboriginaI tide to their ancient tribal tenitory had never been lawfuily extinguished. 

Although the Nisga'a Iost their case on a technicality, the Supreme Court of Canada 

a& with the argument put forward by Thomas Berger for the Nisga'a, that A b k W  

titie to traditional lands had not yet been resolved (Wolf-Keddie 1995). The &g -ted 



uncertain@ about owuership and cantrol of lads and tesources in Canada putting the 

issue of umesolved Aboriginal ciairns on the federal agenda 

From the 1976 bilateral c k  negotiations, a h e w o r k  agreement was 

developed in 1989 which set out the scope, process, and topics for subsequent 

negotiation. By 1990, the B.C. govcrmnent recognized that its involvement was necessary 

to m l v e  questions around lands and cesources and decided to f o d l y  join Canada and 

the Nisga'a Tribal Council at the negotiating table ([NAC 19%b). By March 1991, the 

province signeci the Nisga'a Wework  agreement as a full partner. Mer  this histonc 

step, the aboriginal community, the Federai govemment and the Province of B.C. created 

the B.C. Treaty Commission to manage the treaty-making process. To consuit with third 

parties, the Treaty Commission established the Tmty Negotiation Advisory Committee 

(TNAC). TNAC conducts a province-wide consultation process allowing thud party 

interests in B.C. to advise the govemments on treaty negotiations with First Nations. 

For the Nisga'a AIP, TNAC held close to 200 consultation and public information 

events in northwestem B.C. h m  1991 to 1995. Several regional thVd party advisory 

committee meetings were estabiished. Nearly thirty meetings were held with the forestry 

committee, another twentydve were held with the fisheries wdttee. A larger 

cornmittee representing the fidl range of community, economic and local govemment 

inîerests also met more than twenty times. The Treaty Negotiation Advisory Cornmittee, 

dong with its Fishexies Sectorai Committee, were briefed on the Nisga'a negotiations 

(INAC 1 W6b). 

The Nisga'a Central Govemment will consist of elected members: at least three at 

large by Nisga'a citizens; the Chief Councilors and 0 t h  couacilors of the four Nisga'a 



Village Govemments; and one m t a t i v e  h m  each of the Nisga'a Urban Locais 

( p t e r  Vancouver, Terrace, Prince Rupca/Port EdWBTd', Nisga'a AIP 1996:68). 

Financially, the Nisga'a will have the Lisims (Nass River) Fisherks Consewation Trust 

($10 d i i o n  h m  the Federal govemment, $3 million h m  the Nisga'a) and will be 

given $1 1.5 million, with appropriate support from the Federal goverment, to enable the 

NCG to increase its capacity (licences or vessefs) in the coast-wide commercial fishery. 

The JFMC will be financed t h u g h  the Nisga'a Final Agreement. 

The Taahhan First Nation 

The Tahltan are a race of Athapaskan-speaking land hunters and river fishers 

occupying the Stikine River headwaters country. There were six distinct groups each with 

its own territory for fishing and trapping, though they shared hunting lands: Tagicoten; 

Naloten, Talakoten, Tudenekoten; Tiepanoten; and Naskoten. They continuously traveled 

amund theu area with the se8s01.1~ hunting aoimats, fishing, and gathering plants for their 

food supply "but no matter where they were, in spring and summer, Tahltan people 

always went back to the Stikine to put up fish" (Frarnst 1996: 9). The Stikine River was 

their highway, link to the ocean. Each year the Tlingit h m  WrangeU, Alaska, made their 

way up the river to dry fish and trade with the Tshltan people. The Tahltan were situated 

between coastal and interior aboriginal people, which resulted in their becoming 

rniddlemen in trading before the cornittg of white settiers. 

Geographically, their traditional hunting and fishing territory extends on the north 

to the mouth of the Rancheria River in the Yukon Territory, on the south to Treaty Creek 

in British Columbia, on the east to the Finlay Riva, and on the West to the Border 



ktween Alaska and British Columbia (Isaac 1995). In more cultutal tcmis, the Tahltan 

traditional territory inchdes al l  of the StiLine watershed, extendhg west and north to 

border the Tlingit First Nation's territory, east to border the Kaska and S e h i  traditional 

territories and south to incorporate the Iskut Band settiement and border the Gitxsan - 

tmitory. The Tahltan homeland is dramatically defïned, but theirs has probably never 

been a culture of isolation. Trading Iinks connect them with their neighbours on ail sides. 

Exchange of oolichan oil, dried salmon, obsidian and bernes was part of an intricate 

regionai intercultural economy. Exchange, travel and &are are strong elements in 

Tahltan oral history; a history in which the people's use and knowledge of the Stikine is 

recordai and celebrated. The names of moimtains, creeks, and village sites, dong with 

the histones of famiiy names and tities, give life - cultural, human life - to every part of 

this Iandscape (Brody 1 99 1 ). 

In 1905. A.W. VoweIl, Superintendent of Indian Affairs for B.C., had bbcontained" 

the Tahltan on two remes: Tahltan (Reseme No. 1) cornprised of 375 acres, thirty-four 

kilometres northeast of Telegraph Creek at the confluence of the Tahltan and Stikine 

river, and Hiusta's Meadow (Reserve No.2) contained forty acres, eight kilometres 

northeast of Reserve No. 1. According to government officiais, this was al1 the Tahltan 

owned outright. In response to this confinement and recognition of attempts to fiirther 

Abonginai rights, the Tahitan nled the "Declaraiion of the Tahltan Tribe" in 1910 laying 

claim to sovereign rights to ail the country of the Tahltan Tribe. It was made clear in the 

Dectaration that the Tahitan people had never applied for the small amount of land 

arbitrarily set aside for them as a reserve by the then Indian Commissioner, and signaled a 

desire to enter into treaty negotiations with the governments involved to d e  all matters 



of lands, hunthg, fishing, and weifâre (Isaac 1995). No such tmty bas been concluded 

with the Tahltan people. 

The majonty of Tahltan people Live in the villages of Telegraph Cnxk and Dease 

Lake, dthough some have moved to Yukon and other parts of B.C. Tahltan people are 

sdministered through the Tahltan Band Council in Telegraph Creek. The TaMan Tribal 

Council was fomed in the late 1970s to qresemt off-meme Tahltans. It wolved h m  

its initial purpose into a land c lah entity, representing 3,000 members of the Tahitan 

First Nation and Iskut Band, becoming the main agency through which fùnding for many 

programs flowed. Its board of directors hciuded representatives h m  both the Tahltan 

and Iskut Band Councils (Frocklage, Per. Comm.). 

The Iskut Band is the result of a mix of Sekani and Gitxsan - people who came 

together at Bear Lake in the 1920s and began migrating within Tahltan traditional 

territory (Isaac 1995). Inter-rnarriage occurred between this group and various other tribes 

such as the Tahitan, the Gitxsaa, - and others. Since 1952 the Bear Lakers, now at Iskut 

Lake and xeferred to as the Iskut Band, have been considered by government part of the 

Tahltan Tribe. 

According to Cassidy & Dale (1988), under the auspice of the Association of 

United Tahitans (composeci of the Tahltan F h t  Narion and Iskut Band), the Tahltan 

people laid clairn to their traditional territory which included most of northwestern B.C., 

extenàing into the southern Yukon. The officiai provincial estimate was 109,200 square 

ki lomes  (Cassidy & Dale 1988:îI 7). The United Tahltans dBered h m  some of the 

other B.C. First Nations in that the Tahltans were not claiming sovereignty over land, but 



were asking the Federal government to present them with a senlement proposal. Among 

the items they wanted included in the proposal were: 

specifk land areas within their tribal tenitory to be allocated in perpetuity; 
guaranteed Tahltan participation in programs to preserve the ecology of their 
tribal tmitory; 
assufances that the Stikine River not be h e d  or diverted so as to affect their 
annual Salmon supply; 
guaranteed and protected hunting and fishing rights; 
Tahltan Tribai Goversment; 
economic development pmgram; 
tax concessions; 
natural resources development participation; 
Tahltan involvement in education; and 
monetary and 0 t h  compensation (Cassidy & Dale l988:217). 

Their daim was accepteci for negotiation by the Federal govemmmt in 198% and by 

1988 they were in the top five First Nations in British Columbia striving toward an 

Aboriginal claim settlement. At this t h e  they were not seekhg settlement h m  the 

provincial govemment (Cassidy & Dale 1988). 

Today, the Tdtan First Nation has dropped back into the fold (Zealand, Pet. 

Comm.) dramaticaily. ûver the years, the Tahltan and Iskut Band Councils felt that the 

Tribal Coucil had too much power and was not performing its function adequately. This 

breakdown in communication between the three groups is what lead to the demise of the 

Tahltan Tribal Council in 1994 (Fmklage, Per. Comm.). With the breakdown of the 

Taidtan Tribal Council, politid fighting between the Iskut Band and Tahitan First 

Nation, and within the Tahitan First Nation has occurred. In the hope of pglticipating in 

the B.C. treaty process to settle their claim, a statement of intent was put to the B.C. 

Treaty Commission h m  tht Tahltan Band Corncil in 1995. Udortunately, the statement 

was ren~ned a f k  the B.C. T r e q  Commission met with the Tahltan and Iskut Band 



Councils to discuss potentiai trraty negotiations and found that they were unable to speak 

to the with one voice. Conflicts between the Tahitan First Nation and the Iskut Band 

came to a head because the Iskut Band c l a h  sovereign rights over p t ions  of the 

Tahitan Traditional Tenitory that lie outside specific reserve holdings assigned to the 

Iskut under the Indian Act (Isaac 1995). There have been measures taken to get back "on 

trackW with treaty negotiations. The Tahita. Band Council is attempting to conduct 

"Unity Meetingsyy to try and resoive issues that are keeping the members separated and 

tak has begm again of forrning a body to represent both the Tahltans and Iskut people in 

treaty negotiations. Progress has yet to be made. The politics of treaty negotiations may 

be considered complex in the Stikine watershed but in relation, fisheries management is 

quite simple. 

The Stikine Watershed and its Fisheries 

The Stikine is an international river which flows h m  headwaters in north-central 

British Columbia for 1 ,040 kilometers in a wide northwesterly an: to its mouth in 

southeast Alaska (Wrangell). This river drains a watershed of 52,000 square-kilometres 

and in a sense is two nvers: the salrnon-fke stretch above the Grand Canyon of the 

Stikine? and the wide muddy lower Stikine, navigable to Telegraph Creek (Alaska 

Geogqhic 1979). Telegraph Creek, the only t o m  dong the Stikine? is on the north bank 

of the river about 416 km upstream h m  WrangeU, Alaska (Figure 2). 

The modem history of the Stikine is shaped by materiid riches rattier than the 

fishery. Russian fur traders in the 1790s were the fht Eutopeans to see and ideatify the 

Stikine's eshiary. In the mid-1800s fur traders were joined by gold prospectors, who 



foliowed the Stikine towards the interior in the hope of sudden wealth. At the end of the 

nineteenth century the Hudson's Bay Company set up its fkt permanent Stikioe trading 

pst 20 km below Telegraph Creek. At about the same tirne, the gold rush of 1897-98 

bmught a flood of people to the Stikine (Brody 1991). Steamboats were moving up and 

down the Stikine, bringing supplies to Telegraph Creek and other staging points. This 

intense activity only lasted a short time with the 1st  steamer traveling the Stikine in 

1916. 

In 1900 and 1901, the Yukon Telegraph was built quickly h m  Dawson City to 

Whitehorse comecting it by eain to Skagway and by boat to the rest of the outside world. 

When gold was discovered in A t h  Lake, 1300 km from Dawson City, the rnining 

cornpanies prompted the governrnent to continue the line throughout British Columbia. 

Four gangs of men worked painstakingly toward each other: one south h m  Bennet Lake 

in the Yukon Territory, another worked south of Atlin in B.C. toward a third crew coming 

northward fiom Hazelton, and the fourth started north h m  Quesnel (Lawrence 1990). 

Aithough the Klondike Rush was short lived, the line was maintained until 1936 by line 

operators who lived in cabins 20 to 50 miles apart dong the trail (Alaska Geographic 

1979). In the early 1940s Telegraph Creek again becarne a supply depot, this time for the 

construction of the Alaska Highway. In 1972, the Stewart-Cassiar Highway was opened, 

linkuig Kitwanga on the Skeena River with Watson Lake on the Alaska Highway. 

In the late 1980s, the Tahltan Nation Development corporation prepared a 

comprehensive development program which included a fisheries strakgy. The emphasis 

of the program and strategy was economic with the central theme %eating an ind* 

h m  a way of life" (Tahltan Nation Development Corporation 1985). The Tahltan 



commercial fishery strategy involved the purchase an operation of three vessels and the 

p u r e m e n t  of licences h m  DFO. The Tahitans were Iooking to re-establish their 

presence in the Stikine commercial fishery. Even though the strategy discussed the 

involvement of third parties and the fact that the Tahltaa did not want to disnrpt or 

dislocate non-Tahltan businesses, the non-aboriginal fishers were angry. The anger 

stemrned fiorn the fact that Tahltan members had not previously been deeply involved in 

the commercial fishery on the Stikine river (Cassidy & Dale 1988). The argument was 

made that a strong aboriginal and non-aborigiiial fishery on the Stikine strengthens 

Canada's position in negotiating with the U.S. for docation of Stikine fish stocks. 

The Stikine River has ail  five types of salmon in its waters: chinook, coho, pink, 

chum, and sockeye. SteeIhead, a migratory trout, are aiso abundant in the river and tend 

to complicate issues as they are under B.C. govemment jurisdiaion. Sockeye is the most 

valued commercial species because it is high in oil and protein, easy to can, and has 

superb flavor. The Stikine fish are of an excellent quality. In fact, sockeye can even be 

harvested at their spawning grounds and in a terminal fishery (ESSR harvest) and thgr are 

still valuable for fiozen, smoked, and canning sales. The ESSR harvests are made 

possible through Cmada4J.S. sockeye enhancement projects on the Tahltan and Tuya 

Rivers. 

There are approximately eighteen commacial fishing licences on the Lower 

Stikhe river: the Tahltan Band Council has possession of six, Great Glacier Salmon Ltd. 

has seven, and the rest are divided between four other Mers. On the Upper Stikiae, there 

are four Tahltan commercial fishers, each with their own licence. The Tahltan people 

concentrate their food fishing effort amund the Telegraph Cmk are* as it is accessible 



by mad. For an individuai of TahItan ancestry to exercise their right to fish, they must 

either retum to their traditional territory or receive permission fiam the First Nation in the 

area that they are presently living (Burdek, Per. Comm.). This bhgs  many Tahltan 

people back to the Telegraph Creek area and the Stikine watershed to fish. 

The Transboundary Technical Conimittee (1997) report oEas information on the 

catch size involved per stakeholder and the nm sUe of fish stocks in the Stikine. The 

1996 Stikine sockeye run was estimateci at 366,400 fish, of which an estimated 268,600 

were k e s t e d  in various fishenes, 4,400 were used for brood stock, and 93,400 escaped 

to spawn. The run was above the 1986 1995 average of 14 1,400 sockeye salmon. 

Sockeye salmon £iom outplants (enhancement projects) into Tahltan and Tuya lakes 

contributed an estimated 37200 fish to U.S. and 22,500 fish to Canadian catches 

(Transboundary Technical Committee W C ]  1997). 

Table 19 1996 Stikine River Fishery Harvests 

Coho 1 ullknowll 1,400 - - - 
Districts 106 and 108 

Species of 
Fish 

Sockeye 
Chinook 

The Skeena Watershed Committee 

Alaskan Crinadian Aboriginal Tahltan Test 
Commercial Commercial Catch ESSR FUhery 
Catch* Catch fld-) Harvest Catch 
178,600 66,300 &go0 14,3 O0 1,300 

2,400 2,500 420 - 50 

The Skeena supports ail six species of Pacific &on, with each species 

wnsisting of many stocks (or populations). Weaker stocks, of steelhead or coho, migrate 

at the same time as more abundant ones ( P W t  & Fulton sockeye) and are caught in the 



same fisheries. The very r d  danger of overfkhing these more vulnerable stocks is the 

subject of public concern and debate (DFO 1 Wb). The focus was on the commercial 

fleets at the rnouîh of the Skeena which intercept steeihead nms while fishing for 

socleye. Starting in 1991, DFO began threatening to imilateraliy impose steelhead 

conservation measures on the commercial fleet (e.g. area closures and 'tveedlines" - 
requiring the lowering of piilnets deeper in the water to allow for the passage of steehead 

above). These measures would remit in a decfea~e in the number of steelhead caught but 

also affect the number of sockeye harvesteâ, decreasing the commercial fishers' revenue. 

Lack of data on steeihead populations was a brrming issue for the commercial sector as 

they felt that the sport sector was pushing for changes in allocation, not conservatio~i of 

the species. 

The second dimension of the Skeena conflict involved the Gitxsan - proposal, 

throughout the 1980s, for a legalized upriver harvest and sale of enhanced stocks which 

DFO deemed suplus to spawning escapement requirements. The commercial sector was 

opposed to this, fearùig that it wouid allow for massive real1Ocafions of the catch upriver; 

a catch they felt DFO did not supervise edequately. In 1992, the AFS legally smctioned a 

Gi- - commercial W e s t  under an Excess to Salmon to Spawning Requirements 

(ESSR) license. This special license allowed for a targeted sockeye catch by six Git_xsan 

wmmunities using selective gear. 

Meetings in the first two years broke the ice, but failed to set up a viable 

consensus process. The SWC was being sponsored, convened, and chaved by DFO 

putting the cornmittee in an advisory position with no decision making power. The 

commercial sector was elrperimenting with a catch and release fishery in their met fleet 
. 



with limitai success, rerefusing to wmply with any of the proposed govanment 

regdations a d o r  closures to d u c e  steehead by-catch (Pinkerton 19%). Another 

significaut problem was hding.  The money DFO had hoped to provide the cornmittee in 

the 1994 season had been dlocated. A f k  much struggling and hcated arguments, four 

years of funding was found in the federai Green Plan. The SWC has dso obtained nmds 

to conduct habitat restoration and enhancernent h m  the Forest Renewal Plan of B.C. 
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